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Chapter 1
Introduction
The aim of this thesis is to obtain better understanding of the nature of computer
systems; in other words, to develop a mathematical theory of computer systems. Coal-
gebras are employed in our expedition as mathematical presentations of computer
systems.
1.1 Computer systems
Computer systems—information-processing systems consisting of (possibly multiple)
computers—are pervasive in the modern world, playing crucial roles in every aspect of
human activities. However, computer systems are also known to be extremely error-
prone: newspapers are full of incidents caused by failure of computer systems and
their enormous consequences. Given the fact that computer systems are ultimately
created by human hands, it is amazing how rarely they behave as we, their creators,
expect them to do. It must be the case that we do not quite understand computer
systems.
To understand the nature of computer systems is therefore a fundamental challenge
nowadays. This thesis is a step forward towards this goal. History tells us that clear
understanding of something is very often brought by mathematics, a lesson which we
shall follow. That is, we aim at a mathematical theory of computer systems.
1.2 Coalgebras as systems
In this thesis coalgebras are employed to formulate diverse phenomena in computer
systems. Why coalgebras? We use them because the theory of coalgebras is one of
the most promising candidates for a mathematical foundation for computer systems,
equipped with both ample applicability and mathematical simplicity.
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– Applicability. Our mathematical presentations of computer systems should be
able to address diverse (theoretical) problems in computer systems and their
solutions.
– Simplicity. Inﬂuential work in mathematics is very often marked with its sim-
plicity (or “beauty” as one may even say). Mathematical simplicity is a neces-
sity for further development of a theory; it is also a source of abstraction which
brings wide applicability.
Hopefully this thesis will provide grounds for the claim about such qualiﬁcations of
coalgebras, through:
– extending the application ﬁelds of coalgebras and demonstrating the notion’s
potential applicability; and
– in each of the additional application ﬁelds, providing mathematically clear for-
mulations of phenomena which have been identiﬁed as major obstacles in getting
computer systems right. In doing so we exploit mathematical simplicity of the
notion of coalgebras.
We begin with the deﬁnition of coalgebras (which is so simple) and then proceed to
the ﬁrst few examples that illustrate the idea “coalgebras as systems.”
1.2.1 Definition
The notion of coalgebras (co-algebras) is the categorical dual of that of algebras.
Hence one can say: the notion of coalgebras is as primitive as that of algebras.
1.2.1 Deﬁnition (Coalgebras). Let C be a category and F : C → C be an endofunc-
tor. An F -coalgebra is a pair of an object X ∈ C (called its carrier) and an arrow
(its structure arrow)
FX
X
c in C .
The functor F is called the coalgebra’s signature functor.
An F -coalgebra will be called simply a coalgebra when the signature functor F is
obvious from the context.
1.2.2 Remark (Functor coalgebras vs. Eilenberg-Moore coalgebras). The notion
of coalgebras just introduced is sometimes called functor coalgebras, in contrast to
Eilenberg-Moore coalgebras for comonads (see e.g. [96]). It should be noted that
often in a categorical setting the latter notion is referred to (simply) as coalgebras
too. Throughout this thesis the word “coalgebra” is reserved for the former notion.
1.2.2 First examples
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In the last few decades, coalgebras have found their use
as mathematical, categorical presentations of state-based
systems such as automata; computer systems are also
instances of state-based systems. There are several in-
troductory articles to the view of “coalgebras as state-
based systems,” such as [65, 66, 86, 108, 114]; we refer to
them for a historical account of the ﬁeld, extensive in-
vestigation of examples, a list of references, and so on. Here we present a few small,
elementary examples to provide an intuition.
Coalgebras are state-based systems. Let us take the category Sets of sets and
functions as the base category C. This means that the objects (such as X and FX)
are sets; and arrows (such as X c→ FX) are set-theoretic functions. As an endofunctor
F : Sets→ Sets, let us take F = Σ× , that is
FX = Σ×X
where Σ is a ﬁxed set.
In this case, a coalgebra X c→ FX is identiﬁed with a function
Σ×X
X
c such as
(a, x′)
x
.
The key idea is that we can think of
– an element x ∈ X as a state, hence a set X as a state space;
– an application of a function c as a one-step transition or dynamics.
Indeed, if c(x) is a pair (a, x′) as above, we can interpret its ﬁrst component a ∈ Σ
as the output of the state x when it makes a transition; its second component x′ ∈ X
as the next state of x. Therefore we can draw the following graphical representation
of the coalgebra.
x
a
x′
a′
x′′
a′′
x′′′
a′′′ · · · (1.1)
To summarize, a coalgebra X c→ Σ×X is a state-based system which, by making a
transition, outputs a symbol in Σ and moves to another state.
Diﬀerent types of systems by diﬀerent endofunctor F . A coalgebra X c→
Σ×X (that we have just observed) denotes what is usually called a stream automaton:
its behavior—i.e. what we observe by continuously running the system—is an (inﬁnite)
stream over the alphabet Σ, such as aa′a′′a′′′ · · · in (1.1).
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Can we represent, as coalgebras, other kinds of state-based systems say labeled
transition systems (LTSs)? A state of LTSs has a set of possible transitions, each of
which is labeled with an element in a ﬁxed alphabet Σ.
x1
...x
a1
an xn
This is diﬀerent from stream automata in which a state has its unique output and
successor; an LTS exhibits non-deterministic branching. For a technical reason we
shall focus on ﬁnitely branching LTSs in the sequel.1 This means that a state can
have only a ﬁnite number of possible outgoing transitions.
We can express such a system as a function
Pﬁn(Σ×X)
X
c such as
{
(a1, x1), . . . , (ak, xk)
}
x
,
where Pﬁn denotes the operation of taking the set of all ﬁnite subsets:
PﬁnX = {u ⊆ X | u is ﬁnite} .
Therefore (ﬁnitely branching) LTSs are coalgebras for the base category C = Sets
and the signature functor F = Pﬁn(Σ× ).
Non-deterministic automata are yet another kind of state-based systems. They
are almost the same as LTSs but each state has an additional 2-value attribute (T
or F) denoting whether it is one of the terminating states or not.2 Such systems
can be represented as coalgebras for C = Sets and now F = 2× Pﬁn(Σ× ), where
2 = {T,F} is a 2-element set. For example,
2× Pﬁn(Σ×X)
X
c such as
(
T, {(a1, x1), . . . , (ak, xk)}
)
x
, meaning
x1
...x
a1
an xn
A much greater variety of systems allows representation as coalgebras using dif-
ferent functors F ; see e.g. [108].
1.3 Theory of coalgebras
We have sketched how state-based systems can be presented using the abstract notion
of coalgebras. What do we gain from this presentation? Isn’t it just a fancy (or scary)
1If we allow arbitrary degree of branching, a ﬁnal coalgebra (which we explain in Section 1.3)
does not exist due to the size problem. See e.g. [66].
2We disregard the ﬁniteness conditions (on a state space X and on an alphabet Σ) which are
usually present in the deﬁnition of non-deterministic automata.
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way of presenting something one already knows, as if it were something one does not
know?
We claim that it is not the case. One ground for our claim is the following fact
(which has been recognized in the last couple of decades): some natural mathematical
constructions on coalgebras have indeed important meanings in the theory of state-
based systems. Among them, morphisms of coalgebras and the principle of coinduc-
tion—the two notions which we elaborate in this section—play important roles in this
thesis.
1.3.1 Morphisms of coalgebras as behavior-preserving maps
A morphism from one coalgebra to another is an arrow between their carriers which
“preserves coalgebraic structures.”
1.3.1 Deﬁnition (Morphisms of coalgebras). Let X c→ FX and Y d→ FY be two
coalgebras (in the base category C). A morphism from the former coalgebra c to the
latter d is an arrow f : X → Y in C such that the following diagram commutes.
FX
Ff
FY
X
c
f
Y
d
(1.2)
F -coalgebras and morphisms between them form a category which we denote by
CoalgF . Therefore there is the following one-to-one correspondence:
( FX
X
c
)
f−→
( FY
Y
d
)
in CoalgF
X
f−→ Y in C, such that
FX
Ff
FY
X
c
f
Y
d
The signiﬁcance of morphisms of coalgebras is the fact that they represent behavior-
preserving maps between systems. To illustrate this point, let us take the setting in
our ﬁrst example (C = Sets and F = Σ × ), in which case coalgebras are stream
automata. A morphism from X c→ Σ×X to Y d→ Σ× Y is a (set-theoretic) function
X
f→ Y such that the diagram
Σ×X Σ× f Σ× Y
X
c
f
Y
d
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commutes. In order to examine what this commutativity means, let us denote the
arrow c by
c = 〈outc, nextc〉 : X −→ Σ×X ,
making the two components outc : X → Σ and nextc : X → X explicit. Similarly we
denote d = 〈outd, nextd〉. Then the above commutativity is obviously equivalent to
the following condition: for any “state” x ∈ X,
outc(x) = outd(f(x)) and f(nextc(x)) = nextd(f(x)) . (1.3)
Its immediate consequence is that the “behavior” of a state x in the system X c→
FX coincides with that of f(x) in Y d→ FY . Here by the “behavior” of x we mean
the inﬁnite stream over Σ that arises by running the system X c→ FX continuously,
starting from x.
x
a
x′
a′
x′′
a′′
x′′′
a′′′ · · · in X c→ FX
f(x) a f(x′) a
′
f(x′′) a
′′
f(x′′′) a
′′′
· · · in Y d→ FY
Indeed, the output a ∈ Σ of f(x) must be the same as that of x by the ﬁrst equality
of (1.3); moreover, if x a→ x′ then the next state of f(x) must be f(x′) by the second
equality.
The slogan “morphisms of coalgebras as behavior-preserving maps” is true for
other kinds of systems as well. For instance, for the other two examples of a sig-
nature functor F in Section 1.2.2 (namely functors for LTSs and non-deterministic
automata), the notion of coalgebra morphisms coincides with the usual notion of
functional bisimulation (i.e. functions whose graphs are bisimulation).
1.3.2 Behavior by coinduction
We just talked about an informal notion of behaviors of state-based systems. The
behavior of a system is what we “observe” by running a system. We shall take the
black-box view about our “observation”: we (as outside observers) observe the actions
executed by the system, but have no direct means of knowing which internal states
are realizing those actions.
• a
•
a
•
a
Or rather, we do not want to care about the internal mechanism
which realizes our (black-box) observation. In fact, identifying two
diﬀerent systems with the same behavior—such as the two stream
automata on the right yielding the same stream aω—is often a very
useful technique in veriﬁcation of state-based systems.
One of the nicest things about the abstract notion of coalgebras is that a notion
of such “behaviors” can be elegantly formulated by a simple mathematical principle
of coinduction, i.e. by ﬁnal coalgebras.
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1.3.2 Deﬁnition (Final coalgebras, coinduction). A ﬁnal coalgebra Z
ζ→ FZ is a
ﬁnal object in the categoryCoalgF .3 This means that, for any F -coalgebra X
c→ FX,
there exists a unique morphism from c to ζ.
FX
Ff
FZ
X
c
f
Z
ζ
Making an explicit use of ﬁnality of a ﬁnal coalgebra is often referred to as the principle
of coinduction.
1.3.3 Remark (Usage of “coinduction”). In [65] the word coinduction means the
use of the ﬁnality principle employed in a speciﬁc category CoalgF . We follow this
view.4 It is called co-induction because it is the categorical dual of induction which,
in a categorical setting, refers to the use of the initiality principle for algebras.
Here are some typical usages of the word: the unique morphism f above is induced
“by coinduction”; if g is another morphism from c to ζ then we conclude f = g
“by coinduction.” Notice that ﬁnality—called coinduction in this setting—has two
separate aspects: existence of an arrow and its uniqueness. In fact, coinduction in
the former usage (exploiting the existence aspect) is sometimes called the coinduction
deﬁnition principle; coinduction in the latter usage (exploiting the uniqueness aspect)
is called the coinduction proof principle.
Coinduction as a uniform mathematical principle that assigns to a system its
behavior is our principal tool in this thesis. The basic scenario is as follows. For the
kind of state-based systems as speciﬁed by an endofunctor F ,
– the set Z of all possible behaviors is itself found to carry an F -coalgebraic
structure Z
ζ→ FZ. It turns out that this ζ is a ﬁnal coalgebra.
– Given an arbitrary coalgebra (i.e. a system) X c→ FX, there exists a unique
morphism from c to ζ, by the deﬁnition of ﬁnal coalgebras.
FX
F (beh(c))
FZ
X
c
beh(c)
Z
ζ (1.4)
The unique morphism thus induced is what assigns to (a state of) the coalgebra
c its behavior, and is denoted by beh(c).
3In category theory, a ﬁnal object is often referred to as a terminal object as well. Consequently,
a ﬁnal coalgebra is sometimes called a terminal coalgebra.
4In computer science the word coinduction can be used in a diﬀerent, order-theoretic meaning,
which refers to the use of greatest ﬁxed points. See e.g. [118]. In fact, our categorical usage is a
generalization of the other order-theoretic one, in the same way as categories are generalization of
poet’s.
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It is illustrative to think of this scenario employed in the category Sets. Then the
arrows are (set-theoretic) functions; the arrow beh(c) : X → Z is therefore a function
which carries each state x ∈ X to an element beh(c)(x) ∈ Z which is the “behavior”
of the state x of the system X c→ FX.
This basic scenario works for a wide variety of systems, i.e. F -coalgebras for a
variety of F . The notion of “behaviors” (represented by a ﬁnal F -coalgebra Z
ζ→
FZ) varies according to the choice of a functor F . Furthermore, as we see later in
Chapter 2, coinduction can capture a diﬀerent kind of “behaviors” if employed in a
diﬀerent category (than Sets). Let us look at some ﬁrst (standard) examples.
Coinduction for stream automata A stream automaton is an F -coalgebra for
F = Σ× in C = Sets. A natural notion of its “behavior” is the inﬁnite stream over
Σ that we observe by running the system continuously. The set of inﬁnite streams
over Σ (which we denote by Σω) indeed carries the following F -coalgebra structure.
Σ× Σω
Σω
〈hd, tl〉
( a0, a1a2a3 . . . )
a0a1a2 . . .
Here the function hd returns the head element of a stream; the function tl returns the
tail stream. Now it is not hard to prove the following.
1.3.4 Proposition (Coinduction for stream automata). Let C = Sets and F =
Σ× . For any F -coalgebra X c→ Σ×X, there exists a unique coalgebra morphism⎛
⎝ Σ×X
X
c
⎞
⎠ 
⎛
⎝ Σ× Σω
Σω
〈hd, tl〉
⎞
⎠ .
In other words, there exists a unique function beh(c) : X → Σω that makes the
following coinduction diagram commute.
Σ×X Σ× beh(c) Σ× Σω
X
c
beh(c)
Σω
〈hd, tl〉 (1.5)
The diagram is an instance of (1.4); hence the coalgebra 〈hd, tl〉 : Σω → Σ× Σω is a
ﬁnal coalgebra. 
Commutativity of the diagram (1.5) can be rephrased into the following equations (as
we did in (1.3)). Recall that we write c = 〈outc, nextc〉 : X → Σ×X.
hd
(
beh(c)(x)
)
= outc(x) and tl
(
beh(c)(x)
)
= beh(c)
(
nextc(x)
)
. (1.6)
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Putting it graphically,
x
a→ x′ in
Σ×X
X
c =⇒ beh(c)(x) = a a′a′′a′′′ · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
beh(c)(x′)
.
The equations (1.6) are therefore a natural deﬁnition of the inﬁnite stream (the “be-
havior”) beh(c)(x) induced by a state x of a stream automaton c, presented in a
conventional manner. The coinduction diagram (1.5)—which is equivalent to the
equations (1.6)—is a categorical presentation of the deﬁnition. Our point here is that
the latter allows generalization to diﬀerent kinds of systems, due to the abstraction
inherent in category theory.
Coinduction for LTSs Coinduction as a mathematical principle for assigning a
“behavior” can be applied also to (ﬁnitely branching) LTSs and non-deterministic
automata.
For the functor F = Pﬁn(Σ × )—for which a coalgebra is a ﬁnitely branching
LTS—a ﬁnal coalgebra indeed exists [4, 10]. In the sequel we shall sketch what it
looks like, without going too much into details.
First, the carrier set of the ﬁnal coalgebra—which we denote by STreeΣ∼—consists
of equivalence classes of so-called synchronization trees over Σ, modulo bisimilarity.
– Synchronization trees [98] over Σ are ﬁnitely branching, (possibly) inﬁnite-depth
trees whose edges are labeled with elements of Σ, such as the following.
a
c
...
a
...
b
d
b
a
...
c d
b
...
a
...
b
The nodes after d-edges (without any successors) are understood to have the
branching degree 0.
– Bisimilarity is one of the standard notions of process equivalence, originally
introduced in [107]. We shall denote the bisimilarity equivalence (on synchro-
nization trees) by ∼.
A synchronization tree emerges when we “unfold” an LTS and depict the possible
execution paths of the LTS, starting from a speciﬁc state. For example, the above
synchronization tree arises by unfolding the following LTS, starting from the state x.
x
b
a
y
c
d
z
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The structure arrow of the ﬁnal coalgebra—which we denote by dstr—is the fol-
lowing one, “destructing” a tree into its immediate subtrees.
STreeΣ∼
dstr−→ Pﬁn(Σ× STreeΣ∼)⎡
⎢⎣ •a1 an
t1 tn· · ·
⎤
⎥⎦
∼
−→ { (a1, [t1]∼), . . . , (an, [tn]∼) }
One can prove that this function dstr is well-deﬁned, because of the deﬁnition of
bisimilarity ∼.
Now, the following coinduction diagram in Sets is an instantiation of (1.4) in the
current LTS setting.
Pﬁn(Σ×X)
Pﬁn(Σ× beh(c)) Pﬁn(Σ× STreeΣ∼)
X
c
beh(c)
STreeΣ∼
dstr (1.7)
In this way a ﬁnitely branching LTS (represented by a coalgebra c) is assigned its
“behavior” beh(c) : X → STreeΣ∼. The commutativity of the diagram (1.7) boils
down to the following condition.
xa1 an
x1 · · · xn
in the system c =⇒ beh(c)(x) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
•a1 an
beh(c)
(x1)
beh(c)
(xn)
· · ·
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
∼
Therefore the “behavior” beh(c)(x) ∈ STreeΣ∼ is (the equivalence class of) the unfold-
ing of the LTS c, starting from the state x. The following points should be noted
here.
– Information on internal states (x, x1, x2, . . . ) is not present in the behavior,
because in a synchronization tree nodes are not labeled.
– Moreover, two states which are bisimilar (according to the standard deﬁnition)
are mapped to the same element of STreeΣ∼, because elements of STree
Σ
∼ are
equivalence classes modulo ∼.
Therefore we have illustrated the following result.
1.3.5 Proposition (Coinduction captures bisimilarity). There exists a ﬁnal coalgebra
dstr : STreeΣ∼ −→ Pﬁn(Σ× STreeΣ∼)
for the functor Pﬁn(Σ× ) on Sets.
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Moreover, the equivalence relation induced by coinduction coincides with the usual
notion of bisimilarity. That is, if x ∈ X is a state of a coalgebra X c→ Pﬁn(Σ×X)
and y ∈ Y is a state of Y d→ Pﬁn(Σ× Y ), then we have
beh(c)(x) = beh(d)(y) in STreeΣ∼ ⇐⇒ x and y are bisimilar . 
We refer to the second point of the proposition as: coinduction captures bisimilarity;
or a ﬁnal coalgebra is fully abstract with respect to bisimilarity.
Coinduction in Sets captures bisimilarity It turns out that the last point in the
previous paragraph “coinduction captures bisimilarity” holds not only for the speciﬁc
endofunctor F = Pﬁn(Σ× ), but also for a variety of endofunctors F on Sets.
Speciﬁcally, for an arbitrary endofunctor F : Sets → Sets (i.e. for systems other
than LTSs) we can deﬁne the generalized notion of bisimulations using suitable spans.
Besides this categorical formulation of bisimulations, the notion of bisimilarity also
arises categorically, as the universal one among all the bisimulations. It can be shown
(see e.g. [114]) that this generic notion of bisimilarity is captured by coinduction (in
the sense of Proposition 1.3.5), if the functor F preserves weak pullbacks, a condition
satisﬁed by most functors on Sets of our interest.
Therefore here comes another slogan: coinduction in Sets captures bisimilarity.
Note that, although this slogan is valid for a variety of endofunctors F , the base
category C is ﬁxed to be Sets. In Chapter 2 we will see that trace equivalence—
another standard process equivalence which is coarser than bisimilarity—is captured
by coinduction in a diﬀerent universe, namely in a Kleisli category instead of in Sets.
1.3.6 Example (Non-deterministic automata). Our arguments on the ﬁnal coalgebra
for the functor F = Pﬁn(Σ × ) (modeling ﬁnitely branching LTSs) remain valid
if we consider the functor F = 2 × Pﬁn(Σ × ) (modeling ﬁnitely branching non-
deterministic automata).
The ﬁnal coalgebra for F = 2 × Pﬁn(Σ × ) consists of synchronization trees—
whose nodes are now labeled by T or F—modulo a suitable notion of bisimilarity.
The following is an example of such a synchronization tree.
a
b
...
a
...
c
c
a
...
b
c
...
a
...
c
 : labeled by T,
i.e. a terminating state : labeled by F,
i.e. a non-terminating state
This tree arises by unfolding the following non-deterministic automaton starting from
the state x. In other words, the state x’s “behavior” assigned by coinduction is the
above tree (modulo bisimilarity).
x
c
a
y
b
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One thing to note here is that bisimilarity (captured by coinduction) is diﬀerent from
language equivalence, another standard notion of equivalence for non-deterministic
automata. A state of a non-deterministic automaton determines a subset of the set
Σ∗ of words in Σ, called its accepted language—(ab+ c)∗ for the state x in the above
example. Two states of non-deterministic automata are language equivalent if their
accepted languages are the same.
Language equivalence is as a relation strictly coarser than bisimilarity, as the fol-
lowing classic example of “language equivalent but not bisimilar states” demonstrates
(see e.g. [129]).
x
a
x′a a
b c
b c
(1.8)
Indeed, the two states x and x′ have the same accepted language {ab, ac}; but x′
cannot simulate x’s ability that “after making an a-move, the system can still choose
between b- and c-moves,” which makes x not bisimilar to x′. How to capture this no-
tion of language equivalence by coinduction—besides bisimilarity—will be our theme
in Chapter 2.
1.4 Thesis outline
The following table summarizes the correspondence we have observed, between coal-
gebraic constructs and basic concepts in the theory of computer systems.
system behavior-preserving map behavior
coalgebraically coalgebra morphism of coalgebras by coinduction
FX
X
FX
Ff
FY
X
f
Y
FX FZ
X
c
beh(c)
Z
ﬁnal
(1.9)
The examples so far have been accommodated in the category Sets, where the “be-
havior” captured by coinduction coincides with bisimilarity.
This thesis selects some noted phenomena in computer systems and provides clear
understanding of them, by identifying fundamental mathematical structures hidden
behind. Our mathematical formulations of those phenomena are based on coalgebras;
thus this thesis extends the (existing) theory of coalgebras (such as table (1.9)) in
several directions.
Let us now take a brief look at the issues about computer systems that we will
address in later chapters. In each chapter, we focus on one speciﬁc issue.
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Chapter 2. Trace semantics via coinduction We have seen that coinduction in
Sets captures a “behavior” modulo bisimilarity. However, there are standard notions
of behavioral equivalence other than bisimilarity, such as language equivalence for non-
deterministic automata. So one may ask: can we capture other notions of equivalence
also by coinduction?
In Chapter 2 we present a partial, yet positive answer to this question. We present
a coalgebraic framework for capturing trace semantics; language equivalence is an
instance of trace semantics. Informally speaking, the diﬀerence from bisimilarity
is the fact that in trace semantics inner branching structures are abstracted away;
see (1.8).
Our contributions are summarized as follows.
– Trace semantics via coinduction in K(T ) We identify coinduction in a
Kleisli category K(T ) as a mathematical principle for capturing trace semantics.
That is, the coinduction diagram in K(T )
FX
F (beh(c))
FZ
X
c
beh(c)
Z
ζ
yields an arrow beh(c) which assigns to each state x ∈ X its trace semantics.
Therefore the theory of coalgebras, when employed in K(T ), can be thought of
as the theory of state-based systems “modulo trace semantics.” Intuitively, it
is the use of K(T ) as the base category which abstracts away inner branching
structures.
– Identiﬁcation of a ﬁnal coalgebra in K(T ) A ﬁnal coalgebra in K(T ) turns
out to coincide with an initial algebra in Sets for the corresponding endofunctor.
This (seemingly surprising) technical result follows from
• a suitable adjunction lifting which lifts an initial algebra in Sets to an
initial algebra in K(T ); and
• the initial algebra-ﬁnal coalgebra coincidence in K(T ) which results from
the limit-colimit coincidence due to a suitable order-enriched structure of
K(T ).
Here we gain remarkable genericity by using abstract categorical terms. Notice
that the framework has a parameter T—a monad on Sets—which in fact speciﬁes
the type of branching. For one choice, systems have non-deterministic branching
as in LTSs; for another choice systems come to have probabilistic branching. The
coinduction framework works also in the latter setting, which enables us to capture
“trace semantics” for probabilistic systems, such as the following. For the state x of
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the probabilistic system
x
a[13 ]
a[13 ] 1
3
y
1
2
a[12 ]
za[1] 
“trace semantics” is the probability (sub)distribution[ 〈〉 → 13 , a → 13 · 12 , a2 → 13 · 12 · 12 , · · ·
an → 13 ·
(
1
2
)n
, · · ·
]
that tells the probability with which the word an occurs before the system hits the
termination symbol .
To summarize, this chapter extends the application ﬁelds of coalgebras by adding
trace semantics to the list of process semantics that are captured by coinduction.
From a diﬀerent point of view, “trace semantics” (for various kinds of systems, such
as non-deterministic vs. probabilistic) is given a uniform mathematical description,
namely as coinduction in a Kleisli category.
The material in Chapter 2 is based on joint work [43, 44, 47] with Bart Jacobs
and Ana Sokolova. Useful comments from Jiˇr´ı Ada´mek, Chris Heunen, Stefan Milius,
Tarmo Uustalu and the anonymous referees of these papers are gratefully acknowl-
edged.
Chapter 3. Generic forward and backward simulations In this chapter we
continue our investigation into coalgebras in a Kleisli category K(T ). We have shown
that coinduction in K(T ) gives trace semantics. What about the other coalgebraic
constructs in the table (1.9), namely morphisms of coalgebras? How can we interpret
them in K(T )?
It turns out that two relaxed versions of morphisms of coalgebras—lax and oplax
morphisms—have signiﬁcant meanings in the study of computer systems, namely as
forward and backward simulations between systems.
FX
Ff
FY
X
c
f

Y
d
FX
Ff
FY
X
c
f

Y
d
lax coalgebra morphism oplax coalgebra morphism
= forward simulation = backward simulation
(1.10)
The partial order  in the diagram refers to the natural notion of “more behav-
ior” associated with the branching type in question—such as set inclusion for non-
deterministic branching. Therefore this chapter, combined with the previous Chap-
ter 2, establishes the view of the theory of coalgebras in K(T ) as the generic theory
of traces and simulations.
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The theory of traces and simulations has been extensively studied due to its signif-
icance in system veriﬁcation; see e.g. [94]. A typical application scenario that involves
traces and simulations is as follows.
– We have two systems at hand, S (called a speciﬁcation) and I (called an imple-
mentation).
– The speciﬁcation S is a simple system and is known to satisfy a certain desired
property P . Let us assume that P is a safety property, meaning: a certain
(unwanted) phenomenon never occurs in any execution trace of the system.
Our goal is to establish that the implementation system I also satisﬁes the
safety property P .
– To that goal, it suﬃces for us to show
(trace semantics of I)  (trace semantics of S) , (1.11)
which means for example that the former trace set is included in the latter
(when systems are non-deterministic). Indeed, since we already know that none
of the execution traces of the speciﬁcation system S exhibits the unwanted
phenomenon, from the above “trace inclusion” (1.11) we can conclude that
neither the implementation I exhibits the unwanted phenomenon. Hence I is
shown to satisfy the safety property P .
– In order to show the trace inclusion (1.11), we search for either a forward
or a backward simulation from I to S. We do so because traces and for-
ward/backward simulations are related via a so-called soundness theorem: for
two systems X and Y,
∃ (forward or backward simulation from X to Y)
=⇒ (trace sem. for X )  (trace sem. for Y) .
In this way we prove I’s satisfaction of the trace-based property P , essentially by
ﬁnding a simulation. Such a simulation-based method is often useful because, in
many applications, establishing trace inclusion (1.11) by directly computing the trace
semantics (which takes arbitrarily many steps into account) is much harder than
checking that a relation forms a forward/backward simulation (which only involves
one-step transitions).
Therefore the soundness theorem—relating simulations and trace semantics—is
an essential piece in the theory of traces and simulations. Indeed, our main result in
this chapter is a generic soundness theorem which relates coalgebraic trace semantics
(via coinduction, Chapter 2) and coalgebraic forward/backward simulations in (1.10).
It is proved once for all, using abstract categorical terms.
Here again we gain ample genericity by using abstract categorical terms. In par-
ticular, the framework covers both non-deterministic systems and probabilistic ones.
Assume that we are interested in some (exotic) kind of systems, no matter if they
are non-deterministic or probabilistic. When those systems allow suitable coalgebraic
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modeling (which happens reasonably often), our coalgebraic framework provides a
deﬁnition of forward/backward simulations tailored for this kind of systems as an
instantiation of (1.10). This deﬁnition is guaranteed to be a “useful” one, because for
this deﬁnition of simulations the soundness theorem comes for free.
From a viewpoint of a coalgebra-theorist, in Chapters 2 and 3 we have established
the view:
theory of coalgebras in a Kleisli category
as
generic theory of traces and simulations
which is summarized in the following table of correspondences.
system simulation trace semanticsforward backward
in K(T ) coalgebra lax morphism oplax morphism coinduction
FX
X
FX
Ff
FY
X
f

Y
FX
Ff
FY
X
f

Y
FX FZ
X
c
beh(c)
Z
ﬁnal
(1.12)
This is a new way of understanding the basic table (1.9), besides the standard one
(namely, coalgebras in Sets are systems modulo bisimilarity). In this way we have
extended the application ﬁelds of coalgebras.
The material in Chapter 3 has been presented in [46]. Part of the work was done
during the author’s stay at Research Center for Veriﬁcation and Semantics, National
Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST), Japan, in March
2006. Their hospitality as well as helpful comments from Chris Heunen, Bart Jacobs,
Yoshinobu Kawabe, Koki Nishizawa, Ana Sokolova, Frits Vaandrager and Hiroshi
Watanabe are gratefully acknowledged.
Chapter 4. Probabilistic anonymity (case study) The table (1.12) summa-
rizes the view of theory of coalgebras in K(T ) as theory of traces and simulations. As
already mentioned, what is remarkable in this table is the fact that non-deterministic
systems and probabilistic systems are given the same, uniform treatment. In partic-
ular, the shift from non-deterministic branching to probabilistic one is just a matter
of replacing the parameter T . That is to say, anything we can (coalgebraically) do in
a non-deterministic setting, we can also do in a probabilistic setting (by replacing T ).
We will exploit this genericity in this chapter which is devoted to a case study of
verifying anonymity properties of network protocols. Online anonymity is an increas-
ingly important property, at this age when most human activities involve communica-
tion on the Internet. Advances in information communication technology have made
exchange of enormous amount of information a daily matter, from which we beneﬁt
vastly. However, it is the same technology that poses threats to our privacy: so much
information on us is on the Internet and retrieving it has never been an easier task.
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Therefore formalization and veriﬁcation of anonymity properties have attracted
increasing attention in the computer security community. In this chapter we set our
starting point at one deﬁnition of anonymity introduced in [119]—as a property of
the trace set of an automaton—and a simulation-based proof method [71, 72] for
this notion of anonymity. These prior results are all obtained in a non-deterministic
setting.
However, an important role of probability has been claimed recently by many au-
thors in the ﬁeld. Non-deterministic anonymity is qualitative: each participant of
the protocol is either “suspicious” or “not suspicious at all,” but nothing in between.
In contrast, in a probabilistic notion of anonymity we talk about quantitative suspi-
cion, a fact which is essential in modeling e.g. those anonymizing protocols which use
probabilistic mechanisms for disguising identities.
The main contribution in this chapter is hence transferring the non-deterministic
simulation-based proof method for anonymity—introduced in [71, 72]—to a proba-
bilistic setting. In its course we fully exploit the coalgebraic theory developed in
previous chapters: we obtain the deﬁnition of suitable “probabilistic simulations” by
instantiating the coalgebraic deﬁnition and the soundness theorem (which comes for
free) plays an essential part in the proof method.
The material in Chapter 4 is based on joint work [50, 51] with Yoshinobu Kawabe
and Hideki Sakurada, carried out during the author’s stay at NTT Communication
Science Laboratories in September–October 2006 and April 2007. Helpful comments
from Kostas Chatzikokolakis, Tom Chothia, Ken Mano, Catuscia Palamidessi, Peter
van Rossum, Ana Sokolova, Yasuaki Tsukada and the anonymous referees for the
paper [50] are gratefully acknowledged.
Chapter 5. Concurrency and the microcosm principle (foundational study)
In this chapter we address the issue of concurrency in computer systems. Concur-
rency is about running multiple systems in parallel, possibly involving communication
between them. Concurrency is everywhere at this age when almost all the comput-
ers are mutually connected via the Internet. At the same time, the exponentially
growing complexity of systems with concurrency makes veriﬁcation of such systems a
fundamental challenge in computer science.
Our special attention is to the compositionality property: informally it means that
the behavior of a composed system C ‖ D is determined by the behavior of C and that
of D. The signiﬁcance of compositionality in the study of computer systems is that
it supports modular veriﬁcation methods. In modular veriﬁcation, correctness of a
composed system C1 ‖ · · · ‖ Cn is established using correctness of each component Ci.
We start with the following—seemingly plausible—formulation of “coalgebraic
compositionality.” The operator beh is the one induced by coinduction; see (1.9).
beh
( FX
X
c
∥∥∥∥ FY
Y
d
)
= beh
( FX
X
c
) ∥∥∥∥ beh
( FY
Y
d
)
(1.13)
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However, a closer look at the equation raises some questions. Most notably, the two
operators ‖ on each side of the equation have in fact diﬀerent domains: the one on
the left has a type
CoalgF ×CoalgF
‖−→ CoalgF , composing coalgebras as systems;
while the one on the right has a type
Z × Z ‖−→ Z , composing “states” of the ﬁnal coalgebra Z as behaviors.
Moreover, these two domains (CoalgF and Z) are nested: the latter is an object of
the former (which is a category). Therefore what we observe here is a phenomenon
that the same algebraic structure—namely a binary operator ‖ possibly with some
equational properties such as associativity—interpreted in two separate yet nested
domains. This is the mathematical structure of our interest in this chapter.
Although examples of such phenomena abound in computer science—think of
concatenation of deterministic automata and of regular languages—there does not
seem to be much emphasis on them. However in mathematics the phenomenon of
such nested algebraic structures has been long known; it is called the microcosm
principle by Baez and Dolan [9]. We take this abstract, mathematical principle in
itself as an interesting topic to investigate.
L
1
C
⇓X CAT
In this chapter—starting with the above observation on paral-
lel composition and compositionality—we present a mathematically
rigorous formalization of the microcosm principle. The formaliza-
tion is 2-categorical and looks like the diagram on the right. An
algebraic theory to be interpreted twice is presented categorically as a Lawvere theory
L; an outer model (the categoryCoalgF in the above example) is a product-preserving
functor C; and an inner model (the object Z above) is a lax natural transformation
X. Here 1 denotes the constant functor into the category 1 with one object and one
arrow.
Based on this formalization, we turn our attention back to coalgebraic settings. As
our main result we prove a generic compositionality result regarding an L-structure
on coalgebras, for an arbitrary algebraic theory L. This generic result instantiates
to the equation (1.13) when L is suitably chosen. Therefore our expedition in this
chapter establishes mathematical foundation for modular veriﬁcation of systems with
concurrency.
Additionally, we investigate the relationship between the general framework for
parallel composition (in this chapter) and the material in the previous chapters: the
former indeed yields “compositionality” results for trace semantics and simulations.
Speciﬁcally, our main result in this chapter (generic compositionality for behavior by
coinduction) immediately yields compositionality of trace semantics which is “behav-
ior by coinduction” in K(T ) (Chapter 2). Moreover, in relation to coalgebraic simu-
lations (Chapter 3), we show that the forward/backward similarity relations are com-
positional under suitable assumptions. Let us write c F d (“c is forward-simulated
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by d”) if there exists a forward simulation from a coalgebra c to another d. Then we
have
FX
X
c F
FY
Y
d =⇒
(
FX
X
c
∥∥∥∥ FV
V
e
)
F
(
FY
Y
d
∥∥∥∥ FV
V
e
)
.
We obtain a similar result for backward similarity as well.
We consider the material in Chapter 5 as a starting point of our research program
on concurrency in coalgebra. The material is based on joint work [45] with Bart
Jacobs and Ana Sokolova. Helpful comments from Kazuyuki Asada, John Baez,
Masahito Hasegawa, Bill Lawvere, Dusˇko Pavlovic´, John Power and the participants
of CALCO-jnr workshop including Alexander Kurz are gratefully acknowledged.
1.5 Information for reading
Chapters 2–4 form a single thread, investigating coalgebras in a Kleisli category and
applying them in a case study. The topic of Chapter 5 is outside this thread; al-
though we also describe a relationship to earlier chapters, Chapter 5 can be read as
an independent material.
This thesis contains no more introductory treatment of the standard theory of
coalgebras than we have already had. See [65, 66, 86, 108, 114] for more details.
Nor have we any introductory material for basic category theory. For Chapters 2
and 3, the needed categorical background is available from the references at each
point or from one of the aforementioned standard references on coalgebras. Chapter 4
does not have many prerequisites as it is a case study. Chapter 5 is mathematically
more demanding compared to the previous chapters. Although it is meant to be
self-contained, the reader may feel more comfortable being familiar with monoidal
categories [96, Chapter VII]; Lawvere theories [82]; and with basic higher-dimensional
category theory [19, Chapter 7].
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Chapter 2
Trace semantics via coinduction
Trace semantics has been deﬁned for various kinds of state-based systems, notably
with diﬀerent forms of branching such as non-determinism vs. probability. In this
chapter we claim to identify one underlying mathematical structure behind these
“trace semantics,” namely coinduction in a Kleisli category. This claim is based on
our technical result that, under a suitably order-enriched setting, a ﬁnal coalgebra in
a Kleisli category is given by an initial algebra in the category Sets. Formerly the
theory of coalgebras has been employed mostly in Sets where coinduction yields a
ﬁner process semantics of bisimilarity. Therefore we extend the application ﬁelds of
coalgebras, providing a new instance of the principle “process semantics via coinduc-
tion.”
2.1 Overview
Trace semantics is a commonly used semantic relation for reasoning about state-based
systems. Trace semantics for labeled transition systems is found on the coarsest edge
of the linear time-branching time spectrum [39]. Moreover, trace semantics is deﬁned
for a variety of systems, among which are probabilistic systems [122]. Our claim in
this chapter is: these various forms of “trace semantics” are instances of a general
construction, namely coinduction in a Kleisli category.
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2.1.1 “Trace semantics” in various contexts
First we motivate our contribution through examples of various forms of “trace se-
mantics.” Think of the following three state-based, branching systems.
x
a y b

x′
a[13 ]
a[13 ] 1
3
y′
1
2
a[12 ]
z′
a[1]

A context-free grammar
(for Peano Arithmetic)
Terminal symbols: 0, s
Non-terminal symbol: T
Generation rules:
T→ 0
T→ sT
(2.1)
– The ﬁrst one is a non-deterministic system with a special state  denoting
successful termination. To its state x we can assign its trace set :
tr(x) = {a, ab, abb, . . . } = ab∗ , (2.2)
that is, the set of the possible linear-time behaviors (namely words) that can
arise through an execution of the system.1 In this case the trace set tr(x) is
also called the accepted language; formally it is deﬁned (co)recursively by the
following equations. For an arbitrary state x,
〈〉 ∈ tr(x) ⇐⇒ x → 
a · σ ∈ tr(x) ⇐⇒ ∃y. (x a→ y ∧ σ ∈ tr(y) ) (2.3)
Here 〈〉 denotes the empty word; σ = a1a2 . . . an is a word.
– The second system has a diﬀerent type of branching, namely probabilistic
branching. Here x′
a[1/3]−→ y′ denotes: at the state x′, a transition to y′ which
outputs a occurs with probability 1/3. Now, to the state x′, we can assign its
trace distribution:
tr(x) =
[ 〈〉 → 13 , a → 13 · 12 , a2 → 13 · 12 · 12 , · · ·
an → 13 ·
(
1
2
)n
, · · ·
]
, (2.4)
that is, the probability distribution over the set of linear-time behaviors.2 Its
formal (corecursive) deﬁnition is as follows.
tr(x)(〈〉) = Pr(x → ) ,
tr(x)(a · σ) = ∑y∈X Pr(x a→ y) · tr(y)(σ) , (2.5)
where Pr(. . . ) denotes the probability of a transition.
1The inﬁnite trace abω is out of our scope here: we will elaborate this point later in Section 2.4.2.
2Here again, we do not consider the inﬁnite trace aω → 1/3.
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– The third example can be thought of as a state-based system, with non-terminal
symbols as states. It is non-deterministic because a state T has two possible
transitions. It is natural to call the following set of parse-trees its “trace seman-
tics.”
tr(T) =
⎧⎨
⎩
•
0
•
s •
0
•
s •
s •
0
· · ·
⎫⎬
⎭
It is again a set of “linear-time behaviors” as in the ﬁrst example, although the
notion of linear-time behaviors is diﬀerent here. Linear-time behaviors—that
is, what we observe after we have resolved all the non-deterministic branchings
in the system—are now parse-trees instead of words.
2.1.1 Remark. Notice that the ﬁrst system in (2.1) can be thought of as a (ﬁnitely
branching) non-deterministic automaton as described in Chapter 1. This is by iden-
tifying states which have a transition to termination , with terminating states  in
non-deterministic automata. That is,
x1
...x
a1
an xn
if and only if
x1
...x
a1
an xn
. (2.6)
We will come back to this point later in Remark 2.2.2.
2.1.2 Coalgebras and coinduction
In recent years the theory of coalgebras has emerged as the “mathematics of state-
based systems” [65, 66, 114]. In the categorical theory of coalgebras, an important
deﬁnition/reasoning principle is coinduction: a system (identiﬁed with a coalgebra
c : X → FX) is assigned a unique morphism beh(c) into a ﬁnal coalgebra.
FX
F (beh(c))
FZ
X
c
beh(c)
Z
ﬁnal∼=
The success of coalgebras is largely due to the fact that, when Sets is taken as the base
category, ﬁnal coalgebra semantics is fully abstract with respect to the conventional
notion of bisimilarity : for states x and y of coalgebras X c→ FX and Y d→ FY ,
beh(c)(x) = beh(d)(y) ⇐⇒ x and y are bisimilar.
This is the case for a wide variety of systems (i.e. for a variety of functors F ), hence
coinduction in Sets captures bisimilarity.
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However, there is not so much work so far that captures other behavioral equiva-
lences (coarser than bisimilarity) by the categorical principle of coinduction. The cur-
rent work—capturing trace semantics by coinduction in a Kleisli category—therefore
extends the application ﬁelds of the theory of coalgebras.
2.1.3 Our contributions
Our technical contributions are summarized as follows. Assume that T is a monad
on Sets which has a suitable order structure; we shall denote its Kleisli category by
K(T ).
– Trace semantics via coinduction in a Kleisli category. Commutativity of the
coinduction diagram
FX
F (tr(c))
FZ
X
c
tr(c)
Z
ﬁnal∼= in K(T ),the Kleisli category for T (2.7)
is shown to be equivalent to the conventional recursive deﬁnition of trace se-
mantics such as (2.3) and (2.5). This is true for both trace set semantics (for
non-deterministic systems) and trace distribution semantics (for probabilistic
systems). The induced arrow tr(c) thus gives (conventional) trace semantics for
a system c.
– Identiﬁcation of a ﬁnal coalgebra in a Kleisli category. We show that
an initial algebra in Sets
coincides with
a ﬁnal coalgebra in K(T ).
In particular, a ﬁnal coalgebra in Rel is an initial algebra in Sets, because the
category Rel of sets and relations is a Kleisli category for a suitable monad.
This coincidence happens in the following two steps:
• an initial algebra in Sets lifts to an initial algebra in a Kleisli category,
due to a suitable adjunction-lifting result;
• in a Kleisli category we have initial algebra-ﬁnal coalgebra coincidence.
Here we use the classical result by Smyth and Plotkin [127], namely limit-
colimit coincidence which is applicable in a suitably order-enriched cate-
gory.
Note the presence of two parameters in (2.7): a monad T and an endofunctor F , both
on Sets. The monad T speciﬁes the branching type of systems. We have three leading
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examples:3
– the powerset monad P modeling non-deterministic or possibilistic branching;
– the subdistribution monad D
DX = {d : X → [0, 1] |
∑
x∈X
d(x) ≤ 1}
modeling probabilistic branching; and
– the lift monad L = 1 + ( ) modeling system with exception (or deadlock, non-
termination).
The functor F speciﬁes the transition type of systems: our understanding of “transi-
tion type” shall be clariﬁed by the following examples.
– In labeled transition systems (LTSs) with explicit termination—no matter if
they are non-deterministic or even probabilistic—a state either
• terminates (x → ), or
• outputs one symbol and moves to another state (x a→ x′),
in one transition. This “transition type” is expressed by the functor FX =
1 + Σ×X, where Σ is the output alphabet and 1 = {}.
– In context-free grammars (CFGs) as state-based systems, a state evolves into
a sequence of terminal and non-terminal symbols in a transition. The functor
FX = (Σ + X)∗
with Σ being the set of terminal symbols, expresses this transition type.
Clear separation of branching and transition types is essential in our generic treatment
of trace semantics. The transition type F determines the set of linear-time behaviors
(which is in fact given by an initial F -algebra in Sets). We model a system by a
coalgebra X c→ FX in the Kleisli category K(T )—see (2.7)—where F is a suitable
lifting of F in K(T ). By the deﬁnition of a Kleisli category we will easily see the
following bijective correspondence.
X
c
FX in K(T )
X
c
TFX in Sets
Hence our system—a function of the type X → TFX—ﬁrst resolves a branching of
type T and then makes a transition of type F . Many branching systems allow such
representation so that our generic coalgebraic trace semantics applies to them.
3Other examples include the monad X → (N ∪ {∞})X for multisets, the monad X → [0,∞]X
for real valuations, and the monad X → P(M × ) with a monoid M for timed systems (cf. [75]).
These monads can be treated in a similar way as our leading examples. We leave out the details.
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2.1.4 Testing and trace semantics
Since the emergence of the theory of coalgebras, the signiﬁcance of modal logics as
speciﬁcation languages has been noticed by many authors. This is exempliﬁed by
the slogan in [85]: ‘modal logic is to coalgebras what equational logic is to algebras’.
Inspired by coalgebras on Stone spaces and the corresponding modal logic, recent
developments [17, 18, 79, 80, 83, 87, 109] have identiﬁed the following situation as the
essential mathematical structure underlying modal logics for coalgebras.
CopF op
P
 A M
Sop
together with MP δ=⇒ PF op
In fact, it is noticed in [109] that such a situation not only hosts a modal logic but
also a more general notion of testing (in the sense of [39, 130], also called testing
scenarios). Therefore we shall call the above situation a testing situation.
In the last technical section of the chapter we investigate coalgebraic trace seman-
tics for the special case T = P (modeling non-determinism) from this testing point
of view. First, we present some basic facts on testing situations, especially on the
relationship between the induced testing equivalence and ﬁnal coalgebra semantics.
These two process equivalences are categorically presented as kernel pairs, which en-
ables a fairly simple presentation of the theory of coalgebraic testing. In addition,
we observe that the coinduction scheme in the Kleisli category K(P) gives rise to a
canonical testing situation, in which the set of tests is given by an initial F -algebra.
2.1.5 Organization of the chapter
In Section 2.2 we observe that a coalgebra in a Kleisli category is an appropriate “de-
notation” of a branching system, when we focus on trace semantics. In Section 2.3 we
present our main technical result that an initial algebra in Sets yields a ﬁnal coalge-
bra in K(T ). The relationship to axiomatic domain theory—which employs similar
mathematical toolkit—is also discussed here. Section 2.4 presents some examples of
the use of coinduction in K(T ) and argues that the coinduction principle is a general
form of trace semantics. In Section 2.5 we review the preceding material from the
testing point of view.
2.1.6 Bibliographical remarks
Capturing trace semantics via coinduction is the central theme of this chapter. One
of the ﬁrst attempts to do so is in [116], which focuses on (non-deterministic) labeled
transition systems. The use of the Kleisli category K(P) to accommodate non-
deterministic systems is claimed in [111] and pursued in [62]. We follow this idea.
In [111] they also present a scheme to lift a functor from Sets to a Kleisli category via
a distributive law. Their scheme constitutes a part of ours presented in Section 2.2.2.
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Talking about distributive laws, there is another separate line of studies in the
theory of coalgebras which utilize distributive laws. It is about bialgebras, concerning
about process terms as algebras, transition systems as coalgebras, and structural
operational semantics—specifying how algebra meets coalgebra—expressed in terms
of distributive laws. The seminal paper [134] commences this line of work (although
some ideas already appear in [116]), later followed by [12, 67, 75, 78, 79]. The material
later in Chapter 5 can be also seen as a further development along this line.
In this chapter the main technical ingredient that leads to identiﬁcation of a ﬁ-
nal coalgebra in K(T ) is the theory of algebras and coalgebras in order-enriched
categories. Originally it is used in the domain-theoretic semantics of programming
languages, such as in [31, 34, 35, 106, 125, 127]. Besides, identiﬁcation of an initial
algebra and a ﬁnal coalgebra in Rel ∼= K(P)—which is a special case of our general
result—has played an important role in relational reﬁnement calculus to reason about
programs involving algebraic data types [16, 101]. Relations to these references are
described in detail later in Section 2.3.3–2.3.4.
2.2 Coalgebras in a Kleisli category
In the study of coalgebras as “categorical presentations of state-based systems,” the
category Sets of sets and functions has been traditionally taken as a base category
(see e.g. [65, 114]). An important fact in such a setting is that bisimilarity is often
captured by coinduction.4
However, bisimilarity is not the only process equivalence. In some applications
one would like coarser equivalences, for example in order to abstract away internal
branching structures. One of such coarser semantics, which has been extensively
studied, is trace equivalence. Trace equivalence appeared in Chapter 1 as language
equivalence of non-deterministic automata. Another example is in the process algebra
CSP [55] where trace semantics is used as an operational model. Trace equivalence
is coarser than bisimilarity, as the classic example (1.8) of “trace-equivalent but not
bisimilar” states demonstrates.
It is ﬁrst noticed in [111] that the Kleisli category for the powerset monad is an
appropriate base category for trace semantics for non-deterministic systems. This
observation is pursued further in [43, 44, 47, 62]. In [42] it is recognized that the same
is true for the subdistribution monad for probabilistic systems. The current chapter
of this thesis provides a uniﬁed framework which yields those preceding results, in
terms of Cppo-enrichment of a Kleisli category; see Section 2.2.3. In this section we
ﬁrst aim to justify the use of coalgebras in a Kleisli category.
4Non-examples include LTSs with unbounded branching degree; this is why we exclusively con-
sidered ﬁnitely branching systems in the introduction (Chapter 1). LTSs are modeled as coalgebras
for FX = P(Σ ×X)—using P instead of Pfin. Lambek’s Lemma readily shows that this choice of
F does not have a ﬁnal coalgebra in Sets, because it would imply an isomorphism Z
∼=→ P(Σ × Z)
which is impossible for cardinality reasons.
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2.2.1 Monads and Kleisli categories
Here we recall the relevant facts about monads and Kleisli categories. For simplicity
we exclusively consider monads on Sets.
A monad on Sets is a categorical construct. It consists of
– an endofunctor T on Sets;
– a unit natural transformation η : id⇒ T , that is, a function X ηX→ TX for each
set X satisfying a suitable naturality condition; and
– a multiplication natural transformation μ : T 2 ⇒ T , consisting of functions
T 2X
μX→ TX with X ranging over sets.
The unit and multiplication are required to satisfy the following compatibility condi-
tions.
TX
ηTX
id
T 2X
μX
TX
TηX
id
T 3X
TμX
μTX
T 2X
μX
TX T 2X μX
TX
See [11, 96] for the details.
The monad structures play a crucial role in modeling “branching.” Intuitively,
the unit η embeds a non-branching behavior as a trivial branching (with only one
possibility to choose). The multiplication μ “ﬂattens” two successive branchings into
one branching, abstracting away internal branchings:
x•• y
• z
μ−→
x
• y
z
(2.8)
The following examples of monads will illustrate how this ﬂattening phenomenon is
a crucial feature of trace semantics.
In this chapter we concentrate on the three monads mentioned in Section 2.1: L,
P and D.
– The lift monad L = 1 + ( )—where we denote 1 = {⊥} with ⊥ meaning dead-
lock—has a standard monad structure induced by a coproduct. For example,
the multiplication μLX : 1 + 1+X → 1+X carries x ∈ X to itself and both ⊥’s
to ⊥.
– The powerset monad P has a unit given by singletons and a multiplication given
by unions. The monad P models non-deterministic branching: the “ﬂattening”
in (2.8) corresponds to the following application of the multiplication of P.
PPX
μPX PX{ {x, y}, {z}} {x, y, z}
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The monad P’s action on arrows (as a functor) needs mention as well. It is
given by direct images: for f : X → Y , the function Pf : PX → PY carries a
subset u ⊆ X to the subset {f(x) | x ∈ u} ⊆ Y .
– The subdistribution monad D has a unit given by the Dirac distributions.
X
ηDX DX
x
[
x → 1
x′ → 0 (for x′ = x)
]
Its multiplication is given by multiplying the probabilities along the way. That
is,
μDX(ξ) = λx.
∑
d∈DX
ξ(d) · d(x) ,
which models “ﬂattening” of the following kind.
x•
1/2
1/2•
1/3
2/3
y
•
1
z
μ−→
x
•
1/6
2/3
1/6 y
z
,
that is, ⎡
⎣
[
x → 1/2
y → 1/2
]
→ 1/3
[z → 1] → 2/3
⎤
⎦ μ−→
⎡
⎣ x → 1/6y → 1/6
z → 2/3
⎤
⎦ .
The monad D’s action on arrows (as a functor) is given as a suitable adaptation
of “direct images.” Namely, for f : X → Y , the function Df : DX → DY
carries d ∈ DX to [y →∑x∈f−1(y) d(x)] ∈ DY .
Given any monad T , its Kleisli category K(T ) is deﬁned as follows. Its objects are
the objects of the base category, hence sets in the current setting. An arrow X → Y
in K(T ) is the same thing as an arrow X → TY in the base category, here Sets.
X Y in K(T )
X TY in Sets
Identities and composition of arrows are deﬁned using the unit and the multiplication
of T . Moreover, there is a canonical adjunction
Sets
J
K
⊥ K(T ) (2.9)
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in which the “Kleisli inclusion” functor J carries X
f−→ Y in Sets to X ηY ◦f−→ Y in
K(T ); its right adjoint K carries
X
f−→ Y in K(T ), that is, a function X f−→ TY in Sets
to TX
Tf−→ TTY μY−→ TY in Sets. See [11, 96] for details.
The relevance of Kleisli categories in our coalgebraic expedition is that a Kleisli
category can be thought of as a category where the branching is implicit. For example,
an arrow X → Y in the Kleisli category K(P) is a function X → PY hence a “non-
deterministic function.” When T = D, then by writing X → Y in the Kleisli category
we mean a function with probabilistic branching. Moreover, composition of arrows in
K(T ) is given by
X
f−→ Y g−→ Z in K(T ) = X f−→ TY Tg−→ T 2Z μZ−→ TZ in Sets;
that is, making one transition (by g) after another (by f), and then ﬂattening (by
μZ). For example, this general deﬁnition instantiates as follows when T = D. Given
X
f→ Y g→ Z in K(D),
(g ◦ f)(x)(z) =∑y∈Y f(x)(y) · g(y)(z) .
2.2.1 Remark. Our use of the sub-distribution monad instead of the distribution
monad
D=1(X) = {d : X → [0, 1] |
∑
x∈X
d(x) = 1}
needs some justiﬁcation. Looking at the trace distribution (2.4), one sees that the
probabilities add up only to 2/3 and not to 1; this is because the inﬁnite trace (namely
aω → 1/3) are not present. Therefore in this example, although the state-based
system can be modeled as a coalgebra in the category K(D=1), its trace semantics
can only be expressed as an arrow in K(D).
When a system is modeled as a coalgebra in K(D), a state may have a (sub)-
distribution over possible transitions which adds up to less than 1. In that case the
missing probability can be understood as the probability for deadlock.
Technically, we use the monad D instead of D=1 because we need the minimum ele-
ment (a bottom) so that the Kleisli category becomes Cppo-enriched (Theorem 2.3.3).
A bottom is available for D as the zero distribution [x → 0], but not for D=1.
2.2.2 Lifting functors by distributive laws
In this chapter a state-based system is presented as a coalgebra X → FX in K(T ),
where F : K(T ) → K(T ) is a lifting of F : Sets → Sets. This lifting F → F is
equivalent to a distributive law FT ⇒ TF . The rest of this section elaborates on this
point.
Various kinds of state-based, branching systems are expressed as a function of the
form X c→ TFX with T a monad (for branching type) and F a functor (for transition
type). The following examples are already hinted at in the previous section.
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– For T = P and F = 1 + Σ × , a function X c→ TFX is an LTS with explicit
termination. For example, consider the following system
X
c P(1 + Σ×X)
x {, (a1, x1), (a2, x2)}
where  is the element of 1.5 Then the state x can make three possible tran-
sitions, namely: x →  (successful termination), x a1→ x1, and x a2→ x2, when
written in a conventional way.
– By replacing T = P by D, but keeping F the same, we obtain a probabilistic
system such as the one in the middle of (2.1). For example,
X
c D(1 + Σ×X)
x′
⎡
⎣ (a, y′) → 1/3(a, z′) → 1/3
 → 1/3
⎤
⎦
.
– For T = P and F = (Σ + )∗, a function X c→ TFX is a CFG with Σ the
terminal alphabet (but without ﬁniteness conditions e.g. on the state space).
See [43] for more details.
2.2.2 Remark. LTSs with explicit termination  can be roughly seen as non-
deterministic automata (Remark 2.1.1). Coalgebraically, it is because of the following
isomorphism (which is natural in X).
2× Pﬁn(Σ×X)
∼= Pﬁn(1 + Σ×X) (2.10)
It establishes an isomorphism between
(2× Pﬁn(Σ× ))-coalgebras and Pﬁn(1 + Σ× )-coalgebras ,
hence between (ﬁnitely branching) non-deterministic automata and (ﬁnitely branch-
ing) LTSs with . These systems are almost LTSs with  (which we described before
this remark), except for the additional assumption of ﬁnite branching.
We shall not take special care of this condition of ﬁnite branching. Technically
speaking, the subsequent results work for T = P but not for T = Pﬁn; it is because
we need a Cppo-enriched structure in K(T ). To illustrate the problem, look at the
ﬁrst system in (2.1). Although every branching in the system is ﬁnite, its trace map
(which we will accommodate in K(T )) is no longer “ﬁnitely branching.”
5Note that the singleton 1 = {} here in F = 1 + Σ × has a diﬀerent interpretation from
1 = {⊥} in T = L = 1 + . The intuition is as follows. On the one hand, when an execution hits
successful termination , it yields its history of observations as its trace. On the other hand, when
an execution hits deadlock ⊥ then it yields no trace no matter what is the history before hitting ⊥.
This distinction will be made formal in Example 2.4.3.
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All the systems listed above are modeled by a function X c→ TFX, hence an arrow
X
c→ FX in K(T ). Our question here is: is c a coalgebra in K(T )? In other words:
is the functor F on Sets also a functor on K(T )?
Hence, to develop a generic theory of traces in K(T ), we need to lift F to a
functor F on K(T ). A functor F is said to be a lifting of F if the following diagram
commutes. Here J is the left adjoint in (2.9).
K(T ) F K(T )
Sets
J
F
Sets
J (2.11)
The following fact is presented in [103]; see also [92, 93]. Its proof is straightforward.
2.2.3 Lemma. A lifting F of F is in bijective correspondence with a distributive
law λ : FT⇒TF . A distributive law λ is a natural transformation which is compatible
with T ’s monad structure, in the following way.
FX
FηX
ηFX
FTX
λX
FT 2X
λTX
FμX
TFTX
TλX
T 2FX
μFX
TFX FTX
λX
TFX 
A distributive law λ induces a lifting F as follows. On objects: FX = FX. Given
f : X → Y in K(T ), we need an arrow Ff : FX → FY in K(T ). Recall that
f is a function X → TY in Sets; one deﬁnes Ff to be the arrow in K(T ) which
corresponds to the function
FX
Ff−→ FTY λY−→ TFY in Sets .
Conversely, given a lifting F of F , one obtains a distributive law in the following way.
TX
id−→ TX in Sets
TX −→ X in K(T )
FTX −→ FX in K(T ) applying F to the arrow
FTX −→ TFX in Sets FX = FX on objects, see (2.11)
A distributive law speciﬁes how a transition (of type F ) “distributes” over a
branching (of type T ). Let us look at an example. For T = P and F = 1+Σ× (the
combination for LTSs with explicit termination), we have the following distributive
law.
1 + Σ× (PX) λX P(1 + Σ×X)
 {}
(a, S)
{
(a, x) | x ∈ S}
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For example,
x
• a · y
z
λ−→
· a x
• · a y
· a z
,
that is
(
a, {x, y, z}) λ−→ {(a, x), (a, y), (a, z)} ,
where waving arrows  denote branchings.
Throughout this chapter we need the global assumption that a functor F has a
lifting F on K(T ), or equivalently, that there is a distributive law λ : FT ⇒ TF .
Now we present some suﬃcient conditions for existence of λ. In most examples one
of these conditions holds.
First, take T = P, in which case we have K(P) ∼= Rel, the category of sets and
binary relations. We can provide the following condition that uses relation liftings,
whose deﬁnition is found e.g. in [62].
2.2.4 Lemma ([133]). Let F : Sets → Sets be a functor that preserves weak pull-
backs. Then there exists a distributive law λ : FP ⇒ PF given by
λX(u) =
{
v ∈ FX | (v, u) ∈ RelF (∈X)
}
,
where u ∈ FPX and RelF (∈X) ⊆ FX × FPX is the F -relation lifting of the mem-
bership relation ∈X . 
In fact, the functor F : Rel→ Rel induced by this distributive law carries an arrow
R : X → Y in K(P)—which we can identify with a binary relation between X and
Y —to its F -relation lifting RelF (R). That is,
FR = RelF (R) : FX −→ FY (2.12)
in K(P) ∼= Rel.
Now let us consider a monad T which is other than P. When a monad T is
commutative and a functor F is shapely, we can provide a canonical distributive law.
The class of such monads and functors is wide and all the examples in this chapter
are contained.
– A commutative monad [81] is intuitively a monad whose corresponding algebraic
theory has only commutative operators. We exploit the fact that a commutative
monad is equipped with an arrow called double strength
dstX,Y : TX × TY −→ T (X × Y ) (2.13)
for any sets X and Y ; the double strength must be compatible with the monad
structure of T in an obvious way.
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Our three examples of monads are all commutative, with the following double
strengths.
dstLX,Y (u, v) =
{
(u, v) if u ∈ X and v ∈ Y,
⊥ if u = ⊥ or v = ⊥,
dstPX,Y (u, v) = u× v ,
dstDX,Y (u, v) = λ(x, y). u(x) · v(y) .
(2.14)
– The family of shapely functors6 [69] on Sets is deﬁned inductively by the fol-
lowing BNF notation:
F ::= id | Σ | F1 × F2 |
∐
i∈IFi ,
where Σ denotes the constant functor into an (arbitrary) set Σ. Notice that
taking an inﬁnite product is not allowed, nor an exponentiation to the power of
an inﬁnite set. This is in order to ensure that we ﬁnd an initial F -algebra as a
suitable ω-colimit—see Proposition A.1.1.
2.2.5 Lemma. Let T : Sets→ Sets be a commutative monad, and F : Sets→ Sets
a shapely functor. Then there is a distributive law λ : FT ⇒ TF .
Proof. The construction of a distributive law is done inductively on the construction
of shapely F .
– If F is the identity functor, then the λ is the identity natural transformation
T ⇒ T .
– If F is a constant functor, say X → Σ, then λ is the unit ηΣ : Σ → TΣ at
Σ ∈ Sets.
– If F = F1×F2 we use induction in the form of distributive laws λFi : FiT ⇒ TFi
for i ∈ {1, 2} to form the composite:
F1TX × F2TX λ
F1 × λF2
TF1X × TF2X dst T (F1X × F2X) .
– If F is a coproduct
∐
i∈I Fi then we use laws λ
Fi : FiT ⇒ TFi for i ∈ I in:
∐
i∈I Fi(TX)
[T (κi) ◦ λFi ]i∈I
T (
∐
i∈I FiX) .
It is straightforward to check that such λ is natural and compatible with the monad
structure. 
Note that the results in the sequel rely on existence of a distributive law, but
not on e.g. commutative T and shapely F . The latter is a suﬃcient condition for
the former but not a necessary one, although this marginal generality is yet to be
exploited in our examples.
6Shapely functors as they are called here are referred to as polynomial functors by some authors,
although other authors allow inﬁnite powers or the powerset construction in their “polynomial”
functors.
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2.2.3 Order-enriched structures of Kleisli categories
The notion of branching naturally involves a partial order: one branching is bigger
than another if the former oﬀers “more possibilities” than the latter. Formally, this
order appears as the Cppo-enriched structure of a Kleisli category. It plays an
important role in the initial algebra-ﬁnal coalgebra coincidence in Section 2.3.1.
A Cppo-enriched category C is a category where:
– Each homset C(X,Y ) carries a partial order  as in
X
g
f
 Y
which makes C(X,Y ) an ω-cpo with a bottom. This means:
• for an increasing ω-chain of arrows from X to Y ,
f0  f1  . . . : X −→ Y ,
there exists its join
⊔
n<ω fn : X → Y ;
• for any X and Y there exists a bottom arrow ⊥X,Y : X → Y which is the
minimum in C(X,Y ).
– Moreover, composition of arrows is continuous as a function C(X,Y )×C(Y,Z)→
C(X,Z). This means preservation of the following joins:7
g ◦ (⊔n<ω fn) = ⊔n<ω(g ◦ fn) and (⊔n<ω fn) ◦ h = ⊔n<ω(fn ◦ h) .
Note that composition need not preserve bottoms (i.e. it is not necessarily
strict).
This is in fact an instance of a more general notion of V-enriched categories where V is
the category Cppo of pointed (i.e. with ⊥) cpo’s and continuous (but not necessarily
strict) functions. See [19, 73, 89] for more details on enriched category theory, and [2]
on cpo’s and domain theory.
2.2.6 Lemma. For our three examples L, P and D of a monad T , the Kleisli category
K(T ) is Cppo-enriched. Moreover, composition of arrows is left-strict: ⊥ ◦ f = ⊥.
The left-strictness of composition will be necessary later.
Proof. Notice ﬁrst that a set TY for T ∈ {L,P,D} carries a cpo structure with ⊥.
The set LY = {⊥}+ Y carries the ﬂat order with a bottom:
y y′ y′′ · · ·
⊥
7This component-wise preservation of joins is equivalent to the continuity of the composition
function. See [2, Lemma 3.2.6].
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embodying the idea that ⊥ denotes non-termination or deadlock—in contrast to 
for successful termination. The set PY carries an inclusion order; in DY we have
the pointwise order—d  e if d(y) ≤ e(y) for each y ∈ Y . The bottom element in
DY is the zero distribution [y → 0]: this belongs to the set DY because D is the
sub-distribution monad.
The cpo structure of a homset K(T )(X,Y ) comes from that of TY in a pointwise
manner:
X
g
f
 Y if and only if ∀x ∈ X. f(x) TY g(x) .
It is laborious but straightforward to show that composition in K(T ) is continuous
and left-strict. 
We are concerned with coalgebras X → FX in the category K(T ), which we
assume is Cppo-enriched. Hence it comes natural to require that the functor F
should be somehow compatible with the Cppo-enriched structure of K(T ). The
obvious choice is to require that F is a Cppo-enriched functor (see e.g. [19]), i.e. F is
locally continuous in this setting. It means that for an increasing ω-chain fn : X → Y ,
we have
F (
⊔
n<ω
fn) =
⊔
n<ω
(Ffn) .
This is indeed the assumption universally chosen in axiomatic domain theory; we will
come back to this point later in Section 2.3.3. However, for our later purpose, only
local monotonicity is suﬃcient: f  g implies Ff  Fg.
For a monad T ∈ {L,P,D} and a shapely functor F (recall Lemma 2.2.5), the
lifted F is indeed locally continuous. We emphasize again that this does not imply
our results in Section 2.3 hold exclusively for shapely functors: being shapely is a
suﬃcient condition for the assumption of those later results.
2.2.7 Lemma. Let F be a shapely functor and T ∈ {L,P,D}. The lifting F :
K(T )→ K(T ) induced by Lemma 2.2.5 is locally continuous.
Proof. By induction on the construction of shapely functors.
– F = id, the identity functor. Then F = id which satisﬁes the condition.
– F = Σ, a constant functor. Then F maps every arrow to the identity map on
Σ in K(T ). This is obviously locally continuous.
– F = F1 × F2. First notice that, for f : X → Y in K(T ), we obtain Ff as the
following composite in Sets.
F1X × F2X
F1f × F2f
Ff
TF1Y × TF2Y
dstF1Y,F2Y
T (F1Y × F2Y )
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Because the order in K(T )(FX,FY ) is pointwise, it suﬃces to show the fol-
lowing: dst : TX × TY → T (X × Y ) is a continuous map between cpo’s. It is
easy to check that this is indeed the case. See (2.14).
– F =
∐
j∈J Fj . For f : X → Y in K(T ), we obtain the map Ff as the composite
[Tκj ]j∈J ◦
∐
j∈J K(Fj)(f) in Sets. Since the order on the homset is pointwise,
it suﬃces to show that each Tκj : TFjY → T (
∐
j∈J FjY ) is continuous. This
is easy. 
2.3 Final coalgebra in a Kleisli category
In this section we shall prove our main technical result of this chapter: an initial F -
algebra in Sets yields a ﬁnal F -coalgebra in K(T ). It happens in the following two
steps: ﬁrst, an initial algebra in Sets is lifted to an initial algebra in K(T ); second we
have the initial algebra-ﬁnal coalgebra coincidence in K(T ). For the latter we use the
classical result [127] of limit-colimit coincidence. This is where the Cppo-enriched
structure of K(T ) plays a role.
In the proof we use two standard constructions: initial/ﬁnal sequences [5] and
limit-colimit coincidence [127]. The reader who is not familiar with these constructions
is invited to look at Appendices A.1 and A.2 where we brieﬂy recall them.
2.3.1 Remark. The proof of our main theorem (Theorem 2.3.3) can be simpliﬁed if
we suitably strengthen the assumptions. First, if we assume local continuity of the
lifted functor F (instead of local monotonicity that is assumed in our main theorem),
then the initial algebra-ﬁnal coalgebra coincidence follows from a standard result in
axiomatic domain theory; see Section 2.3.3. Furthermore, for the special case T = P
in which case K(P) ∼= Rel, the initial algebra-ﬁnal coalgebra coincidence is almost
obvious due to the duality Rel ∼= Relop; see Section 2.3.2.
2.3.1 An initial algebra in Sets yields a final coalgebra in K(T )
First, it is standard that an initial algebra in Sets is lifted to an initial algebra
in K(T ). Such a phenomenon is studied for instance in [33, 106] in the context
of combining datatypes (modeled by an initial algebra) and eﬀectful computations
(modeled by a Kleisli category). For this result we do not need an order structure.
2.3.2 Proposition. Let T be a monad and F be a endofunctor, both on a category
C. Assume that we have a distributive law FT ⇒ TF—or equivalently, we have a
lifting F on K(T ). If F has an initial algebra α : FA ∼=→ A in C, then
Jα = ηA ◦ α : FA −→ A in K(T )
is an initial F -algebra. Here J is the canonical Kleisli left adjoint as in (2.9).
We will use an instance of this result for C = Sets.
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Proof. It follows from [54, Theorem 2.14] that a distributive law lifts the canonical
Kleisli adjunction to an adjunction between the categoriesAlgF andAlgF of algebras.
AlgF
J ′
⊥ AlgF
C
J
K
⊥F K(T ) F
The left adjoint J ′ preserves an initial object (see e.g. [96]). 
Second, we use the initial algebra-ﬁnal coalgebra coincidence in K(T )—which
holds in a suitable order-enriched setting—to identify a ﬁnal coalgebra in K(T ).
This is our main results of the chapter.
2.3.3 Theorem (Main theorem of Chapter 2). Assume the following conditions.
1. A monad T on Sets is such that its Kleisli category K(T ) is Cppo-enriched
and composition in K(T ) is left-strict.
2. For an endofunctor F on Sets, we have a distributive law λ : FT ⇒ TF .
Equivalently, F has a lifting F on K(T ). Moreover, the lifting F is locally
monotone.
3. The functor F preserves ω-colimits in Sets, hence has an initial algebra via the
initial sequence (see Proposition A.1.1).
Such a triple (F, T, λ) shall be called a trace situation.
Then the initial F -algebra α : FA ∼=→ A yields a ﬁnal F -coalgebra in K(T ) by
(Jα)−1 = J(α−1) = ηFA ◦ α−1 : A −→ FA in K(T ) .
We ﬁrst present the main line of the proof. Some details are provided in the form of
subsequent lemmas. Note that the assumptions are satisﬁed by T ∈ {L,P,D} and
shapely F ; see Lemmas 2.2.6 and 2.2.5.
Proof. By the assumption (3) we obtain an initial algebra via the initial sequence in
Sets.
In Sets A (colimit)
α−1∼=· · ·
Fn−1 ¡
Fn0
αn
Fαn−1
Fn+10
αn+1
Fαn
· · ·
FA (colimit)
α (2.15)
Here 0 = ∅ ∈ Sets is initial and ¡ : 0→ X is the unique arrow from 0 to an arbitrary
X. We apply the functor J : Sets→ K(T ) to the whole diagram. Since a left adjoint
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J preserves colimits, the two cocones in the following diagram are both colimits again.
In K(T ) A (colimit)
Jα−1∼=· · · JF
n−1 ¡
Fn0
Jαn
JFαn−1
Fn+10
Jαn+1
JFαn
· · ·
FA (colimit)
Jα (2.16)
The ω-chain in this diagram is in fact the initial sequence for the functor F (Lemma
2.3.4) because, for example, a left adjoint J preserves initial objects. Moreover the
lower cone is the image of the upper cone under F because JF = FJ ; see the di-
agram (2.11). Hence the diagram (2.16) is equal to the following one. Recall that
FX = FX on objects.
In K(T ) A (colimit)
Jα−1∼=· · · F
n−1
¡
F
n
0
Jαn
FJαn−1
F
n+1
0
Jαn+1
FJαn
· · ·
FA (colimit)
Jα (2.17)
Thus Proposition A.1.1 yields that Jα : FA ∼=→ A is an initial F -algebra. This can be
seen as a more concrete proof of Proposition 2.3.2.
Now we show the initial algebra-ﬁnal coalgebra coincidence in K(T ). This is done
by reversing all the arrows in (2.17) and transforming the diagram into the one of the
ﬁnal sequence and its limits.
We notice (Lemma 2.3.6) that each arrow F
n
¡ in the initial sequence is an em-
bedding (in the sense of embedding-projection pairs; see Deﬁnition A.2.1). Hence
the limit-colimit coincidence Theorem A.2.5 says that every arrow in the diagram is
an embedding. Note that Jα and Jα−1, inverse to each other, form an embedding-
projection pair.
By taking the corresponding projections—they are uniquely determined (Lemma A.2.2)
and are denoted by ( )P—we obtain the next diagram. The limit-colimit coincidence
Theorem A.2.5 says that the two resulting cones are both limits. It is also obvious
that the whole diagram commutes.
In K(T ) A (limit)
(Jα−1)P∼=· · · (F
n−1
¡ )P
F
n
0
(Jαn)P
(FJαn−1)P
F
n+1
0
(Jαn+1)P
(FJαn)P
· · ·
FA (limit)
(Jα)P (2.18)
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The ωop-chain here is indeed a ﬁnal sequence: Lemma 2.3.5 shows—using the assump-
tion (1) on left-strictness—that 0 is also ﬁnal in K(T ), and according to Lemma 2.3.6
we have (F
n
¡ )P = F
n
! where ! : X → 0 is the unique arrow to the ﬁnal object 0 in
K(T ). As to the lower cone we have (FJαn)P = F ((Jαn)P ) by Lemma 2.3.7.
Hence the diagram (2.18) is equal to the following one, showing the ﬁnal sequence
for F , its limit (the upper one) and that limit mapped by F (the lower one) which is
again a limit.
In K(T ) A (limit)
Jα∼=· · · F
n−1
!
F
n
0
(Jαn)P
F (Jαn−1)P
F
n+1
0
(Jαn+1)P
F (Jαn)P
· · ·
FA (limit)
Jα−1 (2.19)
By Proposition A.1.2 we conclude that Jα−1 is a ﬁnal F -coalgebra. 
In the remainder of this section the lemmas used in the above proof are presented.
We work with a trace situation (F, T, λ), i.e. those which satisfy the assumptions as
in Theorem 2.3.3.
2.3.4 Lemma. The ω-chain in the diagram (2.16) is indeed the initial sequence for
F . That is, we have for each n < ω,
JFn
(
¡ Sets
)
= F
n(
¡K(T )
)
: JFn0 −→ JFn+10 in K(T ),
where ¡ Sets : 0→ F0 in Sets and ¡K(T ) : 0→ F0 in K(T ) denote the unique maps.
Proof. By induction on n. For n = 0 the two maps are equal due to initiality of
J0 = 0 in K(T ). For the step case we use the commutativity JF = FJ of (2.11). 
2.3.5 Lemma. The empty set 0 is both an initial and a ﬁnal object in K(T ).
In particular, this implies that the object T0 is ﬁnal in Sets, hence T0 ∼= 1.
Proof. The functor J : Sets→ K(T ) preserves initial objects since it is a left adjoint.
Therefore 0 = J0 is initial in K(T ). Finality follows essentially from the left-strictness
assumption: for each set X there exists at least one arrow X → 0 in K(T ), for
example ⊥X,0. To show the uniqueness of such an arrow, take an arbitrary arrow
f : X → 0 in K(T ). Recalling that the bottom map ⊥0,0 : 0 → 0 is also the identity
arrow in K(T ) because of initiality, we obtain
f = id ◦ f = ⊥0,0 ◦ f (∗)= ⊥X,0 ,
where the compositions are taken in K(T ) and the equality marked by (∗) holds by
left-strictness of composition. 
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2.3.6 Lemma. Each arrow F
n
¡ in the initial sequence for F , as in the diagram
(2.17), is an embedding. Its corresponding projection is given by
(
F
n
¡
)P = Fn ! in Fn0
F
n
¡
Fn+10
F
n
!
.
Proof. We show that (F
n
¡ , F
n
! ) is an embedding-projection pair for all n < ω. We
have F
n
! ◦ Fn ¡ = id because ! ◦ ¡ = id. For the other half we have
F
n
¡ ◦ Fn ! = Fn( ¡ ◦ ! )
= F
n
(⊥0,F0 ◦ ! ) initiality of 0 in K(T )
= F
n
(⊥F0,F0) composition is left-strict
 Fn(id) = id F is locally monotone. 
2.3.7 Lemma. We have
(
FJαn
)P = F ((Jαn)P ). Hence the lower cone in the
diagram (2.18) is the image of the upper cone under F .
Proof. It is easy to check that
(
FJαn, F
(
(Jαn)P
) )
indeed form an embedding-
projection pair. Therein we use the monotonicity of F ’s action on arrows. 
2.3.2 Simpler proof in K(P) ∼= Rel
When T = P we have the self-duality
Op : K(P)op ∼=−→ K(P) .
This is because of the following bijective correspondence between functions
X
f PY in Sets
Y
f∨ PX in Sets
given by f∨(y) = {x ∈ X | y ∈ f(x)}. Recalling K(P) ∼= Rel, this mapping f → f∨
carries a relation to its opposite relation.
Due to this “global” duality K(P) ∼= K(P)op, the proof of Theorem 2.3.3 is
drastically simpliﬁed for T = P. It essentially relies on the lifted self duality AlgF ∼=
AlgF op , where the latter is isomorphic to (CoalgF )
op. We do not need here an order
structure of K(P) nor local monotonicity of F .
2.3.8 Theorem. Let F : Sets → Sets be a functor which preserves weak pullbacks,
and F : K(P)→ K(P) be its lifting induced by relation lifting (Lemma 2.2.4). Then
an initial F -algebra in Sets yields a ﬁnal F -coalgebra in K(P).
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Proof. We have the following situation because of the self-duality of K(P).
Sets
J
K
⊥
F
K(P) Op
op
∼=
F
K(P)op
F
op
The adjunction J  K and the isomorphism Op : K(P)op ∼=→ K(P) lift to those
between the categories of algebras.
AlgF
J ′
⊥ AlgF
(Op′)op
∼= AlgF
op
∼= (CoalgF )op
Sets
J
K
⊥
F
K(P) Op
op
∼=
F
K(P)op
F
op
Indeed, J  K lifts due to Proposition 2.3.2; the lifted isomorphism Op′ : AlgF
∼=→
AlgF op is because of the following commutativity:
K(P)op Op
F
op
K(P)
F
K(P)op
Op
K(P)
(2.20)
which is because: FR = RelF (R) (see (2.12)); and taking relation liftings is com-
patible with opposite relations (i.e. RelF (Rop) = (RelFR)op, see [58]). Moreover the
category AlgF op is obviously isomorphic to (CoalgF )
op.
Therefore an initial object in AlgF is carried to an initial object in (CoalgF )
op,
hence to a ﬁnal object in CoalgF . 
For monads such as T = D a “global” self-dualityK(T ) ∼= K(T )op is not available.
Instead, in the proof of Theorem 2.3.3, we exploit the “partial” duality which holds
between the colimit/limit of the initial/ﬁnal sequence.
2.3.3 Related work: axiomatic domain theory
The initial algebra-ﬁnal coalgebra coincidence is heavily exploited in the ﬁeld of ax-
iomatic domain theory, e.g. in [31, 34, 35, 125]. There, categories which have an initial
algebra and a ﬁnal coalgebra coinciding with each other, for each endofunctor, are
called algebraically compact categories. They draw special attention as suitable “cate-
gories of domains” for denotational semantics of datatype construction. The relevance
comes as follows.
Let C be a “category of domains.” One thinks of an object of the category C as a
type. A “recursive datatype constructor” is presented as a bifunctor G : Cop×C → C.
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Note the presence of both covariance and contravariance. One expects that such a
category C has a canonical ﬁxed point FixG such that
G(FixG,FixG) ∼=→ FixG ,
which represents the recursive type determined by the datatype constructorG. Freyd [34]
showed that if C is algebraically compact, then one can construct such a ﬁxed point
as a suitable initial algebra; moreover this ﬁxed point is shown by Fiore [31] to be a
canonical one in a suitable sense. The rough idea here is that the covariant part of G
is taken care of by an initial algebra; the contravariant part is by a ﬁnal coalgebra;
the initial algebra-ﬁnal coalgebra coincidence yields a ﬁxed point of overall G.
Typical examples of algebraically compact categories are enriched over Cppo or
one of its variants. This conforms the traditional use of the word “domain” for certain
cpo’s (e.g. in [2]).
Although in this chapter we utilize the initial algebra-ﬁnal coalgebra coincidence
result in K(T ), we are not so much interested in algebraic compactness of K(T ).
This is because our motivation is diﬀerent from that of axiomatic domain theory. In
studying trace semantics for coalgebras, we need not deal with every endofunctor on
K(T ), but only such an endofunctor F which is a lifting of F : Sets→ Sets.
Local continuity vs. local monotonicity In axiomatic domain theory, Cppo-
enriched categories are said to be algebraically compact because, “in a 2-category
setting” [35], every endofunctor has an initial algebra and a ﬁnal coalgebra. Concretely
this means: “every locally continuous functor.”
In this spirit, we could have made a stronger assumption of F ’s local continu-
ity in Theorem 2.3.3 instead of local monotonicity. If we do so, in fact, the proof
of Theorem 2.3.3 becomes much simpler: the following proposition (Lemma in [35,
p.98]) immediately yields the initial algebra-ﬁnal coalgebra coincidence for a locally
continuous F .
2.3.9 Proposition ([35]). Let D be a Cppo-enriched category whose composition is
left-strict, and G : D → D be a locally continuous endofunctor. An initial algebra
β : GB ∼=→ B, if it exists, yields a ﬁnal coalgebra β−1 : B ∼=→ GB.
Proof. Given a coalgebra d : Y → GY , the function
Φ : D(Y,B) −→ D(Y,B) , f −→ β ◦ Gf ◦ d
is continuous due to the local continuity of G. Hence by the Knaster-Tarski theorem
it has the least ﬁxed point
⊔
n<ω Φ
n(⊥); this proves existence of a morphism from d
to β−1.
GY GB
Y
d
B
β−1∼=
Now we shall show its uniqueness. Assume that g : Y → B is a morphism
of coalgebras as above, that is, Φ(g) = g. Similarly to Φ, we deﬁne a function
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Ψ : D(B,B) → D(B,B) as the one which carries h : B → B to β ◦ Gh ◦ β−1. We
have⊔
n Φ
n(⊥) = ⊔n Φn(Y g→ B ⊥→ B) composition is left-strict, so ⊥ ◦ g = ⊥
=
⊔
n
(
Ψn(⊥) ◦ Φn(g)) Φn(⊥ ◦ g) = Ψn(⊥) ◦ Φn(g), by induction
=
(⊔
n Ψ
n(⊥)) ◦ (⊔n Φn(g)) composition is continuous
=
⊔
n Φ
n(g)
⊔
n Ψ
n(⊥) = id, (∗)
= g Φ(g) = g by assumption.
Here (∗) holds because ⊔n Ψn(⊥), being a ﬁxed point for Ψ, is the unique morphism
of algebras from β to β. This shows that the morphism g must be the least ﬁxed
point of Φ, which is unique. 
For our main Theorem 2.3.3 of this chapter we can do with only local monotonicity
of the lifted functor F , by taking a closer look at the initial/ﬁnal sequences. However
at this stage it is not clear how much we gain from this generality: up to now we have
not found an example where the functor F is only locally monotone (and not locally
continuous).
2.3.4 Related work: functional programming
Datatypes and eﬀects In a diﬀerent context of functional programming, the
work [106] also studies initial algebras and ﬁnal coalgebras in a Kleisli category. The
motivation there is to combine datatypes and eﬀects. More speciﬁcally, an initial al-
gebra and a ﬁnal coalgebra support the fold and the unfold operators, respectively,
used in recursive programs over datatypes. A computational eﬀect is presented as a
monad, and its Kleisli category is the category of eﬀectful computations.
The diﬀerence between [106] and the current work is as follows. In [106], the orig-
inal, base category of pure functions is already assumed to be algebraically compact;
the paper studies the conditions for the base category’s algebraic compactness to be
carried over to a Kleisli category. In contrast, in the current work, it is a monad—
with a suitable order structure, embodying the essence of “branching”—which yields
the initial algebra-ﬁnal coalgebra coincidence in a Kleisli category; the coincidence is
not present in the original category Sets.
Relational reﬁnement calculus In a yet another context, initial algebras in the
category Rel of sets and relations are investigated in [16, 101]. The category Rel is
isomorphic to the Kleisli category K(P), an instance of our general Kleisli framework.
The aim in [16, 101] is to develop a reﬁnement calculus which involves algebraic
datatypes: starting from a speciﬁcation of a desired function, such a calculus allows
one to derive an implementation of—i.e. an algorithm which realizes—the desired
function, by repeatedly applying derivation rules of the calculus (such as “fusion
laws”). The desired function is an arrow in Sets; however one can make intermediate
derivations in the extended domain of Rel and come back at the very last moment
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to Sets. Working in Rel gives one much more freedom. For example one can take
the inverse of every arrow in Rel.
Since their main concern is in initial algebras in Rel, the lifting result (our Propo-
sition 2.3.2) is fundamental in their investigation. Moreover, as we have seen in
Section 2.3.2, the initial algebra-ﬁnal coalgebra coincidence is much easier to see in
the special case of Rel ∼= K(P). In fact identiﬁcation of ﬁnal coalgebras in Rel is
almost implicit in [16]: one important technical ingredient in Section 2.3.2 is the com-
patibility diagram (2.20) which is present in [16, pp.112] (in a more general setting of
allegories). Nevertheless the crucial initial algebra-ﬁnal coalgebra coincidence in Rel
is not explicitly presented in [16].
The main result of [101] (Theorem 5) does explicitly mention ﬁnal coalgebras, but
in a category diﬀerent from Rel. The result is about ﬁnal coalgebras in the category
Tran of sets and monotone predicate transformers between them. Up to now we are
yet to ﬁnd a direct connection between our result and the one in [101].
2.4 Finite trace semantics via coinduction
In this section we shall further illustrate the observation that the principle of coin-
duction, when employed in K(T ), captures trace semantics of state-based systems.
As we have shown in the previous section, an initial algebra in Sets constitutes the
semantic domain, i.e. is a ﬁnal coalgebra in K(T ). Viewing an initial algebra as the
set of well-founded terms (such as ﬁnite words or ﬁnite-depth parse trees), this fact
means that the “trace semantics” induced by coinduction is inevitably ﬁnite, in the
sense that it captures only ﬁnite-depth behaviors. Here we will elaborate on this
ﬁniteness issue as well.
2.4.1 Trace semantics by coinduction
As we have seen in Section 2.2.2 various types of state-based systems allow their
presentation as coalgebras X → FX in a Kleisli category K(T ). For example,
– LTSs with explicit termination, with T = P and F = 1 + Σ× ;
– probabilistic LTSs (also called generative probabilistic transition systems in [40,
128]) with explicit termination, with T = D and F = 1 + Σ× ;
– context-free grammars with T = P and F = (Σ + )∗.
The main observation underlying this work is the following. If we instantiate the
parameters
T for branching type and F for transition type
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in the coinduction diagram
FX
F (tr(c))
FA
X
c
tr(c)
A
Jα−1∼= in K(T ) (2.21)
with one of the above choices, then the commutativity of the diagram is equivalent
to the corresponding (conventional) deﬁnition of trace semantics in Section 2.1.1.
Therefore we claim that the diagram (2.21) is the mathematical principle underlying
various “trace semantics,” no matter if it is “trace set” (non-deterministic) or “trace
distribution” (probabilistic).
2.4.1 Deﬁnition (Trace semantics for coalgebras). Let (F, T, λ) be a trace situation
(Theorem 2.3.3), and α : FA ∼=→ A is an initial F -algebra in Sets. Given a coalgebra
c : X → TFX in Sets, we can assign a function
tr(c) : X −→ TA in Sets
which is, as an arrow X → A in K(T ), the unique one making the diagram (2.21)
commute. We shall call this function tr(c) the (ﬁnite) trace semantics for the coalgebra
c. 
2.4.2 Example. As further illustration we give details for the choice of parameters
T = P and F = 1+Σ× . This is the suitable choice of parameters to deal with the
ﬁrst system in (2.1).
Now the coinduction diagram looks as follows. Recall that an initial F -algebra is
carried by the set Σ∗ of ﬁnite words.
1 + Σ×X 1 + Σ× tr(c) 1 + Σ× Σ∗
X
c
tr(c)
Σ∗
J([nil, cons])−1∼= in K(P) (2.22)
It assigns, to a system c, a function tr(c) : X → P(Σ∗) which carries a state x ∈ X
to the set of ﬁnite words on Σ which can possibly arise as an “execution trace” of c
starting from x. The commutativity states equality of two arrows X ⇒ 1 + Σ × Σ∗
in K(P), that is, functions X ⇒ P(1 + Σ× Σ∗). Let us denote these functions by
u = (1+Σ×tr(c)) ◦ c (up, then right), v = J([nil, cons])−1 ◦ tr(c) (right, then up).
For each x ∈ X, the following conditions—derived straightforwardly by deﬁnition of
composition of K(P), lifting of the functor 1 + Σ× , etc.—specify u and v’s value
at x, as a subset of 1 + Σ× Σ∗.
 ∈ u(x) ⇐⇒  ∈ c(x)
(a, σ) ∈ u(x) ⇐⇒ ∃x′ ∈ X. ( (a, x′) ∈ c(x) ∧ σ ∈ tr(c)(x′) )
 ∈ v(x) ⇐⇒ 〈〉 ∈ tr(c)(x)
(a, σ) ∈ v(x) ⇐⇒ a · σ ∈ tr(c)(x)
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Commutativity of (2.22) amounts to u = v; this leads to the condition (2.3).
From a diﬀerent point of view we can also say as follows: ﬁnality of the coalgebra
Σ∗ ∼=→ 1 + Σ × Σ∗ in (2.22) ensures that the conventional recursive deﬁnition (2.3)
uniquely determines a function tr(c) : X → P(Σ∗). That is, tr(c) is well-deﬁned.
An easy consequence of the recursive deﬁnition (2.3) is
a1 . . . an ∈ tr(c)(x) ⇐⇒ ∃x1, . . . , xn ∈ X. x a1→ · · · an→ xn →  .
Therefore every trace a1 . . . an ∈ tr(c)(x) has termination  implicit at its tail. In
particular, the set tr(c)(x) is not necessarily preﬁx-closed: a1 . . . anan+1 . . . an+m ∈
tr(c)(x) does not imply a1 . . . an ∈ tr(c)(x).
2.4.3 Example. Let us take T = L (the lift monad) and F = 1 + Σ × . In this
case a coalgebra X c→ L(1 + Σ×X) in Sets is a system which can
– get into a deadlock (c(x) = ⊥ with L = {⊥}+ ),
– successfully terminate (c(x) =  with F = {}+Σ× ), or
– output a letter from Σ and move to the next state (c(x) = (a, x′)).
By examining trace semantics for such systems, we shall formally put the diﬀerence
between the computational meanings of the two elements, ⊥ and .
The coinduction diagram (2.21) instantiates to the same diagram as (2.22), but
now in the category K(L). Easy calculation shows that its commutativity amounts
to the following condition. The function
X
tr(c) L(Σ∗) = {⊥}+Σ∗ in Sets
satisﬁes, for each x ∈ X,
tr(c)(x) = 〈〉 ⇐⇒ c(x) =  ,
tr(c)(x) = a · σ ⇐⇒ ∃x′ ∈ X. ( c(x) = (a, x′) ∧ tr(c)(x′) = σ ) ,
tr(c)(x) = ⊥ ⇐⇒ c(x) = ⊥ or ∃x′ ∈ X. ( c(x) = (a, x′) ∧ tr(c)(x′) = ⊥ ) .
(2.23)
Here σ ∈ Σ∗ is a word in Σ.
For the systems under consideration, we can think of the following three diﬀerent
kinds of possible executions.
– An execution eventually hitting , that is, x a1→ · · · an→ xn → . By the
condition (2.23) it yields a word tr(c)(x) = a1 . . . an as its trace.
– An execution eventually hitting ⊥, that is, x a1→ · · · an→ xn → ⊥. By the third
line of (2.23) we see that tr(c)(xn) = ⊥; moreover
tr(c)(xn−1) = tr(c)(xn−2) = · · · = tr(c)(x) = ⊥ .
It properly reﬂects our intuition that a state x that eventually goes into deadlock
does not yield a ﬁnite (i.e. “terminating”) trace.
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– An execution not hitting  nor ⊥, that is, x a1→ x1 a2→ · · · . In this case, the
only possible solution of the “recursive equation” (2.23) is tr(c)(x) = tr(c)(x1) =
· · · = ⊥. The intuition here is: a state leading to livelock does not yield a ﬁnite
trace.
2.4.2 Infinite traces
The trace semantics obtained via coinduction (Deﬁnition 2.4.1) assigns, to each state
x ∈ X, “a set of” (if T = P) or “a distribution over” (if T = D) elements of the initial
algebra A. Elements of A are thought of as possible linear behaviors of the system
determined by the transition type (i.e. the functor F ).
Now the intuition is that an initial F -algebra A consists of the well-founded (or
ﬁnite-depth) terms and a ﬁnal F -coalgebra Z consists of the possibly non-well-founded
(or inﬁnite-depth) terms. For example,
– for F = 1+Σ× , A = Σ∗ consists of all the ﬁnite words, and Z = Σ∞ = Σ∗+Σω
is augmented with streams, i.e. inﬁnite words;
– for F = (Σ+ )∗, A is the set of ﬁnite-depth skeletal parse trees (see [43]), and
Z additionally contains inﬁnite-depth ones;
– for F = Σ × which models LTSs without explicit termination, A = 0 and
Z = Σω.
Therefore our trace semantics X → TA takes account of only ﬁnite-depth, well-
founded linear-time behaviors but not inﬁnite-depth ones. This is why the trace set
(2.2) does not contain abω; it is also why we have been talking about LTSs with
explicit termination—otherwise the ﬁnite trace semantics is always empty.
Designing a coalgebraic framework to capture possibly inﬁnite trace semantics is
the main aim of [62]. The work is done exclusively in a non-deterministic setting and
the main result reads as follows.
2.4.4 Theorem (Possibly inﬁnite trace semantics for coalgebras, [62]). Let F be a
shapely functor on Sets, and ζ : Z ∼=→ FZ be a ﬁnal coalgebra in Sets. The coalgebra
Jζ : Z −→ FZ in K(P)
is weakly ﬁnal: that is, given a coalgebra c : X → FX, there is a morphism from c to
Jζ but the morphism is not necessarily unique.
FX
F (tr∞(c))
FZ
X
c
tr∞(c)
Z
Jζ∼= in K(P) (2.24)
Still there is a canonical choice tr∞(c) among such morphisms, namely the one
which is maximal with respect to the inclusion order. We shall call the function
tr∞(c) : X → PZ the possibly-infinite trace semantics for c. 
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Note here that, when we take F = 1+Σ× and T = P (the choice for LTSs with
termination), commutativity of (2.24) boils down to exactly the same conditions as
(2.3):
〈〉 ∈ tr∞(c)(x) ⇐⇒ x → ,
a · σ ∈ tr∞(c)(x) ⇐⇒ ∃y. (x a→ y ∧ σ ∈ tr∞(c)(y) ). (2.25)
Weak ﬁnality of Σ∞ ∼=→ 1 + Σ×Σ∞ (corresponding to Z ∼=→ FZ in (2.24)) means the
following. The recursive deﬁnition (2.25)—although it looks valid at the ﬁrst sight—
does not uniquely determine the inﬁnite trace map tr∞(c) : X → P(Σ∞). Instead,
the map tr∞(c) we want is the maximal one among those which satisfy (2.25).
As an example take the ﬁrst system in (2.1). We expect its possibly-inﬁnite trace
map X → P(Σ∞) to be such that x → ab∗+abω and y → b∗+bω. Indeed this satisﬁes
(2.25) and is moreover the maximal. However, the function x → ab∗ and y → b∗—
this is actually the ﬁnite trace X → P(Σ∗) embedded along Σ∗ ↪→ Σ∞—also satisﬁes
(2.25). In fact, [43, Section 5] shows a general fact that such an embedding of the
ﬁnite trace map is the minimal one among those morphisms which make the diagram
(2.24) commute.
The coalgebraic characterization (Theorem 2.4.4) of possibly-inﬁnite trace seman-
tics is not yet fully developed. In particular the current proof of Theorem 2.4.4
(in [62]) is fairly concrete and a categorical principle behind it is less clear than the
one behind ﬁnite traces. Consequently the result’s applicability is limited: we do not
know whether the result holds in a probabilistic setting; or whether it holds for any
weak-pullback-preserving functor F .
2.4.3 Accepted languages via determinization
In Example 2.4.2 we illustrated that our coalgebraic framework successfully captures
trace semantics for (non-deterministic) labeled transition system with explicit termi-
nation, that is, accepted languages of non-deterministic automata (see Remark 2.2.2).
There is another standard way to capture accepted language by coinduction, namely
via determinization of non-deterministic automata. It appears for example in [116];
here we brieﬂy describe the construction.
The construction is in fact the standard determinization procedure—which trans-
forms a non-deterministic automaton (NDA) with a state space X into a deterministic
one (DA) with a state space PX—described coalgebraically. Deterministic automata
are modeled as coalgebras for the functor G = 2× ( )Σ to which, as easy calculation
shows, coinduction assigns accepted languages. Therefore what we do is to transform
an NDA to a DA, and apply coinduction to the latter. In its course we will utilize
the isomorphism (2.10) without the ﬁniteness assumption. That is,
2× P(Σ×X) ∼= P(1 + Σ×X) . (2.26)
In the sequel we put F = 1 + Σ× and G = 2× ( )Σ. Hence (2.26) establishes an
isomorphism GP ∼==⇒ PF . It is easy to see its naturality.
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Given a NDA X c→ PFX, we transform it to a DA (i.e. a G-coalgebra) in the
following way.
PX Pc−→ P2FX μ
P
FX−→ PFX ∼=−→ GPX
We denote this composite by det(c). Now it is standard that a ﬁnal G-coalgebra is
carried by the set P(Σ∗) of languages over Σ, with its structure given as follows.
2× (P(Σ∗))Σ
P(Σ∗)
〈, δ〉 with (L) = T ⇐⇒ 〈〉 ∈ L ,δ(L)(a) = {σ | a · σ ∈ L} .
The operation δ is called the Brzozowski derivative. For more details see [67, 115].
Now by coinduction—remember that we are in Sets now—a G-coalgebra det(c)
induces the unique map below. It assigns, to each “state” S ∈ PX, its accepted
language.
GPX GP(Σ∗)
X
ηP = { } PX
det(c)
P(Σ∗)
〈, δ〉∼=
Our original interest is the accepted language of each single state x ∈ X. This is
obtained by the above map, by pre-composing ηP : X −→ PX which yields singletons.
This much said, its relation to our general Kleisli framework is not yet clear. The
above determinization construction relies on the following ingredients:
– a natural isomorphism GP ∼==⇒ PF ;
– a ﬁnal G-coalgebra is carried by PA where A carries an initial F -algebra.
These assumptions already look quite strong and we are yet to see how to generalize
them.
2.5 Trace semantics as testing equivalence
In this section we will observe that, in a non-deterministic setting, the coalgebraic
ﬁnite trace semantics (i.e. coinduction in K(P)) gives rise to a canonical testing situ-
ation in which a test is an element of an initial F -algebra A in Sets. Here F speciﬁes
the transition type, just as before. The notion of testing situations (Deﬁnition 2.5.1)
and its variants have attracted many authors’ attention in the context of coalgebraic
modal logic; our aim here is to demonstrate genericity and pervasiveness of the no-
tion of testing situations by presenting an example which is not much like modal logic
(that is, propositional logic plus modality).
In Section 2.5.1 we introduce the notion of testing situations and investigate some
of their general properties. Our main concern there is the comparison between two
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process equivalences, namely testing equivalence and equivalence modulo ﬁnal coal-
gebra semantics. We present the equivalences categorically as suitable kernel pairs;
this makes the arguments simple and clean. In Section 2.5.2 we present the canonical
testing situation for trace semantics. Moreover we show that it is expressive: the
testing captures ﬁnal coalgebra semantics, which is now trace semantics.
2.5.1 Testing situations
Recent studies [17, 18, 80, 84, 87, 109] on coalgebra and modal logic have identiﬁed
(variants of) the following categorical situation as the essential underlying structure.
Following [109], we prefer using a more general term “testing”: it subsumes “modal
logic” in the following sense. We learn properties of a system through pass or failure
of tests; modal logic constitutes a special case where tests are modal formulas.
2.5.1 Deﬁnition. A testing situation is the following situation of a contravariant
adjunction Sop  P and two endofunctors F,M
CopF op
P
 A M
Sop
(2.27)
plus a “denotation” natural transformation δ : MP ⇒ PF op : Cop → A, which
consists of arrows MPX δX−→ PFX in A.
Note that the denotation δ is a parameter: the same “syntax for tests” M : A → A
can have diﬀerent interpretations with diﬀerent δ.
The requirements in Deﬁnition 2.5.1 are the same as in [80,109]. They are what we
need to compare two process semantics, namely testing equivalence—which arises nat-
urally from the concept of testing—and ﬁnal coalgebra semantics.8 We shall explain
each ingredient’s role, using the well-established terminology of modal logic.
– The endofunctor F : C → C makes CoalgF the category of “systems,” or
“Kripke models” in modal logic.
– The category A—typical examples being Bool of Boolean algebras or Heyt
of Heyting algebras—is that of “propositional logic.” The functor M speciﬁes
“modality”: modal operators and axioms. ThenAlgM is the category of “modal
algebras”; an initial M -algebra ML ∼=→ L is a “modal logic” consisting of modal
formulas, modulo logical equivalence.
8In fact we can be even more liberal: existence of a denotation δ can be replaced by existence
of a lifting Pˆ : CoalgopF → AlgM of P . The results in this section nevertheless hold in that case.
The latter condition (there is a lifting Pˆ ) is strictly weaker than the former (there is a natural
transformation δ): obviously δ induces Pˆ but not the other way round. Let C = ωop,A = ω, P =
id, F = (1 + )op and M = 2 + . Then both CoalgF and AlgM are the empty category hence P
has the trivial lifting. However there is no natural transformation MPX → PF opX.
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– The denotation δ speciﬁes how the modality M is interpreted via transitions
of type F . This allows to give “Kripke semantics” for the modal logic: given
a coalgebra (or a “Kripke model”) c : X → FX, interpretation  c of modal
formulas therein is given by the following induction.
ML
∼=initial
MPX
δX
PFX
Pc
L
 c
PX
(2.28)
– Why a right adjoint S of P op? It allows us, via transposition, to assign a modal
“theory” to each state of a Kripke model.
L
 c
PX in A
X
thc
SL in C
(Sop  P ) (2.29)
The theory thc(x) associated with a state x contains precisely the modal for-
mulas that hold at x.
Following the above intuition, we deﬁne the categorical notion of testing equivalence:
two states are testing-equivalent if they have the same modal theory.
2.5.2 Deﬁnition. Assume that we have a testing situation (2.27), and that C has
ﬁnite limits. On a coalgebra X c→ FX, the testing equivalence TestEqc is the kernel
pair of the theory map thc deﬁned by (2.28) and (2.29). Equivalently,
TestEqc
〈p1,p2〉
X ×X thc◦π1
thc◦π2
SL (2.30)
is an equalizer.
Similarly, we introduce the categorical notion of “equivalence modulo ﬁnal coal-
gebra semantics”; we shall call it FCS-equivalence for short.
2.5.3 Deﬁnition. Assume that there is a ﬁnal F -coalgebra ζ : Z ∼=→ FZ, and that C
has ﬁnite limits. On a coalgebra X c→ FX, the FCS-equivalence FCSEqc is the kernel
pair of the unique map beh(c) : X → Z induced by ﬁnality. Equivalently,
FCSEqc
〈q1,q2〉
X ×X
beh(c)◦π1
beh(c)◦π2
Z (2.31)
is an equalizer.
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It is easily seen that the two “relations” TestEqc and FCSEqc on X are equiva-
lence relations in the sense of [61, Section 1.3]. That is, they satisfy the reﬂexivity,
symmetry, and transitivity conditions when the conditions are suitably formulated in
categorical terms.
Now our concern is the comparison between two process semantics TestEqc and
FCSEqc, as subobjects of X×X. The following lemma is crucial for our investigation;
in fact it is important for coalgebraic modal logic in general and appears e.g. as [80,
Theorem 3.3].
2.5.4 Lemma. A morphism of F -coalgebras preserves theory maps. That is,
FX
Ff
FY
X
c
f
Y
d implies
X thc
f
Y
thd
SL .
Proof. The following induction diagram proves Pf ◦  d =  c. Naturality of δ
plays an important role there.
ML
Ff
∼=initial
MPY
MPf
δY
MPX
δX
PFY
PFfPd
PFX
Pc
L
 d
PY
Pf
PX .
Then the claim follows from naturality of the transposition (2.29). 
We show that in a testing situation like (2.27), tests respect ﬁnal coalgebra se-
mantics. That is, testing does not distinguish two FCS-equivalent states.
2.5.5 Proposition. Consider such a testing situation and equivalence relations as
in Deﬁnitions 2.5.2 and 2.5.3. For any coalgebra X c→ FX we have an inclusion
FCSEqc ≤ TestEqc
of subobjects of X ×X.
Proof. It suﬃces to show that the arrow 〈q1, q2〉 in (2.31) equates the parallel arrows
in (2.30); then the claim follows from universality of an equalizer.
thc ◦ π1 ◦ 〈q1, q2〉 = thc ◦ q1
= thζ ◦ beh(c) ◦ q1 (∗)
= thζ ◦ beh(c) ◦ q2 due to (2.31)
= thc ◦ q2 (∗)
= thc ◦ π2 ◦ 〈q1, q2〉 .
Here (∗) is an instance of Lemma 2.5.4: beh(c) is a morphism of coalgebras from c to
the ﬁnal ζ. 
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The converse TestEqc ≤ FCSEqc does not hold in general. For a ﬁxed type of
systems (i.e. for ﬁxed F : C → C), we can think of logics with varying degree of
expressive power; this results in process equivalences with varying granularity. This
view is systematically presented by van Glabbeek in [39] as the linear time-branching
time spectrum—a categorical version of which we consider as an important direction
of future work.
It is when we have FCSEqc
∼=→ TestEqc that a modal logic (considered as a test-
ing situation) is said to be expressive. Recall that FCSEqc usually coincides with
bisimilarity if C is Sets: in this case an expressive logic captures bisimilarity.
The following proposition states a (rather trivial) equivalent condition for a testing
situation to be expressive. For more ingenious suﬃcient conditions—which essentially
rely on the transpose of δ being monic—see e.g. [80].
2.5.6 Proposition. Consider a testing situation as in Deﬁnitions 2.5.2 and 2.5.3.
The testing is expressive, that is, for any coalgebra X c→ FX we have
TestEqc
∼=→ FCSEqc
as subobjects of X × X, if and only if the theory map thζ : Z → SL for the ﬁnal
coalgebra is a mono.
Proof. We ﬁrst prove the “if” direction. In view of Proposition 2.5.5, it suﬃces to
show that 〈p1, p2〉 in (2.30) equalizes beh(c) ◦ π1 and beh(c) ◦ π2 (which proves
TestEqc ≤ FCSEqc).
thζ ◦ beh(c) ◦ p1 = thc ◦ p1 by Lemma 2.5.4
= thc ◦ p2 due to (2.30)
= thζ ◦ beh(c) ◦ p2 by Lemma 2.5.4
We have beh(c) ◦ p1 = beh(c) ◦ p2 since thζ is a mono.
To prove the “only if” direction, ﬁrst we observe that the FCS-equivalence on the
ﬁnal coalgebra ζ : Z ∼=→ FZ is the diagonal relation: that is,
FCSEqζ∼=
Z × Z
beh(ζ)◦π1
beh(ζ)◦π2
Z
Z
〈id,id〉
.
This is because beh(ζ) = id : Z → Z. Now assume that thζ ◦ k = thζ ◦ l for
k, l : Y ⇒ Z. Universality of an equalizer TestEqζ induces a mediating arrow m in
the following diagram.
Y
〈k, l〉
m
Z × Z
beh(ζ) ◦ π1
beh(ζ) ◦ π2
Z
TestEqζ ∼= FCSEqζ ∼= Z
〈id, id〉
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The whole diagram commutes since TestEqζ ∼= FCSEqζ (by assumption) and FCSEqζ ∼=
Z (by the above observation), both as subobjects of Z × Z. This proves k = l. 
2.5.7 Remark. The literature [17, 18] considers more restricted settings than the
testing situations in Deﬁnition 2.5.1. There an adjunction Sop  P is replaced by
a dual equivalence of categories, and a denotation δ is required to be a natural iso-
morphism. These additional restrictions allow one to say more about the situations:
logics are always expressive; the main concern of [18] is how to present an abstract
modal logic M : A → A by concrete syntax. However, for our purpose in Section 2.5.2
the greater generality of our notion of testing situations is needed.
2.5.2 Canonical testing for trace semantics in K(P)
In this section we shall present a canonical testing situation for coalgebras in K(P).
We shall also show that the testing is “expressive,” in the sense that the testing
captures ﬁnal coalgebra semantics. The intuition is as follows.
Trace semantics for non-deterministic systems assigns to each system c its “(ﬁnite)
trace set” map tr(c) : X → PA, where A carries an initial algebra in Sets. This
suggests a natural testing framework where: an element t of A is a test; a state
x ∈ X of a system passes a test t if and only if the trace set of x includes t (i.e.
x |= t ⇐⇒ t ∈ tr(c)(x)). An important point here is that A, carrying an initial
algebra in Sets, usually gives a well-founded syntax for tests.9
We focus on a non-deterministic setting (i.e. T = P) in this section and leave a
probabilistic one as future work. Although the above intuition is true in probabilistic
settings as well—where the 2-valued (pass/failure) observation scheme is replaced by
the reﬁned [0, 1]-valued one—we do not know yet how to extend the current material
to probabilistic settings. The diﬃculty is that the category K(D) is not self-dual, as
opposed to K(P); see (2.32) below.
The canonical testing situation which captures ﬁnite trace semantics is the follow-
ing one.
K(P)op
F
op
Op
∼= K(P)
Opop
K
 Sets
F
J
(2.32)
Here J  K is the canonical Kleisli adjunction. Recall the self duality Op : K(P)op ∼=→
K(P) from Section 2.3.2. The denotation is given by (the components of) the dis-
tributive law λ : FP ⇒ PF . The following lemma establishes that the denotation
thus deﬁned is indeed a natural transformation.
9Recall the construction of an initial algebra in Sets via the initial sequence (Proposition A.1.1).
The set A is the colimit (union in Sets) of the initial sequence 0 → F0 → F 20 → · · · . Each Fn0
can be thought of as the set of terms with depth ≤ n.
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2.5.8 Lemma. Let F : Sets → Sets be a functor which preserves weak pullbacks,
and F be its lifting induced by the relation lifting (Lemma 2.2.4). Then the com-
ponents FPX λX→ PFX of the corresponding distributive law λ also form a natural
transformation
F ◦ K ◦ Op =⇒ K ◦ Op ◦ F op : K(P)op −→ Sets .
Proof. The desired natural transformation is obtained from another natural transfor-
mation
λ′ : FK =⇒ KF : K(P) −→ Sets
which we describe in a moment, by post-composing the functor Op. That is, the
desired one is the composite
FKOp
λ′◦Op
=⇒ KFOp (∗)= KOpF op ,
or equivalently, in a 2-categorical presentation,
K(P)op Op
F
op (∗)
K(P) K
F λ′
Sets
F
K(P)op
Op
K(P)
K
Sets .
Here the equality (∗) is the one in (2.20).
Now we describe the natural transformation λ′. Its components are given by those
of λ; naturality of λ′ is an easy consequence of λ’s being a distributive law. Indeed,
given an arrow f : X → Y in K(P), the following shows that the naturality square
commutes.
KFf ◦ λX = μPFY ◦ PFf ◦ λX deﬁnition of K
= μPFY ◦ PλY ◦ PFf ◦ λX deﬁnition of F
= μPFY ◦ PλY ◦ λPY ◦ FPf naturality of λ
= λY ◦ FμPY ◦ FPf λ is compatible with multiplication μP
= λY ◦ FKf deﬁnition of K 
The previous lemma establishes that the situation (2.32) is indeed a testing situation
as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 2.5.1.
In the previous Section 2.5.1, the use of testing situations is demonstrated through
comparing testing equivalence and ﬁnal coalgebra semantics, both described as suit-
able kernel pairs. Unfortunately this argument is not valid in the current situa-
tion (2.32), since the category K(P) does not have kernel pairs.
Still, we shall claim that the situation (2.32) is “expressive,” in the sense that ﬁnal
coalgebra semantics is captured by testing. This claim is supported by the following
fact: in the current situation the two arrows tr(c) and thc simply coincide. Therefore
their kernel relations—in any reasonable formalization—should coincide as well.
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2.5.9 Proposition. Let X c→ FX be a coalgebra in K(P). In the testing situation
(2.32), the following arrows in K(P) coincide.
– tr(c) : X → A, giving the ﬁnal coalgebra (trace) semantics for c.
– thc : X → A, giving the testing semantics, i.e. the set of passed tests.
Therefore the testing is “expressive”: tests from an initial F -algebra captures trace
semantics (which is via a ﬁnal F -coalgebra).
Here A is the carrier of an initial F -algebra, hence that of a ﬁnal F -coalgebra. Note
that, in the general setting in Section 2.5.1, the codomains of tr(c) and thc need not
coincide.
Proof. We shall show that the transpose
tr(c)∨ : A −→ PX in Sets
of tr(c) under the adjunction in (2.32) makes the diagram (2.28)—which deﬁnes  c—
commute. This proves tr(c)∨ =  c, hence tr(c) =  c
∨ = thc.
First note that the transpose tr(c)∨ : A → PX, when it is thought of as an arrow
in K(P), coincides with the arrow Op(tr(c)) : A → X. In the sequel we shall write
Op(tr(c)) for tr(c)∨.
Commutativity of the diagram (2.21)—deﬁning tr(c)—yields the following equal-
ity.
Op(tr(c)) ◦ Op(Jα−1) = Op(c) ◦ Op(F optr(c)) in K(P).
By the deﬁnition of composition in K(P), it reads as follows in Sets.
μX ◦ P(Op(tr(c))) ◦ Op(Jα−1) = μX ◦ P(Op(c)) ◦ Op(F optr(c)) (2.33)
We use this equality in showing that Op(tr(c)) makes the diagram (2.28) commute.
Op(tr(c)) ◦ α = μX ◦ ηX ◦ Op(tr(c)) ◦ α unit law
= μX ◦ P(Op(tr(c))) ◦ ηA ◦ α naturality of η
= μX ◦ P(Op(tr(c))) ◦ Op(Jα−1) Op(Jα−1) = Jα = ηA ◦ α
= μX ◦ P(Op(c)) ◦ Op(F optr(c)) by (2.33)
= μX ◦ P(Op(c)) ◦ FOp(tr(c)) OpF op = FOp, (2.20)
= μX ◦ P(Op(c)) ◦ λX ◦ FOp(tr(c)) deﬁnition of F
= KOp(c) ◦ λX ◦ FOp(tr(c)) .
Recall that M in (2.28) is now F ; P in (2.28) is now KOp. This concludes the proof.
The proposition establishes a connection between two semantics for F -coalgebras
in K(P), namely: tr(c) via a ﬁnal F -coalgebra, and thc via an initial F -algebra. One
may well say that it is a “degenerate” case because, as we have shown in Section 2.3,
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coinduction in K(P) and induction in Sets are essentially the same principle. Our
emphasis is more on the fact that the coincidence of induction and coinduction yields
a rather uncommon example of testing situations. Testing situations are of interest
in modal logic—where the underlying contravariant adjunction Sop  P : A → Cop
in (2.27) is often the Stone duality or one of its variants. Our exampleK(P)op  Sets
here does not look like one of those familiar examples.
2.6 Summary and future work
We have developed a mathematical principle underlying “trace semantics” for various
kinds of branching systems, namely coinduction in a Kleisli category. This general
view is supported by a technical result that a ﬁnal coalgebra in a Kleisli category is
induced by an initial algebra in Sets.
The possible instantiations of our generic framework include non-deterministic
systems and probabilistic systems, but do not yet include systems with both non-
deterministic and probabilistic branching. The importance of having both of these
branchings in system veriﬁcation has been claimed by many authors e.g. [120, 137],
with an intuition that probabilistic branching models the choices “made by the sys-
tem, i.e. on our side,” while (coarser) non-deterministic choices are “made by the
(unknown) environment of the system, i.e. on the adversary’s side.” A typical exam-
ple of such systems is given by probabilistic automata introduced by Segala [120].
In fact this combination of non-deterministic and probabilistic branching is a noto-
riously diﬃcult one from a theoretical point of view [26,132,136]: many mathematical
tools that are useful in a purely non-deterministic or probabilistic setting cease to work
in the presence of both. For our framework of generic trace semantics, the problem
is that we could not ﬁnd a suitable monad T with an order structure.
We have used the order-enriched structure of a Kleisli category (expressing “more
possibilities”) to obtain the initial algebra-ﬁnal coalgebra coincidence result. How-
ever, an order structure is not the only one that can yield such coincidence: other
examples include metric, quasi-metric and quantale-enriched structures (in increasing
generality). See e.g. [32, 135] for the potential use of such enriched structures in a
coalgebraic setting. The relation of the current work to such structures is yet to be
investigated.
In the discipline of process algebra, a system is represented by an algebraic term
(such as a.P ‖ a.Q) and a structural operational semantics (SOS) rule determines its
dynamics, that is, its coalgebraic structure. This is where “algebra meets coalgebra”
and the interaction is studied e.g. in [12, 78, 134]. Later in chapter 5 we will claim
the importance of the microcosm principle in this context and provide a “general
compositionality theorem”: under certain assumptions, ﬁnal coalgebra semantics is
“compositional” in a suitable sense. The results of the current chapter say that ﬁnal
coalgebra semantics can be interpreted as ﬁnite trace semantics (besides bisimilar-
ity); hence the result in Chapter 5 instantiates to a compositionality result for trace
semantics.
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We have included some material—on possibly-inﬁnite traces and testing situations—
which, unfortunately, we have worked out only in a non-deterministic setting. A fully
general account of these topics is left as future work.
Finally, there are so many diﬀerent process semantics for branching systems, be-
tween two edges of bisimilarity and trace equivalence in the linear time-branching
time spectrum [39]. How to capture them in a coalgebraic setting is, we believe, an
important and challenging question.
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Chapter 3
Generic forward and backward simulations
The technique of forward/backward simulations has been applied successfully in ver-
iﬁcation of distributed/concurrent systems. In this chapter, however, we claim that
the technique has more potential generality and mathematical clarity. We do so
by identifying forward/backward simulations as lax/oplax morphisms of coalgebras.
Following this observation, we present a systematic study of this generic notion of sim-
ulations. It is meant to be a generic version of the study by Lynch and Vaandrager,
covering both non-deterministic systems and probabilistic systems. In particular we
prove soundness and completeness results for simulations with respect to trace inclu-
sion: the proof is by coinduction using the generic theory of traces developed in the
previous chapter. By suitably instantiating our generic framework, one obtains an
appropriate deﬁnition of forward/backward simulations for a variety of systems, for
which soundness and completeness come for free.
3.1 Overview
The theory of forward/backward simulations for non-deterministic automata has been
extensively studied due to its signiﬁcance in system veriﬁcation (as described in Chap-
ter 1). A notable example is a systematic study by Lynch and Vaandrager [94]. The
technique of forward/backward simulations has been applied successfully in many dis-
tributed and concurrent applications, described as transition systems. For example,
in [71] trace-based anonymity properties for network protocols are proved by build-
ing backward simulations. The notions of forward/backward simulations are also
extended to diﬀerent kinds of state-based systems such as probabilistic ones [120].
We claim that the theory of forward/backward simulations has more potential
generality and mathematical clarity. We do so by revealing a simple mathematical
structure hidden behind various notions of simulations deﬁned for diﬀerent kinds of
systems. The slogan is: a forward/backward simulation is a lax/oplax morphism of
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coalgebras in a Kleisli category.
In K(T )
FX
Ff
FY
X
c
f

Y
d
FX
Ff
FY
X
c
f

Y
d
lax coalgebra morphism oplax coalgebra morphism
= forward simulation = backward simulation
(3.1)
An arrow f in (3.1) is called a lax/oplax morphism of coalgebras because it satisﬁes
a condition which is similar to the one for a morphism of coalgebras, but has an
inequality in the square (instead of an equality—which we usually do not put explicit).
FX
Ff
FY
X
c
f
=
Y
d
FX
Ff
FY
X
c
f

Y
d
FX
Ff
FY
X
c
f

Y
d
morphism lax morphism oplax morphism
The use of categorical terms allows us to put various constructions in a mathematically
clearer way. For example, the informal “duality” between forward and backward
simulations is now put explicit, in the form of reversed inequalities ( vs. ) in (3.1).
Based on this observation, we aim at presenting a generic version of the systematic
study [94]. We employ the generic theory of traces in Chapter 2 and show:
– Soundness. Existence of a forward/backward/hybrid simulation from a system
S to T implies trace inclusion tr(S)  tr(T ).
– Completeness. Trace inclusion implies existence of a certain kind of hybrid
simulation, namely a backward-forward simulation.
Our generic, coalgebraic theory of forward/backward simulations in this chapter
is built on top of the theory of trace semantics in Chapter 2. The mathematical
setting stays the same: we work with F -coalgebras in the category K(T ), where a
functor F : K(T ) → K(T ) is a lifting of F : Sets → Sets. Just like in Chapter 2,
we understand the functor F as a speciﬁcation of “transition type”; the monad T
as a speciﬁcation of “branching type.” Moreover, the order  in (3.1) refers to the
Cppo-enriched structure of the Kleisli category, as the “more possibilities” order
that we exploited in Chapter 2. The conditions imposed on these F and T remain the
same. This results in the same (wide) variety of possible choices of parameters F and
T , hence in the same applicability. In particular, our generic theory of simulations
covers both non-deterministic systems as well as purely probabilistic systems (but not
systems with both non-determinism and probability—as in Chapter 2).
For a variety of systems, our generic theory of simulations gives a deﬁnition of
forward/backward simulations tailored to the speciﬁc kind of systems, as an instanti-
ation of the coalgebraic deﬁnition (3.1). The resulting deﬁnition is (at least) a “useful”
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one, since for these simulations a soundness theorem comes for free. Soundness plays
a crucial role in the simulation-based veriﬁcation technique of trace-based properties
(see Chapter 1); we will prove generic soundness theorems parametrized by F and T ,
once for all.
Now let us take the viewpoint of a coalgebra theorist. This chapter continues
investigation of coalgebras in a Kleisli category which we started in Chapter 2, ﬁlling
in the lower middle cell in the following table.
morphism of coalgebras coinduction gives
In Sets functional bisimulation bisimilarity
In K(T )
lax · · · forward simulation
oplax · · · backward simulation
[this chapter]
trace semantics
[Chapter 2]
3.1.1 Bibliographical remarks
The novelty in this chapter is to identify lax/oplax coalgebra morphisms in a Kleisli
category as forward/backward simulations. This view—with three keywords lax mor-
phism, Kleisli and simulation—seems new to the best of our knowledge. However, a
close relationship between lax morphisms and simulations (not necessarily in a Kleisli
category) has been pointed out or hinted by many authors.
The work [139] uses lax/oplax coalgebra morphisms in obtaining a coalgebraic
representation of the Cone of Inﬂuence reduction. The key observation there is,
for coalgebras in Sets with their signature F = P, a graph of a lax morphism is a
simulation. The work [32, 135] formulate what they call ordered categorical bisimula-
tions using lax coalgebra morphisms. The notion of ordered categorical bisimulations
“resembles the notion of bisimulation up to” [32]; this comes close to simulations.
Additionally, the work [21] describes users’ visit to a website in two ways—namely as
a suitable simulation and as a lax coalgebra morphism—hinting conceptual closeness
between the two notions.
Besides, there are work that we are aware of which focuses on one of the three
keywords listed above. For example, the work [58, 64] presents a coalgebraic formula-
tion of simulations which is diﬀerent from ours, starting from a given order structure
in a signature functor F . The work [56, 76] investigates use of lax categorical struc-
tures in computer science. Details about these references, together with comparison
of our notion of probabilistic simulations to some existing deﬁnitions, are found in
Section 3.4.
3.2 Coalgebraic forward and backward simulations
In this section we introduce our coalgebraic presentations of forward and backward
simulations. It turns out that, in deﬁning these coalgebraic simulations, it is more
appropriate to make start states explicit, although start states are usually left implicit
in the study of coalgebras.
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Therefore in Section 3.2.1 we start with introducing the notion of coalgebras in
a Kleisli category accompanied with their (explicit) start states; this notion we shall
call (T, F )-systems. In Section 3.2.2 the coalgebraic notion of (ﬁnite) trace semantics
from Chapter 2 is extended to (T, F )-systems in a natural way. Section 3.2.3 presents
our core deﬁnition of coalgebraic forward/backward simulations; in Section 3.2.4 we
explain why we need to make start states explicit.
3.2.1 (T, F )-systems
For the reason we will discuss later in Section 3.2.4, in this chapter we shall work with
coalgebras in K(T ) which additionally have explicit start states. When one think of
“(a) start state(s)” of a branching system, there are two diﬀerent possible approaches.
1. One single state of the system is its starting state. That is, there is no branching
in choosing a start state.
2. There is branching in choosing a start state. If the system in question is non-
deterministic, the notion of “start states” should be given by the set of those
states which can possibly be chosen as an initial state of an execution. If the
system is probabilistic then the notion of “start states” is given by a probability
(sub)distribution over the state space—describing with what probability a state
is chosen as an initial state of an execution.
These two approaches are equivalent in practice. The ﬁrst (non-branching) “start
state” is turned into the second kind by regarding it as a trivial branching; conversely
a system with the second (branching) kind of “start states” is turned into a system
with the ﬁrst kind of “start states” by adding a fresh “start state” (◦ below) and
transitions from it.
x0 · · ·
x1 · · ·
−→
x0 · · ·
◦
x1 · · ·
We shall take the second approach (“branching start state”) since it is better
accommodated in our setting in a Kleisli category. Speciﬁcally, let X be the set of
states. A (branching) start state map is given by an arrow
1 s−→ X in K(T ) ,
which is the same thing as an arrow 1 s→ TX in Sets, hence as an element s ∈ TX.
When our system is non-deterministic (T = P) the arrow s is hence a subset of X;
when it is probabilistic (T = D) the arrow s gives us a probability subdistribution
over the set X. This matches the intuition described above.
This notion of start state maps 1 s→ X is combined with coalgebras to give our
presentation of state-based systems.
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3.2.1 Deﬁnition ((T, F )-systems). Let T be a monad and F be an endofunctor,
both on Sets. Assume further that F : Sets→ Sets has a lifting F : K(T )→ K(T )
in the sense of the diagram (2.11).
A (T, F )-system is a pair of arrows
FX
X
c
1
s
in the Kleisli category K(T ) ,
which is the same thing as a pair of functions( TX
1
s ,
TFX
X
c
)
in Sets ,
recalling that FX = FX for a lifting F . The arrow s is called the start state map,
and the F -coalgebra c is called the dynamics. The set X is called the state space.
The only element of the singleton 1 appearing here is denoted by ∗.1
3.2.2 Example (LTSs with explicit termination). Let us take T = P and F =
1 + Σ× , in which case an F -coalgebra in K(T ) is a function
X
c−→ P(1 + Σ×X) in Sets
modeling an LTS with explicit termination such as the leftmost one in (2.1). The
monad T = P models non-deterministic branching; the endofunctor F = 1 + Σ ×
sets the transition type of “terminate, or (output and proceed).”
In this setting, a (T, F )-system—i.e. (P, 1+Σ× )-system—is an LTS with explicit
termination
X
c−→ P(1 + Σ×X) in Sets
plus an explicit start state map
1 s−→ X in K(P)
1 s−→ PX in Sets
s ⊆ X .
When the leftmost system in (2.1) is accompanied by a start state map s(∗) = {x, y},
it means that both states x and y can potentially become an initial state of an
execution.
x
a y b

1Throughout Chapters 2 and 3 we have three diﬀerent singletons with diﬀerent meanings: {}
(in F = 1 + Σ × ) for successful termination; {⊥} (in T = L = 1 + ) for deadlock; and {∗} to
denote start states.
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3.2.3 Example (Probabilistic LTSs with explicit termination). Let us replace T = P
in the previous example by T = D, the subdistribution monad, in which case we have
probabilistic branching. A (T, F )-system is an F -coalgebra
X
c−→ D(1 + Σ×X) in Sets
such as the probabilistic system in the middle of (2.1), augmented with a start state
map
1 s−→ X in K(D)
1 s−→ DX in Sets
s ∈ DX .
An example of such s is
s(∗) =
[
x′ → 1/3
y′ → 2/3
]
,
which we can depict as follows.
x′
a[13 ]
a[13 ] 1
3
[13 ]
y′
1
2
a[12 ]
[23 ]
z′a[1] 
3.2.4 Remark. In category theory, an arrow in a category from a terminal object to
an object X is often called a point in X. It is so because in Sets (where a singleton
1 is terminal) we have the following correspondence.
1 x−→ X in Sets
an element x ∈ X
In the current setting, a start state map 1 s→ X is not a point in this sense, since its
domain 1 is not a terminal object in K(T ).2
Nevertheless the object 1 ∈ K(T ) has a special status as a unit of a symmetric
monoidal category K(T ). Speciﬁcally, when the monad T in question is commutative
(Section 2.2), its Kleisli category K(T ) has a canonical commutative tensor (see [60,
Theorem 4.3] or an abstract treatment later in Section 5.5.1). This tensor acts on
objects as products hence has 1 as its neutral object. Consequences of this status of
1 in K(T ) are yet to be investigated.
2 The empty set 0 is terminal in a setting of our interest, that is, when K(T ) is Cppo-enriched
(Lemma 2.3.5).
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3.2.2 Trace semantics for (T, F )-systems
In Chapter 2 we introduced the scheme of (ﬁnite) trace semantics for F -coalgebras in
a Kleisli category K(T ). It extends naturally to (T, F )-systems.
Let us make a brief review. Given a coalgebra c : X → FX in K(T ), where the
functor F is a lifting of F : Sets → Sets, we obtain its (ﬁnite) trace semantics via
coinduction.
FX
F (tr(c))
FA
X
c
tr(c)
A
Jα−1∼= in K(T )
Speciﬁcally, a coalgebra c is assigned the unique morphism tr(c) going into a ﬁnal
F -coalgebra Jα−1 (which is given by an initial F -algebra in Sets). The resulting
arrow is, as a function, of the type
tr(c) : X −→ TA in Sets.
This (set-theoretic) function carries each state x ∈ X to a “set of” (or “probability
subdistribution on,” etc. depending on the choice of T ) linear-time behaviors which
are elements of A.
Now that we have an explicit start state map s : 1 → X (in K(T )), the trace
semantics of a (T, F )-system 1 s→ X c→ FX is naturally deﬁned as the composition
of tr(c) : X → A after s : 1→ X, taken in K(T ).
3.2.5 Deﬁnition (Finite trace semantics of (T, F )-systems). Let (F, T, λ) be a trace
situation (Theorem 2.3.3). Given a (T, F )-system 1 s→ X c→ FX in K(T ), its (ﬁnite)
trace semantics tr(s, c) is the following composite.
FX
F (tr(c))
In K(T ) FA
X
c
tr(c)
A
∼= Jα−1
1
s
tr(s, c)
Here FA α→ A is an initial algebra in Sets; J : Sets→ K(T ) is the standard Kleisli
left adjoint.
This deﬁnition indeed gives what we expect from “trace semantics taking start
states into account,” as the following examples illustrate.
3.2.6 Example. Let us take T = P modeling non-deterministic branching. As we
saw in Example 3.2.2, a start state map s : 1→ X (in K(P)) is identiﬁed as a subset
s(∗) of X; it is seen as the set of possible initial states.
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In this case, a natural interpretation of “trace semantics of the system X c→ FX
starting from s” is the union ⋃
x∈s(∗)
tr(c)(x)
of the possible linear-time behaviors tr(c)(x), taken over all the possible initial states
x ∈ s(∗). The composite tr(s, c) = tr(c) ◦ s in Deﬁnition 3.2.5 indeed yields this
union:
1 s−→ X tr(c)−→ A in K(P) = 1 s−→ PX P(tr(c))−→ PPA μ
P
A−→ PA in Sets
which carries ∗ ∈ 1 to
⋃
x∈s(∗)
tr(c)(x) .
Recall that the multiplication μP for the powerset monad is given by unions.
3.2.7 Example. Let us take T = D, the subdistribution monad, to model probabilis-
tic branching. A start state map s : 1→ X (in K(D)) is identiﬁed with a probability
subdistribution s(∗) ∈ DX such as in Example 3.2.3.
It is easy to see that the trace semantics of a (T, F )-system
tr(s, c) : 1 −→ A in K(D)
tr(s, c) : 1 −→ DA in Sets
carries ∗ ∈ 1 to the probability subdistribution[
u ∈ A −→
∑
x∈X
s(x) · tr(c)(x)(u)
]
,
that is,[
u ∈ A −→
∑
x∈X
Pr(init. state is x) · Pr
(exec. of c, starting from x, yields u
as its linear-time behavior
) ]
.
This probability assigned to a behavior u ∈ A can be justiﬁably called the probability
with which “the system (s, c) yields u as its linear-time behavior.”
3.2.3 Forward and backward simulations
Now let us present the key observation in this chapter, namely the identiﬁcation of
lax/oplax morphisms of coalgebras as forward/backward simulations.
Throughout the rest of this chapter, we assume that (F, T, λ) is a trace situation, that
is, it satisﬁes the conditions in Theorem 2.3.3 on trace semantics.
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3.2.8 Deﬁnition (Forward simulations). Let 1 s→ X c→ FX and 1 t→ Y d→ FY be
(T, F )-systems, presented in K(T ).
A forward simulation from (t, d) to (s, c) is an arrow f : X → Y in K(T ) such
that:
t  f ◦ s and d ◦ f  Ff ◦ c ,
that is,
FX
Ff
In K(T ) FY
X
c
f

Y
d
1
s 
1
t
,
(3.2)
where  refers to the DCpo⊥-enriched structure of the Kleisli category K(T ) which
we assume to be present; see Section 2.2.3.
We write (t, d) F (s, c) if there is a forward simulation from (t, d) to (s, c). The
relation F is called the forward similarity relation.
Therefore, to be precise, a forward simulation is a lax morphism of coalgebras
FX
Ff
FY
X
c
f

Y
d
which satisﬁes an additional inequality regarding start state maps (the lower square
in (3.2)).
A “dual” notion of forward simulations, with the inequalities reversed (but not
the directions of arrows), is that of backward simulations.
3.2.9 Deﬁnition (Backward simulation). Let 1 s→ X c→ FX and 1 t→ Y d→ FY be
(T, F )-systems, presented in K(T ).
A backward simulation from (s, c) to (t, d) is an arrow f : X → Y in K(T ) such
that: f ◦ s  t and Ff ◦ c  d ◦ f . That is,
FX
Ff
In K(T ) FY
X
c
f

Y
d
1
s 
1
t
.
(3.3)
We write (s, c) B (t, d) if there is a backward simulation from (s, c) to (t, d). It is
called the backward similarity relation.
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In the context of data reﬁnement, lax natural transformations are used to formu-
late simulations between interpretations of a programming language [56, 76]—note
that those “simulations” are not the ones (between state-based systems) that we are
currently investigating. In a coalgebraic setting, [32] uses lax morphisms to investi-
gate order-enriched version of bisimulations. However, to the best of our knowledge,
the signiﬁcance of lax/oplax morphisms in Kleisli categories is ﬁrst emphasized here.
When an arrow f : X → Y makes the diagram (3.2) or (3.3) commute—i.e.
equalities hold in place of inequalities—the arrow f will be called a morphism of
systems.
3.2.10 Deﬁnition. Let 1 s→ X c→ FX and 1 t→ Y d→ FY be (T, F )-systems,
presented in K(T ). An arrow f : X → Y is a morphism of (T, F )-systems from (s, c)
to (t, d), if the following diagram commutes.
FX
Ff
In K(T ) FY
X
c
f Y
d
1
s
1
t
.
(3.4)
3.2.11 Remark. Note the directions of arrows and inequalities in the deﬁnition of
forward/backward simulations. Speciﬁcally, in (3.2) the system (t, d) is simulated by
(s, c) via f . In (3.3)—where the “simulation” arrow f has the same direction from X
to Y but the inequalities are reversed—the system (s, c) is simulated by (t, d) via f ,
with the roles of the two systems exchanged.
A general rule here is that the system appearing on the smaller side of the inequal-
ities is the system which is simulated by the other system. The coming examples will
clarify this intuition.
Let us justify our coalgebraic deﬁnition of forward/backward simulations. We shall
do so by showing that the coalgebraic deﬁnition instantiates to the conventional deﬁ-
nition of (non-deterministic) simulations, when the parameters T and F are suitably
chosen.
3.2.12 Example (LTSs with explicit termination). In the setting of Example 3.2.2,
namely T = P and F = 1 + Σ × , an arrow X → Y in K(T ) is identiﬁed with a
binary relation R from X to Y .
X −→ Y in K(P)
X −→ PY in Sets
R ⊆ X × Y, binary relation
In this case, Deﬁnition 3.2.8 is instantiated as follows. A relation R ⊆ X ×Y is a for-
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ward simulation from (t, d) to (s, c), if and only if it satisﬁes the following conditions.
y ∈ start(t,d) =⇒ ∃x ∈ start(s,c). xRy ,
xRy ∧ y →d  =⇒ x →c  ,
xRy ∧ y a→d y′ =⇒ ∃x′ ∈ X.
(
x
a→c x′ ∧ x′Ry′
)
.
Here start(s,c) denotes the set s(∗) of the possible initial states of the system (s, c);
and x a→c x′ denotes the fact that (a, x′) ∈ c(x), i.e. x ∈ X can make an a-move to
x′ in the system c. Hence the ﬁrst line is concerned with initial states; the second
line with termination; and the last line with “output and continue” type transitions.
Among them we consider the third one as a core condition for simulations, and it
is exactly the same as the one in the standard literature [94]. So is the ﬁrst one on
initial states.3
The third line draws special attention because it is the conventional deﬁnition of
forward simulations between LTSs (without explicit start states or explicit termina-
tion). It works indeed “forwards,” as illustrated below.
x
R
y a y′
=⇒
x
a
R
∃x′
R
in X c→ FX
y a y′ in Y d→ FY
(3.5)
Let us further illustrate how this well-known condition arises from the diagram (3.2).
x
a→ x′ FR x
a→ x′
.
.
.R
y′
(†)
FX
FR
FY
x
R
.
.
.
y
a→ y′
(∗)
⇐=
X
c
R

Y
d
x
c
R
x
R
.
.
.
y
d
(3.6)
First imagine that we take the path d ◦ R from X, i.e. ﬁrst to the right then upwards.
By going along R we ﬁnd a state y ∈ Y such that xRy; then by going along d, the
state y makes a transition in d namely y a→ y′. This yields the situation (∗) above.
3The three conditions here diﬀer from the deﬁnition in [94] in the following respects: termination
and internal actions. More speciﬁcally, the second line here is missing in [94] since explicit termination
is not considered there. The condition we have here is a natural one since, intuitively, xRy means
“x can simulate what y can do.” We do not consider internal τ -actions (while [94] does); coalgebraic
treatment of internal actions is known to be hard and we leave it as future work.
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Look at the other path FR ◦ c (upwards, then to the right). First the state x ∈ X
makes a transition x a→ x′ in c; then by going along FR (the “lifting” of the relation
R) the successor x′ is related to some y′ ∈ Y via R. This results in the situation (†).
Finally, the inequality in the diagram postulates d ◦ R  FR ◦ c, that is, in case
we have the situation (∗) we need to have (†) as well. Hence the implication =⇒ in
the above diagram (3.6); it requires us to be able to ﬁnd a state x′ in the situation
(†). This is precisely the conventional deﬁnition (3.5).
Similarly, a relation R from X to Y is a backward simulation (Deﬁnition 3.2.9)
from (s, c) to (t, d) if and only if:
x ∈ start(s,c) ∧ xRy =⇒ y ∈ start(t,d) ,
x →c  =⇒ ∃y ∈ Y.
(
xRy ∧ y →d 
)
,
x
a→c x′ ∧ x′Ry′ =⇒ ∃y ∈ Y.
(
xRy ∧ y a→d y′
)
.
The third condition here works “backwards”:
x
a
x′
R
y′
=⇒
x
a
R
x′
R
in X c→ FX
∃y a y′ in Y d→ FY
(3.7)
which arises from the diagram (3.3) in the following way.
x
a→ x′ FR x
a→ x′
.
.
.R
y′
(†)
FX
FR
FY
x
R
..
.
y
a→ y′
(∗)
=⇒
X
c
R

Y
d
x
c
R
x
R
.
.
.
y
d
The only diﬀerences from the diagram (3.6) is that the inequality is reversed and so
is the implication =⇒. The reversed implication (†) =⇒ (∗) yields (3.7).
3.2.13 Example (Probabilistic LTSs with explicit termination). Let us see what
arises from the generic deﬁnition (Deﬁnitions 3.2.8 and 3.2.9), if the systems have
probabilistic branching (by taking T = D). We consider the same transition-type
F = 1 + Σ× . Recall from Example 3.2.3 that (T, F )-systems, say (s, c) and (t, d),
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are thought of as probabilistic LTSs with explicit termination  and an explicit start
state distribution.
A forward simulation from (t, d) to (s, c) is a function f : X → DY in Sets which
satisﬁes the following conditions.
t(∗)(y) ≤
∑
x∈X
s(∗)(x) · f(x)(y)∑
y∈Y
f(x)(y) · d(y)() ≤ c(x)()∑
y∈Y
f(x)(y) · d(y)(a, y′) ≤
∑
x′∈X
c(x)(a, x′) · f(x′)(y′)
(3.8)
The third line can be rephrased as follows. It can be a bit more intuitive.
∑
y∈Y
Pr(x y) · Pr(y a→ y′) ≤
∑
x′∈X
Pr(x a→ x′) · Pr(x′  y′)
⎛
⎜⎝cf. x
a
x′
y a y′
⎞
⎟⎠
where a function f : X → DY is thought of as a “probabilistic transition” from X to
Y and the value f(x)(y) is denoted by Pr(x y). The generic deﬁnition of backward
simulations can be instantiated in a similar manner.
One may wonder why we can call such a function f : X → DY a “forward simu-
lation.” In particular, our “probabilistic simulations” are no longer binary relations
between state spaces. We have two justiﬁcations for the notion.
– The authenticity of our “probabilistic simulations” is supported by the way it
arises: it is an instantiation of the generic, coalgebraic simulations which yields
conventional simulations in a non-deterministic setting.
– Our view on forward/backward simulations in this thesis is that they are tools
for establishing trace inclusion, hence for showing a system’s satisfaction of some
trace-based property. Such a scenario has been demonstrated in Section 1.4.
Therefore we do not care much if our “simulation” is a binary relation or not.
Our emphasis is instead on a soundness property which ensures usefulness of
our “simulation.” Indeed, we will later prove general soundness results (Theo-
rem 3.3.2) which instantiates to the soundness property for our “probabilistic
simulations.” Moreover we will use them in verifying probabilistic trace-based
(anonymity) properties later in Chapter 4.
Later in Section 3.4.3 our notion of “probabilistic simulations” (as an instantiation of
the coalgebraic simulations) is compared with existing notions of (bi)simulations for
probabilistic systems.
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Although forward and backward simulations will be shown to be sound (Theo-
rem 3.3.2), they fail to be complete in general.
∃ (forward or backward simulation from X to Y)
soundness
(trace sem. for X )  (trace sem. for Y)
completeness×
A completeness result will be proved for a certain combination of forward and back-
ward simulations. In [94] various combinations of forward and backward simulations
are called hybrid simulations and their completeness properties are proved. Here we
shall focus on the following kind of hybrid simulations.
3.2.14 Deﬁnition (Backward-forward simulations). Let 1 s→ X c→ FX and 1 t→
Y
d→ FY be (T, F )-systems. A backward-forward simulation from (s, c) to (t, d)
consists of
– an intermediate system 1 r→ U b→ FU ;
– a backward simulation f from (s, c) to (r, b), and
– a forward simulation g from (r, b) to (t, d).
Diagrammatically presented in K(T ) (note the direction of arrows and inequalities),
FX
Ff
FU FY
Fg
X
c
f

U
b 
Y
d
g
1
s 
1
r
1 .
t
(3.9)
We write (s, c) BF (t, d) if there is a backward-forward simulation from (s, c) to
(t, d) (backward-forward similarity). Obviously,
(s, c) BF (t, d) ⇐⇒ ∃(r, b).
(
(s, c) B (r, b) ∧ (r, b) F (t, d)
)
. (3.10)
3.2.4 Why explicit start states?
We shall explain the reason why we need an explicit start state map 1 s→ X incorpo-
rated in the notion of (T, F )-systems. It has much to do with the general phenomenon
that
a morphism of coalgebras preserves a behavior (given by coinduction),
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an idea we informally introduced in Section 1.3.1.
Speciﬁcally, assume that an endofunctor F : C → C has a ﬁnal coalgebra ζ : Z ∼=→
FZ. If there is a morphism of coalgebras
FX
Ff
FY
X
c
f
Y
d
then f preserves a behavior given by coinduction. That is,
beh(d) ◦ f = beh(c) . (3.11)
This fact follows immediately from coinduction (proof principle). Soundness results
(Theorem 3.3.2) are in the same spirit: it is about relating (possibly relaxed versions
of) morphisms with behaviors by coinduction.
The resulting “behavior preservation” (3.11) has an immediate interpretation in
the category Sets. It means: for each state x ∈ X we have
beh(d)
(
f(x)
)
= beh(c)(x) ,
that is, the state f(x) ∈ Y has the same behavior (modulo bisimilarity) as x ∈ X.
However, when we work in a Kleisli category K(P), the equality (3.11) is no longer
intuitive. For illustration let us take T = P, the powerset monad. In (3.11) the arrows
beh(c) and beh(d) give trace (set) semantics; the arrow f has, as a function, the type
f : X → PY . Equality means: for each x ∈ X,⋃
y∈f(x)
beh(d)(y) = beh(c)(x) . (3.12)
That is, the state x has more behavior than any state y ∈ f(x), but at the same time
any behavior of x is simulated by some y ∈ f(x). It is not easy to see signiﬁcance of
this equality.
The clumsiness here lies in comparing “one x vs. many y’s.” Introducing explicit
start states is how we mend it: the following observation is an adaptation of the
previous “behavior preservation” result, so that it takes start states into account.
3.2.15 Proposition. Let 1 s→ X c→ FX and 1 t→ Y d→ FY be (T, F )-systems,
presented in K(T ).
If f : X → Y is a morphism of (T, F )-systems from (s, c) to (t, d) (Deﬁni-
tion 3.2.10), then trace semantics for the two systems is the same:
tr(s, c) = tr(t, d) . (3.13)
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Proof. We have the following situation.
FX
Ff
FY
F (tr(d))
FA
X
f
c
Y
tr(d)d
A
∼= Jα−1
1
s
1
t
tr(t, d)
The claim is shown by an easy calculation.
tr(t, d) = tr(d) ◦ t = tr(d) ◦ f ◦ s (∗)= tr(c) ◦ s = tr(s, c) ,
where the equality (∗) is due to coinduction. 
The meaning of the equality (3.13) is intuitive and clear: when T = P it means⋃
x∈s(∗)
beh(c)(x) =
⋃
y∈t(∗)
beh(d)(y) .
The diﬀerence from (3.12) is that we are now comparing “many x’s vs. many y’s,”
with the help of explicit start states.
3.3 Soundness and completeness theorems
In this section we present the main results in this chapter, namely soundness and
completeness theorems which relate forward/backward simulations (as lax/oplax mor-
phisms of coalgebras) and trace semantics (as given by coinduction). The soundness
results possibly reduce the task of proving trace inclusion to ﬁnding a simulation—
the former involves looking ahead arbitrary many steps, while the latter involves only
one-step transitions. Hence soundness plays a central role in simulation-based veriﬁ-
cation methods for trace-based properties, some examples of which will be presented
later in Chapter 4.
3.3.1 Order-theoretic universality of a final coalgebra in K(T )
We have already observed that a morphism of (T, F )-systems preserves trace seman-
tics (Proposition 3.2.15); its proof was essentially by coinduction. In the sound-
ness results we will relate trace semantics (by coinduction) with forward/backward
simulations—which are lax/oplax morphisms and hence involve the order structure of
K(T ). Hence in the proofs (by coinduction) we will need an order-theoretic universal
property of a ﬁnal coalgebra in K(T ) besides its ﬁnality in a usual sense; it is given
by the following result.
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3.3.1 Proposition (Trace semantics as the largest lax morphism). Assume that
(F, T, λ) is a trace situation (Theorem 2.3.3). An arbitrary F -coalgebra c : X → FX
gives rise to its trace semantics tr(c) : X → A given by the following coinduction.
FX
F (tr(c))
In K(T ) FA
X
c
tr(c)
A
Jα−1∼=
Note that an equality = is implicit in the middle of the diagram. Hence the arrow
tr(c) is both a lax morphism and an oplax morphism from c to Jα−1.
– The trace arrow tr(c) is the largest lax morphism from c to Jα−1. That is, for
any f : X → A in K(T ),
FX
Ff
FA
X
c
f

A
Jα−1∼= implies X
f
tr(c)

A .
– Dually, the trace semantics tr(c) is the smallest oplax morphisms from c to
Jα−1. That is, for any f : X → A in K(T ),
FX
Ff
FA
X
c
f

A
Jα−1∼= implies X
tr(c)
f

A .
Proof. Although the claim follows from a general result [32, Proposition 6.7], in this
speciﬁc setting of a Kleisli category we can give another proof. Our proof depends
only on the local monotonicity of F and not on its local continuity. It avoids the use
of local continuity in a similar way to the proof of Theorem 2.3.3, namely by looking
into the ﬁnal sequence for the functor F .
Let us consider the ﬁnal sequence 1 !← F1 F !← · · · for F in K(T ).4 The following
facts are standard about the ﬁnal sequence; they are in the proof of Proposition A.1.2.
– A ﬁnal F -coalgebra (which by the way coincides with an F -initial algebra in
Sets, Theorem 2.3.3) is an ω-limit of this ﬁnal sequence. We denote this limit
by (ζn : A → Fn1)n<ω.
– An F -coalgebra c : X → FX yields a cone (γn : X → Fn1)n<ω over the ﬁnal
sequence, in an inductive manner.
4For simplicity of presentation, we employ diﬀerent notations from those in the proof of Theo-
rem 2.3.3. For example, a ﬁnal object 1 in K(T ) is given by the empty set, so it was denoted by 0
before.
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– The unique coalgebra morphism tr(c) from c to the ﬁnal coalgebra coincides
with the unique mediating arrow X → A from the cone (γn) to the limit (ζn).
Hence we have the following situation in K(T ).
A (limit)
tr(c)· · · Fn1
ζn
γn
Fn!
Fn+11
ζn+1
γn+1
· · ·
X
In the proof of Theorem 2.3.3, it was crucial that the limit (ζn) can be also charac-
terized by the order-theoretical notion of O-limit (Deﬁnition A.2.3). In particular we
can take the corresponding embedding ζEn : F
n1→ A of each ζn : A → Fn1; moreover
we have idA =
⊔
n<ω(ζ
E
n ◦ ζn).
Now we prove the ﬁrst statement of the proposition.
tr(c) =
(⊔
n<ω ζ
E
n ◦ ζn
) ◦ tr(c) by idA = ⊔n<ω(ζEn ◦ ζn)
=
(⊔
n<ω ζ
E
n ◦ ζn ◦ tr(c)
)
composition is continuous
=
(⊔
n<ω ζ
E
n ◦ γn
)
tr(c) is a mediating arrow
 (⊔n<ω ζEn ◦ ζn ◦ f) ζn ◦ f  γn for each n, (†)
=
(⊔
n<ω ζ
E
n ◦ ζn
) ◦ f = f , composition is continuous
where the inequality (†) is proved by induction on n, using the assumption that f is
a lax morphism. In this proof, local monotonicity of F has been implicitly used in
showing that the limit (ζn) is also an O-limit.
The dual statement is proved in a similar way. 
3.3.2 Soundness of forward/backward simulations
3.3.2 Theorem (Soundness of simulations). Let 1 s→ X c→ FX and 1 t→ Y d→ FY be
(T, F )-systems. Existence of a forward/backward/backward-forward simulation from
(s, c) to (t, d) implies trace inclusion tr(s, c)  tr(t, d). That is,
1. (s, c) F (t, d) =⇒ tr(s, c)  tr(t, d) ,
2. (s, c) B (t, d) =⇒ tr(s, c)  tr(t, d) ,
3. (s, c) BF (t, d) =⇒ tr(s, c)  tr(t, d) .
Proof. 1. By deﬁnition of F we have a forward simulation f : Y → X. In particular
we have the following situation in K(T ).
FY
Ff
FX
F (tr(c))
FA
Y

f
d
X
=
tr(c)
c
A
∼= Jα−1 (ﬁnal)
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The square on the right is a coinduction diagram. This shows that the arrow tr(c) ◦ f
is a lax coalgebra morphism from d to the ﬁnal coalgebra, that is,
Jα−1 ◦ (tr(c) ◦ f)  F (tr(c) ◦ f) ◦ d in K(T ).
Since the trace map is the biggest lax coalgebra morphism (Proposition 3.3.1), we
have tr(c) ◦ f  tr(d). This inequality is combined with f ’s condition on start state
maps.
tr(s, c) = tr(c) ◦ s  tr(c) ◦ f ◦ t  tr(d) ◦ t = tr(t, d)
This proves 1. Similar arguments prove 2.
3. The relation BF is a relational composition F◦B. We use 1. and 2. of the
theorem, and transitivity of the order  between arrows 1⇒ A. 
3.3.3 Completeness of hybrid simulations
Completeness (the converse of soundness) does not hold for F,B but does hold for
the more strict notion of BF. For a restricted class of non-deterministic systems the
completeness result is shown in [77, 94].
3.3.3 Theorem (Completeness of BF).
tr(s, c)  tr(t, d) =⇒ (s, c) BF (t, d) .
Proof. Given a (T, F )-system (s, c), we construct the following system which we refer
to as a canonical system.
1
tr(s, c)
A
Jα−1
∼= FA in K(T )
Its dynamics is a ﬁnal F -coalgebra; its start states map is given by the trace semantics
of the system (s, c) in consideration.
By deﬁnition of trace semantics, the arrow tr(c) : X → A is a morphism of
systems from (s, c) to this canonical system. This establishes the left side of the
diagram (3.14) below. We apply the same construction to (t, d) and obtain the right
side of the diagram. Now the assumption tr(s, c)  tr(t, d) ﬁts in the lower middle of
the diagram.
FX
F (tr(c))
FA FY
F (tr(d))
X
c
tr(c)
A
∼= Jα−1
Y
d
tr(d)
1
s
1
tr(s, c) tr(t, d)
1
t
(3.14)
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From this we obtain the following two diagrams of backward-forward simulations—like
the diagram (3.9) in Deﬁnition 3.2.14—depending on our choice of the intermediate
system.
FX FA FY
X
c
A
∼=
Y
d
1
s
1
tr(s, c) 
1
t
FX FA FY
X
c
A
∼=
Y
d
1
s
1
 tr(t, d)
1
t
Either diagram shows (s, c) BF (t, d). 
3.3.4 Similarity relations are preorders
We shall show that three similarity relations F,B and BF—corresponding to
forward, backward, and backward-forward simulations, respectively—are indeed pre-
orders. Being a preorder is a basic property that we would expect from such a relation.
The proofs have been postponed until now, because in showing transitivity of BF
we use completeness (Theorem 3.3.3).
For F and B the proof is straightforward.
3.3.4 Proposition (F,B are preorders). The forward and backward similarity
relations F and B are preorders. That is, they are reﬂexive and transitive.
Proof. Reﬂexivity is obvious: take the identity arrow in the Kleisli category as a
forward (or backward) simulation. To show transitivity, assume (s, c) F (t, d) F
(r, b). There exist forward simulations f and g such that
FU
Ff
FY
Fg
FX
U
b
f

Y
d 
g X
c
1
r 
1
t 
1
s
, hence
FU
F (g ◦ f)
FX
U
b
g ◦ f

X
c
1
r 
1
s
.
This shows (s, c) F (r, b). Transitivity of B is proved in a similar way. 
3.3.5 Proposition (BF is a preorder). The backward-forward similarity relation
BF is a preorder.
Proof. Reﬂexivity is trivial by taking the system itself as an intermediate one. Assume
(s, c) BF (t, d) BF (r, b). By soundness of BF (Theorem 3.3.2) we have tr(s, c) 
tr(t, d)  tr(r, b); transitivity of  implies tr(s, c)  tr(r, b). This in turn yields
(s, c) BF (r, b) by completeness of BF (Theorem 3.3.3). Hence we have shown
transitivity of BF. 
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3.4 Related work
3.4.1 Simulations in coalgebra
Hughes and Jacobs [58,64] also study simulations in a coalgebraic setting. Their coal-
gebraic modeling of simulations—and their motivation which leads to the modeling—
is quite diﬀerent from ours. They introduce their notion of simulations (which, by the
way, work “forwards”) as a relaxed version of bisimulations. Based on this deﬁnition
they proceed to observe how these simulations are related to coalgebraic bisimulations,
hence to ﬁnal coalgebras in Sets. This marks a contrast between their investigation
and ours; in the current work simulations are related to trace semantics (not to bisim-
ulations), hence to ﬁnal coalgebras in K(T ).
More speciﬁcally, the deﬁnition of coalgebraic bisimulations which is used in [58,
64]—and which is relaxed to yield coalgebraic simulations—is the following one, using
relation liftings. (We have used relation liftings in Lemma 2.2.4.) Given coalgebras
X
c→ FX and Y d→ FY in Sets, a bisimulation between them is a binary relation
R ⊆ X × Y such that
(x, y) ∈ R =⇒ (c(x), d(y)) ∈ RelF (R) . (3.15)
The relation RelF (R) ⊆ FX × FY is the F -relation lifting of R. For illustration, let
us take F = Pﬁn(Σ× ) for which coalgebras are (ﬁnitely branching) LTSs. For this
F , the relation lifting RelF (R) is the following relation.
RelF (R) ⊆ Pﬁn(Σ×X)× Pﬁn(Σ× Y ) ,
(u, v) ∈ RelF (R) ⇐⇒
[
(a, x′) ∈ u =⇒ ∃y′ ∈ Y. ( (a, y′) ∈ v ∧ (x′, y′) ∈ R )
(a, y′) ∈ v =⇒ ∃x′ ∈ X. ( (a, x′) ∈ u ∧ (x′, y′) ∈ R )
]
In this case it is obvious that a coalgebraic bisimulation (3.15) is the same thing as
a conventional bisimulation between LTSs. More generally, bisimilarity deﬁned in
terms of these coalgebraic bisimulations (using relation liftings) coincides with the
bisimilarity via coinduction (which we discussed in Section 1.3.2), if the functor F
preserves weak pullbacks.
The core assumption made in [58, 64] is that the functor F comes with a preorder
structure. Speciﬁcally, the functor F : Sets → Sets factors through the forgetful
functor PreOrd → Sets from the categories of preordered sets and monotone func-
tions.
PreOrd
Sets
F

Sets
(3.16)
In particular, each set of the form FX comes with a preorder .
This preorder structure  on FX and FY is used to relax (3.15) and obtain
coalgebraic simulations in [58, 64]. Namely, a simulation from X c→ FX to Y d→ FY
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is a binary relation R ⊆ X × Y such that
(x, y) ∈ R =⇒ ∃u ∈ FX. ∃v ∈ FY.
⎡
⎣ c(x) FX u∧ (u, v) ∈ RelF (R)
∧ v FY d(y)
⎤
⎦ ,
that is, c(x)
FX ∃u RelF (R) ∃v FY d(y) .
(3.17)
Here FX refers to the preorder on FX which results from the assumption (3.16).
The condition (3.17) for simulations is weaker than (3.15) for bisimulations because,
in (3.17), c(x) and d(y) can use “helper” preorders FX and FY in order to be
related via RelF (R).
In [58, 64] it is demonstrated that the coalgebraic simulation (3.17) gives a con-
ventional simulation in many examples. They proceed to investigate the relationship
between coalgebraic simulations and bisimulations, such as the following.
– When does bisimilarity coincide with two-way similarity? The former implies
the latter but not the other way round in general.
– Similarity order makes a ﬁnal coalgebra an ω-cpo. Moreover, under certain
conditions it becomes an algebraic cpo.
All these observations in [58, 64] take place in Sets.
In contrast, we take a diﬀerent view on forward/backward simulations in our
current setting: simulations are tools to show trace inclusion. Hence our emphasis is
on the relationship to trace semantics, in particular soundness properties. We base
our observations on a Kleisli category.
Let us compare concrete deﬁnitions of simulations obtained from the framework
in [58, 64] and deﬁnitions obtained from ours. For non-deterministic systems, both
frameworks yield quite similar “simulations”; moreover they are similar to conven-
tional ones such as in [94]. Indeed if we take F = P(1 + Σ × ) (equipped with
the inclusion order) in the framework of [58, 64], their notion of simulations coincides
with our forward simulations for LTSs with explicit termination (described in Ex-
ample 3.2.12). Notice that in the former framework there is no distinction between
branching types and transition types; hence both P and 1 + Σ × are put into a
single functor F .
However a diﬀerence emerges in a probabilistic setting. It is possible to apply the
framework of [58, 64] to a functor F which contains probabilistic branching; however,
still in this case, the induced simulation is a binary relation between state spaces
(see (3.17)). In contrast our simulation is a function of type X → DY . The latter
ﬁnds its use in showing trace inclusion (see Chapter 4); comparative merits of the
former notion of simulations is yet to be investigated.
3.4.2 Lax categorical structures and data refinement
Categorical notions of lax and oplax morphisms of coalgebras play central roles in our
framework. As we have brieﬂy mentioned, lax/oplax categorical constructs are also
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used in formalizing data reﬁnement [56, 76]. In this context of data reﬁnement, peo-
ple use terminologies such as upward simulations, downward simulations, and so on.
These “simulations” are not the same things as the simulations between state-based
systems (investigated in this chapter); nevertheless we shall brieﬂy sketch “simula-
tions” in data reﬁnement.
In short, an upward simulation in data reﬁnement is a “relationship” between two
interpretations of the same programming language. It is categorically formalized as
a lax natural transformation ρ in the following situation [56].
Cl
F
G
⇓ρ Dom (3.18)
Let us explain the situation. First, one identiﬁes the programming language of
our interest with its classifying, syntactic category Cl.
– An object in Cl is a type, such as stack;
– an arrow in Cl is a piece of code which denotes a function with corresponding
types, such as pop : stack → stack, or (pop; pop) : stack → stack.
These syntactic objects are interpreted in a locally-ordered category Dom of “seman-
tic domains” such as Dom = Cppo. An interpretation is given categorically as a
functor F : Cl → Dom; it carries objects (i.e. types) and arrows (i.e. functions) in
Cl to their interpretations in Dom, respectively.
The basic idea of data reﬁnement is as follows. Given two interpretations F and
G of the programming language Cl in Dom, sometimes one would like to say ‘F is a
reﬁned interpretation of G’ or ‘F gives a representation of a “speciﬁcation” G.’ Such
a statement would mean that there is, for each type X ∈ Cl, an arrow
ρX : FX −→ GX in Dom.
Moreover this “translation” should be compatible with interpretations of functions:
for each arrow X
f→ Y in Cl,
FX
ρX
Ff
GX
Gf
FY ρY
GY .
(3.19)
This makes ρ : F ⇒ G a natural transformation.
However, in a “speciﬁcation” G, some function f may be yet to be interpreted.
Categorically it means that the arrow Gf : GX → GY inDommight be the bottom⊥
(which is available e.g. when Dom is Cppo). Nevertheless the reﬁned interpretation
F may have the function f already interpreted; in this case the diagram (3.19) does
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not commute but rather one obtains an inequality in the square.
FX
ρX
Ff 
GX
Gf
FY ρY
GY .
Hence an upward simulation ρ from F to G—which witnesses that F is a reﬁned
interpretation of G—is a lax natural transformation as in the situation (3.18). Here
the order structure of Dom is considered to be “degree of deﬁnedness” [76].
3.4.3 (Bi)simulations for probabilistic systems
We have obtained the notion of “probabilistic forward/backward simulations” by suit-
ably instantiating our coalgebraic simulations (Example 3.2.13). What is notable
about it is that a simulation is not a binary relation between state spaces, but instead
a function of the type X → DY ; and that we have soundness theorems for free.
There have been deﬁnitions of “bisimulations” and “simulations” for probabilistic
systems, proposed by several authors. Here we shall focus on two notable deﬁni-
tions among them—those introduced in [88, 120]—and compare these two with our
deﬁnition.
In [120] the notion of (forward) simulations is introduced for (Segala’s) probabilistic
automata which are models of probabilistic systems introduced in [120]. It is proved to
be sound with respect to trace inclusion in [120]. Moreover in [95] these simulations are
shown to be also complete, with respect to trace distribution precongruence ≤DC—
it is the coarsest preorder which is included in the trace inclusion preorder and is
“compositional,” i.e. compatible with parallel composition of probabilistic automata.
The biggest diﬀerence between the setting of [95, 120] and ours is that (Segala’s)
probabilistic automata have both non-deterministic and probabilistic branching. Coal-
gebraically, (Segala’s) probabilistic automata are functions of the type
X −→ PDFX
where F is a suitable transition type. See [128] for detailed treatment of coalgebraic
formulation of various models of probabilistic systems. Our coalgebraic theory of
traces and simulations (in K(T )) has not been applied to this combined branching
yet (see Section 2.6).
Still the following fact suggests possible applicability of our coalgebraic framework.
A “simulation” in [120] is not a binary relation between states, but it is a relation
between a state and a probability distribution over states, which can be identiﬁed
with a function of the type X → PDY .
R ⊆ X ×DY, a relation
X −→ PDY in Sets
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Hence this simulation might be an arrow X → Y in a suitable Kleisli category like
K(PD);5 if so, it matches our framework where a simulation is an arrow X → Y in
K(T ).
Another point to note is that the notion of “trace inclusion” in [95, 120] between
(Segala’s) probabilistic automata is quite diﬀerent from ours. Speciﬁcally, trace se-
mantics for a (Segala’s) probabilistic automaton is given by a set of probabilistic
distributions over the set of linear-time behavior, that is, a function
tr(s, c) : 1 −→ PDA
where A is the set of all linear-time behavior. Now the “trace inclusion” order
tr(s, c)  tr(t, d) is deﬁned by:
tr(s, c)  tr(t, d) ⇐⇒ ∀d ∈ tr(s, c). d ∈ tr(t, d) .
Hence “trace inclusion” for (Segala’s) probabilistic automata in [95, 120] refers to
(pure) set inclusion; it does not say anything about the comparative quantity of
probability with which a linear-time behavior would occur. In contrast, in our setting
(which is purely probabilistic), trace inclusion—deﬁned in terms of theCppo-enriched
structure of K(D)—is based on comparative quantity of probability.
The other deﬁnition that interests us is the notion of probabilistic bisimulation
in [88]. A probabilistic bisimulation in [88] is deﬁned between purely probabilistic
systems (i.e. no non-deterministic branching) so the setting is similar to ours; still
it is given by a binary relation, in contrast to ours which are functions of the type
X → DY . Roughly speaking, an equivalence relation R ⊆ X ×X on a state space of
a probabilistic LTS is said to be a probabilistic bisimulation if
xRy =⇒ ∀a ∈ Σ. ∀S ∈ X/R. Pr(x a→ S) = Pr(y a→ S) . (3.20)
Here Σ is the set of actions and Pr(x a→ S) is the probability with which x makes an
a-move to one of the states in S. That is,
Pr(x a→ S) =
∑
x′∈S
Pr(x a→ x′) .
The problem is that this deﬁnition is not immediately transformable into a deﬁnition
of simulations. Speciﬁcally, the relation R’s being an equivalence is crucial in writing
down the condition (3.20); however we expect a simulation to be a preorder rather
than an equivalence. Additionally, the above deﬁnition of probabilistic bisimulations
works only within the same system. It does not easily generalize to bisimulations
between two diﬀerent systems; neither to simulations from one system to another.
5It is known that the combination PD is not a monad [136]. To make it a monad a small
modiﬁcation is needed for either P or D.
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3.5 Summary and future work
Continuing from Chapter 2, we have developed a generic theory of traces and simula-
tions in terms of coalgebras in Kleisli categories. Notions such as forward/backward
simulations and traces are deﬁned and related via soundness and completeness results.
Several illustrating examples suggest implications of this theory in practice.
As mentioned in Section 2.6, systems with both non-deterministic and proba-
bilistic branching (such as Segala’s probabilistic automata) do not ﬁt in our general
framework. Some observations regarding the potential applicability of our framework
have been made in Section 3.4.3.
Later in Chapter 5 we will introduce a generic coalgebraic framework to describe
parallel composition of systems and compositionality of process semantics. As men-
tioned in Section 2.6, the framework works for all the process semantics given by
coinduction, hence including trace semantics (by coinduction in K(T )). The rela-
tionship between this composition framework and the material in this chapter (on
simulations) is investigated as well; we will obtain compositionality results for simi-
larity relations F, B and BF (Propositions 5.5.5 and 5.5.6).
Often a process equivalence ∼ (or a process preorder ) is characterized by means
of some modal logic: C ∼ D (or C  D) if, for any formula ϕ in the logic,
C |= ϕ ⇐⇒ D |= ϕ (or C |= ϕ =⇒ D |= ϕ),
respectively. A classic result of this kind is expressivity of the Hennessy-Milner
logic with respect to bisimilarity [52]; other than that a variety of process equiva-
lences/preorders have been given such characterizations (see e.g. [39]). The canonical
testing situation in Section 2.5 is also considered to be a “logical characterization”
of coalgebraic trace equivalence (Proposition 2.5.9); logical characterizations of the
coalgebraic similarity relations F and B in this chapter is yet to be investigated.
IOA Toolset [38] is a formal veriﬁcation tool in which systems are described as I/O
automata and analyzed using simulations. Now that its base theory is made generic,
one might as well contemplate on a generic version of the toolset as well.
Chapter 4
Case study: probabilistic anonymity
There is a growing concern about anonymity and privacy on the Internet, resulting
in lots of work on formalization and veriﬁcation of anonymity. Especially, importance
of probabilistic aspects of anonymity is claimed recently by many authors. Several
diﬀerent notions of “probabilistic anonymity” have been studied so far, but proof
methods for such probabilistic notions are not yet much elaborated. In this chapter we
introduce a simulation-based proof method for one notion of probabilistic anonymity
introduced by Bhargava and Palamidessi [15], called strong probabilistic anonymity.
The method is a probabilistic adaptation of the one by Kawabe, Sakurada et al. for
non-deterministic anonymity [71, 72]: anonymity of a protocol is proved by ﬁnding
out a forward/backward simulation between certain automata. For the jump from
non-determinism to probability we exploit the generic, coalgebraic theory of traces
and simulations developed in Chapters 2 and 3. In particular, an appropriate notion
of probabilistic simulations is obtained as an instantiation of the generic deﬁnition,
for which a soundness theorem comes for free. Additionally, we show how we can
use a similar idea to verify a weaker notion of probabilistic anonymity called probable
innocence.
4.1 Overview
4.1.1 Online anonymity
Nowadays most human activities rely on communication over the Internet, hence on
communication protocols. This has made veriﬁcation of communication protocols
a trend in computer science. At the same time, varying purposes of communica-
tion protocols have identiﬁed new veriﬁcation goals—or security properties—such as
anonymity, in addition to rather traditional ones like secrecy and authentication.
Anonymity properties have attracted growing concern from the public. There
are emerging threats as well: for example, the European Parliament in December
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2005 approved rules forcing ISPs to retain access records. Consequently an increasing
extent of research activities—especially from the formal methods community—are
aiming at veriﬁcation of anonymity properties (see [6]).
Formal veriﬁcation of anonymity properties is relatively young compared to au-
thentication or secrecy. The topic still allows for deﬁnitional work (such as [15, 22,
37, 41, 57, 110]) pointing out many diﬀerent aspects of anonymity notions. Notably
many authors [15,22,41,123,124] claim the signiﬁcant role of probability in anonymity
notions. This is the focus of the current work.
4.1.2 Probabilistic anonymity
There have been several diﬀerent notions of anonymity proposed in probabilistic set-
tings, e.g. [15, 41, 112]. There are also some case studies which analyze existing
anonymizing protocols and examine whether they satisfy the notions of probabilistic
anonymity. However, generic veriﬁcation methods for probabilistic anonymity have
not yet much elaborated.
In this chapter we introduce simulation-based proof methods for two diﬀerent no-
tions of probabilistic anonymity. The ﬁrst one is strong probabilistic anonymity (which
will be also called strong anonymity) introduced by Bhargava and Palamidessi [15].
The deﬁnition requires that, by observing an execution of the protocol, the adversary
should gain absolutely no information on who is the person to be blamed—the cul-
prit. The notion is a natural probabilistic adaptation of the non-deterministic notion
of trace anonymity.1
What we shall do in this chapter is to adapt a proof method as well, from the one
for (non-deterministic) trace anonymity to the one for probabilistic strong anonymity.
The proof method we start with is the simulation-based one which is introduced
in [71, 72]. Its basic scenario is as follows.
1. First we model an anonymizing protocol as a certain kind of automaton X .
2. Second we construct the anonymized version an(X ) of X . The automaton
an(X ) satisﬁes the appropriate notion of anonymity because of the way it is
constructed.
3. We prove that
(trace semantics of X ) = (trace semantics of an(X )) .
Then, since the notion of anonymity is deﬁned in terms of traces, anonymity
of an(X ) yields anonymity of X . The equality is proved by showing that the
(appropriate notion of) inclusion order  holds in both directions.
– One direction  holds because of the construction of an(X ).
1The notion of trace anonymity is originally introduced in [119] under the name of strong
anonymity. In this chapter we follow [71, 72] and call it trace anonymity. This is for the sake
of terminological convenience.
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– The other direction  is proved by ﬁnding a (forward or backward) sim-
ulation from an(X ) to X . Here we appeal to the soundness theorem for
simulations—existence of a simulation implies trace inclusion.
Hence the anonymity proof of X is reduced to ﬁnding a suitable forward/backward
simulation.
4.1.3 Converting non-determinism to probability
The basic scenario remains the same for strong (probabilistic) anonymity. However,
there is an obvious diﬃculty in conducting the scenario in a probabilistic setting.
The theory of traces and simulations in a non-deterministic setting is well studied
e.g. in [94]; however appropriate deﬁnitions of probabilistic traces and simulations are
far from trivial.
This jump from non-determinism to probability is where we exploit the generic,
coalgebraic theory of traces and simulations developed in the previous chapters. In
the generic theory, fundamental notions such as systems (or automata), trace seman-
tics and forward/backward simulations are identiﬁed as certain kinds of coalgebraic
constructs. On this level of abstraction the general soundness theorem—existence of a
(coalgebraic) simulation yields (coalgebraic) trace inclusion—is proved by categorical
arguments.
The generic theory has two parameters T and F appearing in it; by making diﬀer-
ent choices of these parameters the theory can cover a wide variety of systems. In par-
ticular, according to the choice of one parameter T , systems can be non-deterministic
or probabilistic. In this chapter we obtain a complex deﬁnition of probabilistic simula-
tions as an instance of the general, coalgebraic deﬁnition. Moreover, this deﬁnition is
a useful one: a soundness theorem comes for free from the general soundness theorem.
After a simulation-based proof method for strong (probabilistic) anonymity, we
use a similar idea to verify a weaker anonymity notion called probable innocence. The
notion appears in [41, 112] and is extensively studied in [23]. The signiﬁcance of
this weaker notion is due to the fact that many real-world anonymizing protocols—
which include Crowds [112]—do not satisfy strong anonymity but do satisfy probable
innocence. Intuitively, probable innocence does allow the adversary to learn some
information about the culprit; but it requires that this information leak is only up to
a certain bound.
We take the deﬁnition in [23]—which generalizes the ones in [41,112]—and present
a simulation-based proof method for this notion. Although the basic scenario is not
exactly the same as before, the idea of using simulations is quite similar.
4.1.4 Outline of the chapter
In Section 4.2 we illustrate notions of probabilistic anonymity using a couple of ex-
amples. They include the Dining Cryptographers protocol and the Crowds protocol.
The formal deﬁnitions of anonymity notions are presented in 4.3, where we also intro-
duce our models of anonymizing protocols called anonymity automata. In Section 4.4
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we describe our simulation-based proof method for strong anonymity and prove its
correctness. In Section 4.5 the proof method for probable innocence is described.
Relation to other work with a similar interest is discussed in Section 4.6.
Notations The set of lists in an alphabet X with length ≥ 1 is denoted by X+,
that is, X+ = X∗ · X in a regular-expression-like notation. This appears later as a
domain of trace semantics for anonymity automata.
4.2 Motivating examples
In this section we motivate
– the probabilistic aspect of anonymity, and
– possible candidates for a formal notion of “probabilistic anonymity,”
by presenting concrete examples of anonymizing protocols. The ﬁrst example is the
Dining Cryptographers (DC) protocol [25]: this common example in the formal study
of anonymity protocols will illustrate the important role of probability in anonymiz-
ing protocols. The second example of simple and artiﬁcial protocols for anonymous
donation will clarify the idea behind the notion of strong probabilistic anonymity. In
the last place we present an example of Crowds [112]—which does not satisfy strong
probabilistic anonymity—to motivate the weaker notion of probable innocence.
4.2.1 The Dining Cryptographers (DC) protocol
Here we follow [15] to illustrate the role of probability in anonymity, using the Dining
Cryptographers (DC) protocol.
There are three cryptographers (or “users”) dining together. The payment will be
made either by one of the cryptographers, or by NSA (U.S. National Security Agency)
which organizes the dinner. Who is paying has been determined by NSA; if one of
the cryptographers is paying, the payer has been told so beforehand.
The goal of the DC protocol is as follows. The three cryptographers
– reveal whether there is a payer among them, but
– not revealing which of them is the payer (if any),
to the observer (called the adversary in the sequel) and also to the cryptographers
who are not paying.
The protocol proceeds in the following way. Three cryptographers Crypti for i =
0, 1, 2 sit in a circle, each with a coin Coini. The coins are held in such a way that they
can be seen by the owner and one of the other two: the arrows → in the following
ﬁgure denote the “able-to-see-her-coin” relation.
Crypt0
Crypt1 Crypt2
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Hence Crypt0 can see the coin held by Crypt1 as well as her own. Then the coins are
ﬂipped; each cryptographer, comparing the two coins she can see, announces to the
public whether they agree (showing the same side) or disagree. The trick is that the
one who is paying—if there is—must lie about the announcement. For example, given
that Crypt0 is paying, the conﬁguration of coins
(h, t, h) that is h
t h
,
results in the announcement
(a, d, a) that is
a
d a
.
This announcement is the only thing the adversary can observe; occurrence of an odd
number of d’s reveals the presence of a liar, hence the presence of a payer among the
cryptographers.
Can the adversary tell which cryptographer is paying? No. In fact, given any
announcement with an odd number of d’s, one can construct a coin conﬁguration
which yields the given announcement under an arbitrary choice of the payer. For
example, the announcement (a, d, a) above can be obtained from any of the following
conﬁgurations.
Crypt0 pays, and coins are (h, t, h) or (t, h, t)
Crypt1 pays, and coins are (h, h, h) or (t, t, t)
Crypt2 pays, and coins are (h, h, t) or (t, t, h)
4.2.2 Probabilistic anonymity in DC
Up to now our arguments have been non-deterministic; now we shall explain how
probabilistic aspects in DC can emerge. Assume that the coins are biased: each of
three Coini’s gives head with the probability 9/10. Provided that Crypt0 is paying, the
announcement (a, d, a) occurs with the probability (9 · 1 · 9 + 1 · 9 · 1)/103, because it
results from (h, t, h) or (t, h, t). Similar calculations lead to the following table of
conditional probabilities.
(d, a, a) (a, d, a) (a, a, d) (d, d, d)
Crypt0 pays 0.73 0.09 0.09 0.09
Crypt1 pays 0.09 0.73 0.09 0.09
Crypt2 pays 0.09 0.09 0.73 0.09
Are the cryptographers still “anonymous”? We would not say so. For example, if
the adversary observes an announcement (d, a, a), it is reasonable for her to suspect
Crypt0 more than the other two.
Nevertheless, if the coins are not biased we cannot ﬁnd any symptom of broken
anonymity. Therefore we want to come up with the following two things.
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The ﬁrst is an appropriate notion of “probabilistic anonymity” which holds with
fair coins but is violated with biased coins. This is done in [15] and the deﬁnition will
be explained using the next simpler example.
The second is an eﬀective proof method to verify this notion of anonymity. This
is what we aim at in the current work.
4.2.3 Strong probabilistic anonymity
In this section we present toy examples of probabilistic anonymizing protocols to
motivate the notion of strong (probabilistic) anonymity [15].
Let us think of a situation of anonymous donation: one of two cryptographers
Crypt0 and Crypt1 tries to donate some money, without revealing the donor’s identity.
Consider the following three protocols, X0,X1,X2 from left to right.
Crypt0[
1
2 ]

$5[ 910 ]

$10K[ 110 ]
Crypt1[
1
2 ]

$5[ 910 ]

$10K[ 110 ]
Crypt0[
1
3 ]

$5[ 910 ]

$10K[ 110 ]
Crypt1[
2
3 ]

$5[ 910 ]

$10K[ 110 ]
Crypt0[
1
3 ]

$5[ 110 ]

$10K[ 910 ]
Crypt1[
2
3 ]

$5[ 910 ]

$10K[ 110 ]
It is assumed that the labels Crypti—deciding which cryptographer is the donor—
are invisible for the observer. Only the labels $n—for money transactions—are visible.
The ﬁrst protocol X0 works as follows. First the donor is chosen with the uniform
probability distribution; no matter which is chosen, the donor donates $5 with the
probability 9/10 and $10K with 1/10. In the second protocol X1, it is in the speciﬁ-
cation of the protocol (hence is known to the adversary) that Crypt1 is more likely to
be the donor—the culprit. In X2 (in comparison to X1), Crypt0 is known, so to say, to
be rich: when she is chosen as the donor more often than not she gives away $10K.
Are these protocols “anonymous”? That is, by observing money transactions,
can the adversary tell who is the culprit? Intuitively it is clear that X0 should be
“anonymous” and X2 should not be. X1 can be debatable but we want to claim it
to be anonymous. It is true that Crypt1 is inherently more suspicious than Crypt0 in
X1 (the a-priori distribution of suspicion is not uniform). However, after observing
any execution of the protocol, from the adversary’s viewpoint the cryptographers look
exactly as suspicious as before. In other words, in X1, an observation of transaction
of $5 or $10K does not carry any information on who is the culprit.
This intuition leads to the notion of strong anonymity introduced in [15]. Here we
give an informal description; a formal deﬁnition is found in Deﬁnition 4.3.8.
4.2.1 Deﬁnition (Strong anonymity). An anonymizing protocol X satisﬁes strong
(probabilistic) anonymity if, for any observation o and users i and j, we have
PX (o | i is a culprit) = PX (o | j is a culprit) .
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Here PX (o | i is a culprit) denotes the conditional probability for the event “given
that the user i is the culprit, an execution of X yields the observation o.”
The intuition behind this deﬁnition is quite similar to the one behind the notion of
conditional anonymity [41] whose formal deﬁnition is given later in Deﬁnition 4.3.9.
In fact, it is shown in [15] that under reasonable assumptions these two notions of
anonymity coincide.
4.2.4 Crowds and probable innocence
Although the DC protocol with fair coins (as well as the anonymous donation proto-
cols X0 and X1 in Section 4.2.3) satisﬁes strong anonymity, there are a large body of
real-world protocols which do not satisfy the property. Crowds [112] is one of them.
The Crowds protocol aims at anonymous web browsing, so that a user can send a
request to a web server without revealing the user’s identity. In essence the identity
is concealed by relaying the request among a set (“crowd”) of relays.
– A user, who has already joined a group (“crowd”) of hosts, picks one relay out
of the crowd with a uniform probability and forwards a request to the chosen
relay. The relay can be the initiating user herself.
– A relay in a crowd, on receiving a request, ﬂips a (biased) coin to decide whether
• to deliver the request to its intended recipient, i.e. the web server (this
happens with the probability 1− pf ), or
• to forward it to another relay (with the probability pf ). The next relay is
chosen from the crowd with the uniform probability, including the current
relay itself.
Here the probability pf is a system-wide parameter. This way the web server only
sees a request coming from a relay, hence it is not sure who initiated the request.
It is obvious that Crowds gives no anonymity guarantee against a global eaves-
dropper—an adversary capable of observing all the network traﬃc—because a global
eavesdropper can see the initiator sending out a message without receiving any mes-
sage beforehand. A more realistic attack scenario is that some of the relays are corrupt
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and they cooperate with the adversary. A short calculation shows the following. The
fact that a certain host i has sent a request to a corrupt relay—although the adversary
cannot tell for sure whether the host i is the initiator of the request or is just for-
warding it—makes the host i probabilistically more suspicious than the other hosts.
This makes the strong anonymity fail: the observation “i has sent a request to me”
does carry some information on who is the initiator.2
Still, when the number of relays (i.e. the cardinality of the crowd) is suﬃciently
bigger than that of corrupt relays, we want to say that Crowds is “anonymous,” that
is, Crowds satisﬁes some weaker notion of anonymity that allows information leak up
to a certain amount. The notion of probable innocence is one candidate of such an
anonymity notion.
Intuitively, probable innocence is satisﬁed if after any observation, the adversary
can never have conﬁdence exceeding 1/2 that someone is the culprit. In [112] it is
shown that Crowds satisﬁes probable innocence if pf > 1/2 and the number n of
relays and the number c of corrupt relays satisfy the inequality n ≥ pfpf−1/2 (c + 1).3
However, the above statement in [112] is only true if every user in the crowd is
equally suspicious a-priori, i.e. before an execution of Crowds. Assume there is a
user who is known to be much more frequently an initiator of a request than other
users; then the above “conﬁdence is ≤ 1/2” deﬁnition of probable innocence is more
easily violated. The situation is similar to the comparison between X0 and X1 in Sec-
tion 4.2.3; we want our deﬁnition robust to such a change of the a-priori distribution
of suspicion. A user who is a-priori more suspicious than the others can still look
more suspicious than the others after an execution of the protocol; a bit more than it
did before an execution, because now we allow some marginal information leak; but
not much more.
This idea led Chatzikokolakis and Palamidessi [23] to the following deﬁnition of
probable innocence, which we formally present later in Deﬁnition 4.3.10. It is also
shown to coincide with the original deﬁnitions in [41,112] under suitable assumptions.
4.2.2 Deﬁnition (Probable innocence). An anonymizing protocol X satisﬁes probable
innocence if, for any observation o and user i we have
(n− 1) PX (i is a culprit)∑
j =i PX (j is a culprit)
≥ PX (i is a culprit | o)∑
j =i PX (j is a culprit | o)
. (4.1)
Here n is the number of users who can possibly be a culprit; we are assuming that
two diﬀerent users cannot be culprits at the same time.
2 Strong anonymity is satisﬁed if no relay in the crowd is corrupt. In this case, the adversary is
a web server outside the crowd; when it receives a request from a host i, it can tell for sure that i
is forwarding the request (recall that at least one forwarding is mandated). Hence the host i is no
more suspicious than the other hosts.
3In fact, the deﬁnition of probable innocence used in [112] is slightly diﬀerent from this one which
is based on the deﬁnition in [41]. These two are shown in [23] to coincide under some mild conditions.
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The left-hand side of (4.1) is about the a-priori distribution of suspicion. To get
an idea let us assume that the a-priori distribution is uniform. Then (4.1) becomes
1 ≥ PX (i is a culprit | o)∑
j =i PX (j is a culprit | o)
.
If we moreover assume that the observation o reveals existence of a culprit, that is,∑
i
PX (i is a culprit | o) = 1 ,
the condition is equivalent to 1/2 ≥ PX (i is a culprit | o). In this way we can recover
the original deﬁnition: “the adversary’s conﬁdence does not exceed 1/2.”
4.3 Formalizing notions for probabilistic anonymity
4.3.1 Anonymity automata: models of anonymizing protocols
In this chapter anonymizing protocols are formalized as a speciﬁc kind of probabilistic
systems which we shall call (probabilistic) anonymity automata. The notion is to some
extent similar to probabilistic automata [121]. However, in anonymity automata,
branching is purely probabilistic without any non-determinism. This modiﬁcation,
together with other minor ones, is made so that the coalgebraic framework of the
previous chapters applies.
The features of an anonymity automaton are as follows.
– By making a transition it can either
• execute an action and successfully terminate (x a→ ), or
• execute an action and move to another state (x a→ y).
For technical simplicity we leave out internal actions (denoted by τ).
– An action a can be either
• an observable action o which can be seen by the adversary, or
• an actor action act(i) which means the choice of a user i as the culprit.
– Each state comes with a probability subdistribution over the set of possible
transitions. Recall that, by “sub”distribution it is meant that the sum of all the
probabilities is ≤ 1 rather than = 1. The missing probability is understood as
the probability for deadlock.
Here is a formal deﬁnition.
4.3.1 Deﬁnition (Anonymity automata). An anonymity automaton is a 5-tuple
(X,U ,O, c, s) where:
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– X is a non-empty set called the state space.
– U is a non-empty set of users.4
– O is a non-empty set of observable actions.
– c : X → D(A×{}+A×X) is a function which assigns to each state x ∈ X a
probability subdistribution c(x) over possible transitions. The set A is the set
of actions and deﬁned by
A = O + { act(i) | i ∈ U } .
The operation D is the subdistribution monad; its action on a set Y is given by
DY = {d : Y → [0, 1] | ∑
y∈Y
d(y) ≤ 1} . (4.2)
For example, the value c(x)(a,)5 in [0, 1] is the probability with which a state
x executes a and then successfully terminate (i.e. x a→ ).
– s ∈ DX is a probability subdistribution over the state space X. This speciﬁes
which state would be a starting (or initial) one.
A major diﬀerence between (probabilistic) anonymity automata and probabilistic LTS
with explicit termination (Example 3.2.3) is that the former executes an action even
when it terminates (x a→ ); while the latter does not (x → ).
4.3.2 Example (Anonymity automaton XDC for DC). To model the DC protocol,
we take
U = {0, 1, 2} , O = {a, d} × {a, d} × {a, d} = {(x, y, z) | x, y, z ∈ {a, d}} .
We need to ﬁx the a-priori probability distribution on who will make a payment. Let
us denote by pi the probability with which the user i pays.
The following is a natural representation of the DC protocol (with its a-priori
probability distribution given by pi’s). It makes explicit use of internal actions which
we still have to get rid of. Probability for each transition is presented in square
brackets; otherwise the transition occurs with probability 1.
↓
act(0) [p0]
h0[12 ]
h1[12 ]
h2[12 ]

(d
, a, a)
t2[12 ]

(d
, d
, d)
t1[12 ]
h2[12 ]

(a, d
, a)
t2[12 ]

(a, a, d)
t0[ 12 ]
h1[12 ]
h2[12 ]

(a, a, d)
t2[12 ]

(a, d
, a)
t1[12 ]
h2[12 ]

(d
, d
, d)
t2[12 ]

(d
, a, a)
...
act(1) [p1] ...
act(2) [p2]
τ [1− p0 − p1 − p2]
h0[12 ]
h1[12 ]
h2[12 ]

(a,a,a)
t2[12 ]

(a,d
,d)
t1[12 ]
h2[12 ]

(d
,d
,a)
t2[12 ]

(d
,a,d)
t0[12 ]
h1[12 ]
h2[12 ]

(d
,a,d)
t2[12 ]

(d
,d
,a)
t1[12 ]
h2[12 ]

(a,d
,d)
t2[12 ]

(a,a,a)
4A user is called an anonymous user in [15].
5To be precise this should be written as c(x)
`
κ1(a,)
´
, where κ1 : A×{} → A×{}+A×X
is the inclusion map.
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Here τ denotes an internal action with the intention of “NSA pays.”
However, the coin-ﬂip actions hi and ti—with their obvious meanings—must not
be present because they are not observable by the adversary nor are actor actions.
These actions are replaced by τ ’s. Moreover, for technical simplicity we do not allow
τ ’s to appear in an anonymity automaton. Hence we take the “closure” of the above
automaton in an obvious way, and obtain the following.
x
↓ 
(a, a, a)[1−p0−p1−p24 ]

(a, d, d)[1−p0−p1−p24 ]

(d, a, d)[1−p0−p1−p24 ]

(d, d, a)[1−p0−p1−p24 ]y0
act(0) [p0]

(d
,a,a)[
14 ]

(a,d
,a)[
14 ]

(a,a,d)[
14 ]

(d
,d
,d)[
14 ]
y1
act(1) [p1]

(d
,a,a)[
14 ]

(a,d
,a)[
14 ]

(a,a,d)[
14 ]

(d
,d
,d)[
14 ]
y2
act(2) [p2]

(d
,a,a)[
14 ]

(a,d
,a)[
14 ]

(a,a,d)[
14 ]

(d
,d
,d)[
14 ]
The start state distribution s is: x → 1. This anonymity automaton we shall refer to
as XDC.
4.3.2 Anonymity automata reconciled as coalgebras
The generic, coalgebraic theory of traces and simulations (Chapters 2 and 3) applies to
anonymity automata. Recall that the generic theory is developed with two parameters
T and F :
– a monad T on Sets speciﬁes the branching type, such as non-determinism or
probability;
– a functor F on Sets speciﬁes the transition type, i.e., what a system can do by
making a transition.
Systems for which traces/simulations are deﬁned are called (T, F )-systems in the
generic theory, making the parameters explicit (Deﬁnition 3.2.1). The theory is coal-
gebraic because a (T, F )-system is essentially a coalgebra in a Kleisli category K(T ).
Anonymity automata ﬁt in this generic framework. They are (T, F )-systems with
the following choice of parameters T and F .
– T is the subdistribution monad D, modeling purely probabilistic branching.
– FX = A×{}+A×X, modeling the transition-type of “(action and terminate)
or (action and next state).”
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It is immediately seen that for this choice of F , the set A+ (of lists in A with length
≥ 1) carries the following initial algebra in Sets. We denote its structure map by α.
A× {}+A×A+
∼=α
κ1(a,) κ2(a,−→a )
A+ 〈a〉 a · −→a ,
where 〈a〉 denotes a list of length 1, and a ·−→a is what would be written as (cons a −→a )
in Lisp. Therefore Deﬁnition 2.4.1 suggests that the set A+ is the appropriate domain
of (ﬁnite) trace semantics for anonymity automata; this is indeed the case later in
Deﬁnition 4.3.3.
4.3.3 Trace semantics for anonymity automata
Trace semantics for anonymity automata is used in deﬁning probabilistic notions
of anonymity. In a non-deterministic setting, trace semantics yields a set of lists
(“traces”) of actions which can possibly occur during an execution. In contrast, trace
semantics of a probabilistic system is given by a probability subdistribution over lists.
4.3.3 Deﬁnition (Trace semantics for anonymity automata). Given an anonymity
automaton X = (X,U ,O, c, s), its trace semantics
PX ∈ D(A+)
is deﬁned as follows. For a list of actions 〈a0, a1, . . . , an〉 with a ﬁnite length n ≥ 1,
PX (〈a0, a1, . . . , an〉) =
∑
x0,x1,...,xn∈X
PX (x0
a0→ x1 a1→ · · · an−1→ xn an→ ) ,
where the probability
PX (x0
a0→ x1 a1→ · · · an−1→ xn an→ )
= s(x0) · c(x0)(a0, x1) · · · · · c(xn−1)(an−1, xn) · c(xn)(an,)
is for the event that an execution of X starts at x0, follows the path a0→ x1 a1→ · · · an−1→
xn and ﬁnally terminates with
an→ .
Intuitively the value PX (−→a ) ∈ [0, 1] for a list −→a ∈ A+ is the probability with
which the system X executes actions in −→a successively and then terminates. Our
concern is about actions (observable actions or actor actions) the system makes but
not about the (internal) states it exhibits.
The following alternative characterization allows us to apply the generic, coalge-
braic theory of traces (Chapters 2 and 3).
4.3.4 Lemma (Trace semantics via the generic theory). Given an anonymity au-
tomaton X , let (s, c) be a (T, F )-system identiﬁed with X as in Section 4.3.2.
The trace semantics PX of X coincides with the coalgebraic trace semantics tr(s, c)
deﬁned for (s, c) (Deﬁnition 3.2.5). 
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4.3.5 Example (Dining cryptographers). For the anonymity automaton XDC in
Example 4.3.2, its trace semantics PXDC is the following probability subdistribution.
〈 act(i), (d, a, a) 〉 → pi/4
〈 act(i), (a, d, a) 〉 → pi/4
〈 act(i), (a, a, d) 〉 → pi/4
〈 act(i), (d, d, d) 〉 → pi/4
〈 (a, a, a) 〉 → (1− p0 − p1 − p2)/4
〈 (a, d, d) 〉 → (1− p0 − p1 − p2)/4
〈 (d, a, d) 〉 → (1− p0 − p1 − p2)/4
〈 (d, d, a) 〉 → (1− p0 − p1 − p2)/4
(for i = 0, 1, 2)
The other lists in A+ have probability 0.
In this work we assume that in each execution of an anonymizing protocol there
appears at most one actor action. This is the same assumption as [15, Assumption 1]
and is true in all the examples in this chapter.
4.3.6 Assumption (At most one actor action). Let X = (X,U ,O, c, s) be an
anonymity automaton and −→a ∈ A+. If −→a contains more than one actor actions,
then we have PX (−→a ) = 0.
4.3.4 Notions of probabilistic anonymity
In this section we formalize two diﬀerent notions of probabilistic anonymity, namely
strong (probabilistic) anonymity [15] and probable innocence [23, 41, 112].
First, for the sake of simplicity of presentation, we shall introduce the following
notations for predicates (i.e. subsets) on A+.
4.3.7 Deﬁnition (Predicates [act(i)] and [−→o ]).
– For each i ∈ U , a predicate [act(i)] on A+ is deﬁned as follows. In a regular-
expression-like notation,
[act(i)] = O∗ · act(i) · O∗ ,
that is, it is the set of lists which contains only one actor action which is act(i).
Obviously we have [act(i)] ∩ [act(j)] = ∅ if i = j, by Assumption 4.3.6.
– For each −→o ∈ O∗, a predicate [−→o ] on A+ is deﬁned as follows.
[−→o ] = {−→a ∈ A+ | removeActor(−→a ) = −→o } ,
where the function removeActor : A+ → O∗—which is deﬁned by a suitable
induction—removes actor actions appearing in a list. Hence the set [−→o ] ⊆
A+ consists of those lists which yield −→o as the adversary’s observation. It is
emphasized that [−→o ] is not the set of lists which contain −→o as sublists: we
remove only actor actions, but do not remove observable actions.
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Note that we are overriding the notation [ ]: no confusion would arise since
the arguments are of diﬀerent types. Values such as PX ( [act(i)] ) are deﬁned in a
straightforward manner:
PX ( [act(i)] ) =
∑
−→a ∈[act(i)]
PX (−→a ) .
This is the probability with which X yields an execution in which the user i is a
culprit.
Strong (probabilistic) anonymity
Based on anonymity automata as models of anonymity protocols, we shall formalize
the notion of strong anonymity which is informally introduced in Deﬁnition 4.2.1.
4.3.8 Deﬁnition (Strong anonymity [15]). We say an anonymity automaton X sat-
isﬁes strong anonymity if, for each i, j ∈ U and −→o ∈ O∗,
PX ( [act(i)] ) > 0 ∧ PX ( [act(j)] ) > 0
=⇒ PX ( [−→o ] | [act(i)] ) = PX ( [−→o ] | [act(j)] ) .
Here PX ( [−→o ] | [act(i)] ) is a conditional probability: it is given by
PX ( [−→o ] | [act(i)] ) = PX ( [
−→o ] ∩ [act(i)] )
PX ( [act(i)] )
.
It is shown in [15] that under reasonable assumptions this notion coincides with
conditional anonymity [41], whose formal deﬁnition we present now.
4.3.9 Deﬁnition (Conditional anonimity [41]). An anonymity automaton X satisﬁes
conditional anonymity if for each i ∈ U and −→o ∈ O∗,
PX ( [act(i)] ∩ [−→o ] ) > 0
=⇒ PX ( [act(i)] | [−→o ] ) = PX ( [act(i)] |
⋃
j∈U
[act(j)] ) .
The notion in Deﬁnition 4.3.8 is a natural probabilistic adaptation of trace anonymity
in [119]. It is emphasized that these anonymity notions are based on trace semantics
which is at the coarsest end in the linear time-branching time spectrum [39]. Hence
our adversary has less observation power than the one in [1], for example, where
security notions are bisimulation-based.
Our choice of such a weak adversary is justiﬁed as long as we think of a passive
adversary—or an “eavesdropper”—which passively observe an execution of the pro-
tocol without actively taking part in it. In fact, each process semantics in the linear
time-branching time spectrum [39] has a corresponding testing scenario, an informal
description about what kind of observation will have the distinguishing power pre-
scribed by the process semantics. The ability of a passive adversary coincides with
the testing scenario for the weakest process semantics in the spectrum, namely trace
semantics.
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Probable innocence
The weaker notion of probable innocence—informally introduced in Deﬁnition 4.2.2—
is also formalized based on anonymity automata and their trace semantics. It is based
on the deﬁnition in [23].
4.3.10 Deﬁnition (Probable innocence [23]). We say an anonymity automaton X
satisﬁes probable innocence if, for each i ∈ U and −→o ∈ O∗,
– Neither of the probabilities PX (
⋃
j =i[act(j)]) and PX (
⋃
j =i[act(j)] | [−→o ] ) is 0.
These appear as denominators in the following inequality.
– We have
(n− 1) PX ( [act(i)] )
PX (
⋃
j =i [act(j)] )
≥ PX ( [act(i)] | [
−→o ] )
PX (
⋃
j =i [act(j)] | [−→o ] )
. (4.3)
Here n = |U| is the number of users.
4.4 Verifying strong anonymity with probabilistic
simulations
In this section we adapt the proof method [71, 72] for (non-deterministic) trace
anonymity to the probabilistic setting for strong (probabilistic) anonymity. In Sec-
tion 4.1.2 we have presented its basic scenario. Now we shall describe its details, with
all the notions therein (traces, simulations, etc.) interpreted probabilistically.
4.4.1 Anonymized automaton an(X )
We start with the deﬁnition of an(X ), the anonymized version of an anonymity au-
tomaton X . Recall that the notion of strong anonymity is conditional: the adversary
has a-priori knowledge on who is more suspicious. In an anonymity automaton X ,
the a-priori probability with which a user i is a culprit is given by PX ( [act(i)] ). Its
normalized, conditional version
ri
def.= PX ( [act(i)] |
⋃
j∈U
[act(j)] ) =
PX ( [act(i)] ∩
⋃
j∈U [act(j)] )
PX (
⋃
j∈U [act(j)] )
=
PX ( [act(i)] )∑
j∈U PX ( [act(j)] )
(4.4)
(the equalities are due to Assumption 4.3.6) plays an important role in the following
deﬁnition of an(X ). The value ri is the conditional probability with which a user i
is a culprit, given that there is any culprit; we have
∑
i∈U ri = 1. Of course, for the
values ri to be well-deﬁned, the anonymity automaton X needs to satisfy the following
reasonable assumption.
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4.4.1 Assumption (There must be a culprit). For an anonymity automaton X ,
∑
j∈U
PX ( [act(j)] ) = 0 .
Intuitively, an(X ) is obtained from X by distributing the probability for an actor
action act(i) to each user j in proportion to rj .
4.4.2 Deﬁnition (Anonymized anonymity automaton an(X )). Given an anonymity
automaton X = (X,U ,O, c, s), its anonymized anonymity automaton an(X ) is a quin-
tuple (X,U ,O, can, s), where can is deﬁned as follows. For each x ∈ X,
can(x)(act(i), u) =
∑
j∈U ri · c(x)(act(j), u) for i ∈ U and u ∈ {}+ X,
can(x)(o, u) = c(x)(o, u) for o ∈ O and u ∈ {}+ X.
In the ﬁrst equation, the summand ri · c(x)(act(j), u) results from distributing the
probability c(x)(act(j), u) for a transition x
act(j)−→ u, to a user i. This is illustrated in
the following ﬁgure: here U = {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} and q = c(x)(act(j), u).
•In X
act(j) [q]
•In an(X )
act(0) [r0 · q] · · · act(n− 1) [rn−1 · q]
• •
(4.5)
The automaton an(X ) is “anonymized” in the sense of the following lemmas.
4.4.3 Lemma. Let X be an anonymity automaton. In its anonymized version an(X ) =
(X,U ,O, can, s) we have
rj · can(x)(act(i), u) = ri · can(x)(act(j), u)
for any i, j ∈ U , x ∈ X and u ∈ {}+ X.
Proof. Obvious from the deﬁnition of can. 
4.4.4 Lemma (an(X ) satisﬁes strong anonymity). Given an anonymity automaton
X , its anonymized version an(X ) satisﬁes strong anonymity in the sense of Deﬁni-
tion 4.3.8.
Proof. Let −→o = 〈o1, o2, . . . , on〉 ∈ O∗ and i, j ∈ U . Moreover, assume
Pan(X )( [act(i)] ) = 0 and Pan(X )( [act(j)] ) = 0 ,
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hence ri = 0 and rj = 0. Then
Pan(X )( [
−→o ] ∩ [act(i)] )
= Pan(X )( 〈act(i), o1, o2, . . . , on〉 )
+ Pan(X )( 〈o1, act(i), o2, . . . , on〉 )
+ · · ·
+ Pan(X )( 〈o1, o2, . . . , on, act(i)〉 )
=
∑
x0,x1,...,xn∈X
s(x0) · can(x0)(act(i), x1) · can(x1)(o1, x2) · · · · · can(xn)(on,)
+
∑
x0,x1,...,xn∈X
s(x0) · can(x0)(o1, x1) · can(x1)(act(i), x2) · · · · · can(xn)(on,)
+ · · ·
+
∑
x0,x1,...,xn∈X
s(x0) · can(x0)(o1, x1) · can(x1)(o2, x2) · · · · · can(xn)(act(i),) .
We have the same equation for j instead of i. Hence by Lemma 4.4.3 we have
rj · Pan(X )( [−→o ] ∩ [act(i)] ) = ri · Pan(X )( [−→o ] ∩ [act(j)] ) . (4.6)
This is used to show the equality of two conditional probabilities.
Pan(X )( [
−→o ] | [act(i)] ) = Pan(X )( [
−→o ] ∩ [act(i)] )
Pan(X )( [act(i)] )
=
ri
rj
· Pan(X )( [
−→o ] ∩ [act(j)] )
Pan(X )( [act(i)] )
by (4.6)
=
Pan(X )( [
−→o ] ∩ [act(j)] )
Pan(X )( [act(j)] )
by deﬁnition of ri, rj
= Pan(X )( [
−→o ] | [act(j)] ) . 
4.4.2 Forward/backward simulations for anonymity automata
We proceed to introduce appropriate notions of forward and backward simulations.
The (tedious) deﬁnition and a soundness theorem—existence of a forward/backward
simulation implies trace inclusion—come for free from the generic theory in Chapter 3.
This forms a crucial part of our simulation-based proof method.
4.4.5 Deﬁnition (Forward/backward simulations for anonymity automata). Let
X = (X,U ,O, c, s) and Y = (Y,U ,O, d, t) be anonymity automata which have the
same sets of users and observable actions.
A forward simulation from X to Y—through which Y forward-simulates X—is a
function
f : Y −→ DX
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which satisﬁes the following inequalities in [0, 1].
s(x) ≤ ∑y∈Y t(y) · f(y)(x) for any x ∈ X,∑
x∈X f(y)(x) · c(x)(e,) ≤ d(y)(e,) for any y ∈ Y and e ∈ A,∑
x∈X f(y)(x) · c(x)(e, x′) ≤
∑
y′∈Y d(y)(e, y
′) · f(y′)(x′)
for any y ∈ Y , e ∈ A and x′ ∈ X.
A backward simulation from X to Y—through which Y backward-simulates X—is
a function
b : X −→ DY
which satisﬁes the following inequalities in [0, 1].∑
x∈X s(x) · b(x)(y) ≤ t(y) for any y ∈ Y ,
c(x)(e,) ≤ ∑y∈Y b(x)(y) · d(y)(e,) for any x ∈ X and e ∈ A,∑
x′∈X c(x)(e, x
′) · b(x′)(y′) ≤ ∑y∈Y b(x)(y) · d(y)(e, y′)
for any x ∈ X, e ∈ A and y′ ∈ Y .
This deﬁnition (similar to the “probabilistic simulations” in Example 3.2.13) is an in-
stantiation of the general, coalgebraic notions of forward/backward simulations (Def-
initions 3.2.8 and 3.2.9). More speciﬁcally, the two parameters T and F in the generic
deﬁnition are instantiated as in Section 4.3.2.
4.4.6 Theorem (Soundness of forward/backward simulations). Assume there is a
forward (or backward) simulation from one anonymity automaton X to another Y.
Then we have trace inclusion
PX  PY ,
where the order  is deﬁned to be the pointwise order: for each −→a ∈ A+,
PX (−→a ) ≤ PY(−→a ) .
Proof. We know (Lemma 4.3.4) that the notions of traces and simulations for anonymity
automata are instantiations of the general, coalgebraic notions in the previous chap-
ters. Therefore we can appeal to the general soundness theorem (Theorem 3.3.2).
4.4.3 Probabilistic anonymity via simulations
We shall use the material in Section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 to prove the validity of our
simulation-based proof method (Theorem 4.4.11).
The following lemma—which essentially says PX  Pan(X )—relies on the way the
automaton an(X ) is constructed. The proof is a bit more complicated here than in
the non-deterministic setting [71, 72].
4.4.7 Lemma. Let X be an anonymity automaton. Assume there exists a forward
or backward simulation from an(X ) to X—through which X simulates an(X ). Then
their trace semantics are equal:
PX = Pan(X ) .
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Proof. By the soundness theorem (Theorem 4.4.6) we have
PX  Pan(X ) , (4.7)
where  refers to the pointwise order between functions A+ ⇒ [0, 1]. We shall show
that this inequality is in fact an equality.
First we introduce an operation obs which acts on anonymity automata. Intu-
itively, obs(Y) is obtained from Y by replacing all the diﬀerent actor actions act(i)
with single act(sb)—sb is for “somebody.” This conceals actor actions in Y; hence
obs(Y) only carries information on the observable actions of Y.
•In X
act(0) [q0] · · · act(n− 1) [qn−1]
•In obs(X )
act(sb) [q0 + · · ·+ qn−1]
• •
(4.8)
Formally,
4.4.8 Deﬁnition (Anonymity automaton obs(Y)). Given an anonymity automaton
Y = (Y,U ,O, d, t), we deﬁne an automaton obs(Y) as the tuple (Y, {sb},O, dobs, t)
where:
– sb is a fresh entity,
– dobs is a function
dobs : Y −→ D(Aobs × {}+Aobs × Y )
where Aobs = O + {act(sb)}, deﬁned by:
dobs(y)(act(sb), u) =
∑
i∈U d(y)(act(i), u) for y ∈ Y and u ∈ {}+ Y ,
dobs(y)(o, u) = d(y)(o, u) for y ∈ Y , o ∈ O and u ∈ {}+ Y .
The following fact is obvious.
4.4.9 Sublemma. For an anonymity automaton X , obs(X ) and obs(an(X )) are iden-
tical. 
The following fact is crucial in the proof of Lemma 4.4.7. Two automata Y and
obs(Y), although their trace semantics distributes over diﬀerent sets, have the same
sum of probabilities taken over all executions.
4.4.10 Sublemma. For an anonymity automaton Y,∑
−→a ∈A+
PY(−→a ) =
∑
−→
a′∈(Aobs)+
Pobs(Y)(
−→
a′ ) .
Recall that A = O + {act(i) | i ∈ U} and Aobs = O + {act(sb)}.
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Proof. From the deﬁnition of trace semantics (Deﬁnition 4.3.3), the sublemma is
proved by easy calculation. 
We turn back to the proof of Lemma 4.4.7. We argue by contradiction—assume
that the inequality in (4.7) is strict. That is, there exists −→a0 ∈ A+ such that PX (−→a0) 
Pan(X )(
−→a0). Then, by (4.7) we have
∑
−→a ∈A+ PX (
−→a )  ∑−→a ∈A+ Pan(X )(−→a ). However,∑
−→a ∈A+ PX (
−→a ) =∑−→
a′∈(Aobs)+ Pobs(X )(
−→
a′ ) by Sublemma 4.4.10
=
∑
−→
a′∈(Aobs)+ Pobs(an(X ))(
−→
a′ ) by Sublemma 4.4.9
=
∑
−→a ∈A+ Pan(X )(
−→a ) by Sublemma 4.4.10.
This contradiction concludes the proof of Lemma 4.4.7. 
Now we are ready to state our main result for verifying strong anonymity.
4.4.11 Theorem (Strong anonymity via simulations). If there exists a forward or
backward simulation from an(X ) to X , then X satisﬁes strong anonymity.
Proof. By Lemma 4.4.7 we have PX = Pan(X ). Moreover, by Lemma 4.4.4, an(X )
is strongly anonymous. This proves strong anonymity of X : recall that strong
anonymity is a property deﬁned in terms of traces (Deﬁnition 4.3.8). 
4.4.12 Example (Dining cryptographers). We demonstrate our simulation-based
proof method by applying it to the DC protocol.
Let X = {x, y0, y1, y2} be the state space of XDC. Its anonymized version an(XDC)
has the same state space; for notational convenience the state space of an(XDC) is
denoted by X ′ = {x′, y0′, y1′, y2′}. It is veriﬁed by easy calculation that the following
function f : X → D(X ′) is a forward simulation from an(XDC) to XDC.
f(x) = [x′ → 1] f(y0) = f(y1) = f(y2) =
⎡
⎣ y0′ → p0p0+p1+p2y1′ → p1p0+p1+p2
y2
′ → p2p0+p1+p2
⎤
⎦
By Theorem 4.4.11 this proves (probabilistic) strong anonymity of XDC, hence of the
DC protocol.
4.5 Verifying probable innocence with probabilistic
simulations
In this section we present a simulation-based proof method for the weaker notion of
probable innocence. Although the basic idea is similar to that in the last section for
strong anonymity, there are certain diﬀerences as well. Most notably, now we have
to ﬁnd a simulation from X to its “innocent version” inno(X ); this is in the opposite
direction of what we do for strong anonymity.
The basic scenario is as follows.
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1. We model an anonymizing protocol as an anonymity automaton X .
2. We construct the innocent version inno(X ) of X . Here it is not much of our
concern whether inno(X ) satisﬁes probable innocence or not. Rather inno(X )
is thought of as the automaton describing the upper bound of admissible infor-
mation leakage on who is the culprit. In fact, by examining the construction of
inno(X ), we can prove that
PX  Pinno(X ) =⇒ X satisﬁes probable innocence. (4.9)
3. We ﬁnd a simulation from X to inno(X ). By the soundness theorem this yields
trace inclusion PX  Pinno(X ), which by (4.9) proves that X satisﬁes probable
innocence.
Although this scenario is somewhat diﬀerent from the one for strong anonymity (or
for non-deterministic trace anonymity [71, 72]), they are the same in that:
– we model a (trace-based) anonymity property as the “idealized version” of X
(such as an(X ) or inno(X ));
– by ﬁnding a simulation and then appealing to the soundness theorem, we show
that the property is transferred from the idealized version to the original X .
Therein the construction of the “idealized version of X” must be much tailored to the
speciﬁc property to be veriﬁed.
4.5.1 “Innocent” automaton inno(X )
We describe the construction of the innocent version inno(X ) of a given anonymity
automaton X . To illustrate the intuition, let us assume that the a-priori suspicion is
uniformly distributed, that is, ri = 1/n where U = {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}. The automaton
inno(X ) is obtained by replacing actor actions in X as follows: compare it with (4.5).
•In X
act(j) [q]
•In inno(X )
act(0) [ q2 ] · · · act(n− 1) [ q2 ]
• •
(4.10)
There is an obvious problem in this deﬁnition: the resulting inno(X ) may not be an
anonymity automaton, since the probabilities q/2 appearing n times can add up to
more than 1. We shall call such an automaton an extended anonymity automaton.
4.5.1 Deﬁnition (Extended anonymity automata). An extended anonymity automa-
ton (X,U ,O, c, s) is the same thing as an anonymity automaton (Deﬁnition 4.3.1),
except for the fact that c is a function of the type
X −→ V(A× {}+A×X)
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rather than X → D(A× {}+A×X). Here the operation V is such that6
VY = [0,∞]Y = {d : Y → [0,∞]} . (4.11)
The operation V canonically extends to a monad, which we shall call the valuation
monad.
Given an extended anonymity automaton X , its trace semantics
PX ∈ V(A+) (4.12)
is deﬁned exactly in the same way as for anonymity automata (Deﬁnition 4.3.3).
Given an anonymity automaton X , it can be thought of as an extended anonymity
automaton because there is an inclusion map DY ↪→ VY :
X
c→ D(A× {}+A×X) ↪→ V(A× {}+A×X) . (4.13)
Therefore we are overriding the notation PX in (4.12). This is not a problem, since
for an anonymity automaton X the following two trace semantics obviously coincide.
– Its trace semantics (Deﬁnition 4.3.3) as an anonymity automaton, and
– the trace semantics of the extended anonymity automaton induced by (4.13).
Before giving a formal deﬁnition of inno(X ), note that the core inequality (4.3) in
the deﬁnition of probable innocence is equivalent to the following one, which uses the
a-priori distribution of suspicion (ri)i∈U from (4.4):
PX ( [act(i)] ∩ [−→o ] ) ≤ (n− 1)ri1 + (n− 2)ri · PX
( (⋃
j∈U
[act(j)]
) ∩ [−→o ] ) . (4.14)
The equivalence is shown by the following easy calculation:
(n− 1) PX ( [act(i)] )
PX (
⋃
j =i [act(j)] )
≥ PX ( [act(i)] | [
−→o ] )
PX (
⋃
j =i [act(j)] | [−→o ] )
⇐⇒ (n− 1)ri∑
j =i rj
≥ PX ( [act(i)] | [
−→o ] )
PX (
⋃
j =i [act(j)] | [−→o ] )
⇐⇒ (n− 1)ri
1− ri ≥
PX ( [act(i)] | [−→o ] )
PX (
⋃
j =i [act(j)] | [−→o ] )
⇐⇒ PX ( [act(i)] | [−→o ] ) ≤ (n− 1)ri1− ri · PX (
⋃
j =i
[act(j)] | [−→o ] )
⇐⇒
(
1 +
(n− 1)ri
1− ri
)
PX ( [act(i)] | [−→o ] ) ≤ (n− 1)ri1− ri · PX (
⋃
j∈U
[act(j)] | [−→o ] ) ,
from which (4.14) follows immediately.
6The range of d ∈ VY is [0,∞] including ∞. This choice is made because, in order to apply the
coalgebraic theory of traces and simulations, VY needs to carry a Cppo-structure. In particular,
any increasing ω-chain in VY must have its upper bound in VY .
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4.5.2 Deﬁnition (Anonymity automaton inno(X )). Given an anonymity automaton
X = (X,U ,O, c, s), its innocent version inno(X ) is an extended anonymity automaton
given by the 5-tuple (X,U ,O, cinno, s), where cinno is deﬁned as follows. For each
x ∈ X,
cinno(x)(act(i), u) =
(n− 1)ri
1 + (n− 2)ri ·
∑
j∈U
c(x)(act(j), u)
for i ∈ U and u ∈ {}+ X,
cinno(x)(o, u) = c(x)(o, u) for o ∈ O and u ∈ {}+ X.
The coeﬃcient (n−1)ri/(1+(n−2)ri) comes from the inequality (4.14). The def-
inition agrees with the informal description (4.10) when the a-priori suspicion (ri)i∈U
is uniform.
4.5.2 Probable innocence via simulations
The intuition about the automaton inno(X ) is that it represents the upper bound
of admissible information leak. This intuition is put precise in the following lemma,
which is a crucial step in our simulation-based proof method for probable innocence.
4.5.3 Lemma. If we have
PX  Pinno(X ) that is, ∀−→a ∈ A+. PX (−→a ) ≤ Pinno(X )(−→a ) ,
then the anonymity automaton X satisﬁes probable innocence (Deﬁnition 4.3.10).
Proof. By calculation much like the one which shows the equality (4.6) in the proof
of Lemma 4.4.4, we obtain the following.
Pinno(X )( [
−→o ] ∩ [act(i)] ) = (n− 1)ri
1 + (n− 2)ri ·
∑
j∈U
PX ( [−→o ] ∩ [act(j)] ) (4.15)
By assumption, we have
PX ( [−→o ] ∩ [act(i)] ) ≤ Pinno(X )( [−→o ] ∩ [act(i)] ) ,
which, together with (4.15), derives (4.14). 
The assumption of Lemma 4.5.3—trace inclusion PX  Pinno(X )—shall be shown
by ﬁnding a probabilistic simulation. Now that inno(X ) is an extended anonymity
automaton, we have to adapt the notion of probabilistic simulations and its soundness
result to the extended setting. In terms of the generic theory in the previous chapters,
this corresponds to changing the parameter T from D to V.
4.5.4 Deﬁnition (Forward/backward simulations, extended). Let X and Y be ex-
tended anonymity automata. A forward (or backward) simulation from X to Y is the
same thing as a forward (or backward) simulation for anonymity automata (Deﬁni-
tion 4.4.5), except that
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– we have now V in place of D, and
– the inequalities are interpreted in [0,∞] rather than in [0, 1].
For example, a forward simulation from X to Y is a function
f : Y −→ VX
which satisﬁes suitable inequalities as in Deﬁnition 4.4.5.
4.5.5 Theorem (Soundness of simulations, extended). If there is a forward or back-
ward simulation from an extended anonymity automaton X to another Y, then we
have trace inclusion
PX  PY , that is, ∀−→a ∈ A+. PX (−→a ) ≤ PY(−→a ) .
Proof. The general, coalgebraic theory of traces in the previous chapters applies to the
choice of parameters T = V and F = A×{}+A× , in which case the coalgebraic
notion of (T, F )-systems instantiates to extended anonymity automata. Moreover, the
coalgebraic notions of trace semantics and simulations instantiate to the corresponding
notions for extended anonymity automata (Deﬁnitions 4.5.1 and 4.5.4). Therefore the
statement is an instance of the general soundness theorem (Theorem 3.3.2). 
4.5.6 Theorem (Probable innocence via simulations). If there exists a forward or
backward simulation from X to inno(X ), then X satisﬁes probable innocence.
Proof. By the soundness theorem (Theorem 4.5.5) we have PX  Pinno(X ); by Lemma 4.5.3
this implies X ’s probable innocence. 
4.6 Related work
4.6.1 Probabilistic non-interference
In the theory of programming languages, a property called non-interference [97] has
attracted much attention. Intuitively, a program C satisﬁes non-interference if there is
no “insecure” information ﬂow from variables with high conﬁdentiality (high variables)
to those with low conﬁdentiality (low variables).
Let us put it slightly more formally. By a memory state we mean a list of pairs of
a variable name and a value (such as [H=0,L=0]). Assume that two memory states
μ and ν diﬀer only in high variables (μ =L ν). Non-interference of a program C
requires that the execution of C with the initial memory state μ is observationally
indistinguishable from that with ν. In particular, if μ′ and ν′ are the memory states
after these executions, respectively, then they have to agree on low variables:
μ =L ν, μ
C μ′, ν C ν′ =⇒ μ′ =L ν′.
A possible variant of the formal deﬁnition concerns C’s termination as well.
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Volpano and Smith [138] claim the importance of probabilistic aspects in non-
interference. The leading example is in a simple programming language which has
the multi-threading construct C | C ′ which denotes running two threads C and C ′
in parallel, in an interleaving manner. Even though there is no explicit probabilistic
construct in the language, a probabilistic scheduler—a mechanism that determines
which thread to execute ﬁrst—introduces probability in an operational model. In [138]
a simple example is presented in which insecure information ﬂow emerges only in a
probabilistic setting (but not in a non-deterministic setting).
A deﬁnition of probabilistic non-interference (disregarding termination for the
sake of simplicity) can be presented as follows. Let μH , νH be memory states of
high variables; μL, μ′L be states of low variables. A program C satisﬁes probabilistic
non-interference if, for every μH , νH , μL and μ′L,
Pr(μL
C μ′L | initial high-memory is μH)
= Pr(μL
C μ′L | initial high-memory is νH) .
Notice similarity to the notion of strong anonymity (Deﬁnition 4.2.1). One can think
of the change of low-memory μL
C μ′L as an “observation”; and the initial high-
memory as a “culprit,” i.e. the information that we want to disguise. This similarity
between the two notions—(strong) probabilistic anonymity and probabilistic non-
interference—suggests that a technique to ensure one of these properties can be used
to ensure the other property as well.
Use of type systems is a standard technique to ensure that a certain piece of
program satisﬁes a certain desirable property, such as non-interference. A type sys-
tem typically has typing rules, and a soundness theorem stating: if a program C is
typable—meaning that we can derive a typing judgment for C using the given rules—
then C satisﬁes the desired property. One big advantage of the type-based approach
is that type systems are often accompanied with typing algorithms that eﬀectively
determine whether a program is typable or not.
For probabilistic non-interference, a number of type systems have been proposed [117,
138]. They are in principle extensions of the type system in [126] that ensures non-
deterministic notion of non-interference. For example, the following program with an
obvious (but indirect) insecure information ﬂow
if H=0 then L=0 else L=1; (4.16)
is typable in none of the type systems in [117, 126, 138]. Moreover, any program
containing this piece is not typable either, because of the compositional way of type
derivation in these type systems.
Because of this fact the type systems from [117, 138] do not seem widely ap-
plicable to veriﬁcation of anonymizing protocols. Consider the example of Dining
Cryptographers: a natural representation of the protocol as a program should include
a piece like (4.16) expressing “if a cryptographer is the payer, then she lies about her
announcement.” Therefore such a program for DC is not typable.
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In the DC protocol each cryptographer’s behavior is certainly inﬂuenced by the
information to be hidden; this is why the type systems from [117, 138] do not seem
to apply. Nevertheless, when three cryptographers are “composed” in the way pre-
scribed by the protocol, they manage to hide who is the payer. In this sense, broken
anonymity is not compositional. A type system, if one wants to use it for veriﬁcation
of anonymizing protocols, needs to address such a non-compositional phenomenon.
However potential complexity of such a type system would make it harder to come
up with a useful typing algorithm.
4.6.2 Process algebraic techniques
In the current work we have presented anonymizing protocols in the form of automata,
or transition systems. Using process algebraic terms or process terms—such as P +
Q for “non-deterministic choice between P and Q”—is another way of expressing
processes such as anonymizing protocols. In fact, a process term induces a transition
system via the structural operational semantics of the process algebra [3], hence a
process algebra can be seen as a “programming language” which denotes transition
systems.
One merit of using process algebras is that an algebraic structure in process terms
often aids reasoning about properties of the term (more precisely, properties of the
automaton denoted by the term). For example, one can employ inductive reasoning on
the (inductive) construction of process terms. Many tools are available for analyzing
properties of process terms.
Process algebraic techniques have been successfully applied in many anonymity
applications. In [27], the MUTE anonymous ﬁle-sharing system [113] is analyzed by
representing the protocol as a π-calculus term. The analysis led to discovery of a ﬂaw,
which is detected by the ABC bisimulation checker [20] for the π-calculus. A detailed
account of the ﬂaw is in [28]. In [29] a general framework for automatic checking of
anonymity is proposed; the framework is based on the process algebra μCRL. How-
ever, all the work mentioned here is done in non-deterministic settings. A probabilistic
framework of such a kind which would aid automatic error-detection/veriﬁcation of
anonymity is one interesting direction of future work.
The probabilistic π-calculus [53, 105] is a process algebra that can model proba-
bilistic choices. A process term in that calculus yields a probabilistic automaton [121]
as its operational model. It is used to model anonymity protocols in [15]. In a simi-
lar direction, recent work [24] uses a variant of CCS with an additional operator for
probabilistic choices.
4.7 Summary and future work
We have extended the simulation-based proof method [71, 72] for non-deterministic
anonymity to apply to the notion of strong probabilistic anonymity [15]. For the move
we have exploited a generic theory of traces and simulations developed in Chapters 2
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and 3, in which the diﬀerence between non-determinism and probability is just a
diﬀerent choice of a parameter. Additionally a simulation-based proof method for the
weaker notion of probable innocence is introduced.
The DC example in this chapter fails to demonstrate the usefulness of our proof
method. For this small example direct calculation of trace distribution is not hard.
A real beneﬁt would arise in theorem-proving anonymity of an unboundedly large
system (which we cannot model-check). In fact, the non-deterministic version of our
proof method is used to theorem-prove anonymity of a voting protocol with arbitrary
many voters [71]. A probabilistic case study of such kind is currently missing.
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Chapter 5
Foundational study:
concurrency and the microcosm principle
Coalgebras are categorical presentations of state-based systems. In investigating par-
allel composition of coalgebras (realizing concurrency), we observe that the same
algebraic theory is interpreted in two diﬀerent domains in a nested manner, namely:
in the category of coalgebras, and in the ﬁnal coalgebra as an object in it. This phe-
nomenon is what Baez and Dolan have called the microcosm principle, a prototypical
example of which is “a monoid in a monoidal category.” In the current work we obtain
a formalization of the microcosm principle in which such a nested model is expressed
categorically as a suitable lax natural transformation. An application of this account
is a general compositionality result which supports modular veriﬁcation of complex
systems.
5.1 Overview
Design of systems with concurrency is nowadays one of the mainstream challenges
in computer science [91]. Concurrency is everywhere: with the Internet being the
biggest example and multi-core processors probably the smallest; also in a modular,
component-based architecture of a complex system, its components collaborate in a
concurrent manner. However numerous diﬃculties have been identiﬁed in getting
concurrency right. For example, a system’s exponentially growing complexity is one
of the main obstacles. One way to cope with it is a modular veriﬁcation method in
which correctness of the whole system C1 ‖ · · · ‖ Cn is established using correctness
of each component Ci. Compositionality—meaning that the behavior of C ‖ D is
determined by the behavior of C and that of D—is an essential property for such a
modular method to work.
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5.1.1 Coalgebras as systems
The work described in this chapter is a starting point of our research program aimed
at better understanding of the mathematical nature of concurrency. In its course
we shall use coalgebras as presentations of systems to be run in parallel. The use
of coalgebras as an appropriate abstract model of state-based systems is increasingly
established (see Chapter 1); the notion’s mathematical simplicity and clarity provide
us with a sound foundation for our exploration. We recall the following table which
summarizes how ingredients of the theory of systems are presented as coalgebraic
constructs. The same table appeared before as (1.9)
system behavior-preserving map behavior
coalgebraically coalgebra morphism of coalgebras by coinduction
FX
X
FX
Ff
FY
X
f
Y
FX FZ
X
c
beh(c)
Z
ﬁnal
(5.1)
This view of “coalgebras as systems” has been successfully applied in the category
Sets of sets and functions, in which case the word “behavior” in (5.1) refers (roughly)
to the one modulo bisimilarity. Additionally, in Chapters 2 and 3 we have shown that
“behavior” in the table can also refer to trace semantics, by moving from Sets to a
suitable Kleisli category.
5.1.2 Compositionality in coalgebras
We start with the following question: what is “compositionality” in this coalgebraic
setting? Conventionally compositionality is expressed as:
C1 ∼ C2 and D1 ∼ D2 =⇒ C1 ‖ D1 ∼ C2 ‖ D2 ,
where the relation ∼ denotes the behavioral equivalence of interest. If this is the case
the relation∼ is said to be a congruence, with its oft-heard instance being “bisimilarity
is a congruence.”
When we interpret “behavior” in compositionality as the coalgebraic behavior in-
duced by coinduction (see (5.1)), the following equation comes natural as a coalgebraic
presentation of compositionality.
beh
(
FX
X
c
∥∥∥∥ FY
Y
d
)
= beh
(
FX
X
c
) ∥∥∥∥ beh
(
FY
Y
d
)
(5.2)
But a closer look reveals that the two “parallel composition operators” ‖ in the equa-
tion have in fact diﬀerent types: the one on the left has a type
CoalgF ×CoalgF
‖−→ CoalgF , composing coalgebras as systems;
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while the one on the right has a type1
Z × Z ‖−→ Z , composing states of the ﬁnal coalgebra Z as behaviors.
Moreover, the two domains are actually nested: the latter one Z ∼=→ FZ is an object
of the former one CoalgF .
5.1.3 The microcosm principle
What we have just observed is one instance—which is not often claimed explicitly in
computer science—of the microcosm principle as it is called by Baez and Dolan [9]. It
refers to a phenomenon that the same algebraic theory (or algebraic “speciﬁcation,”
consisting of operations and equations) is interpreted twice in a nested manner, once
in a category C and the other time in its object X ∈ C. This is not something
very unusual, because “a monoid in a monoidal category” constitutes a prototypical
example.
monoidal category C monoid X ∈ C
⊗ : C× C → C multiplication X ⊗X μ→ X
I ∈ C unit I η→ X
I ⊗X ∼= X ∼= X ⊗ I unit law
X X ⊗X X
X
X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Z) ∼= (X ⊗ Y )⊗ Z associativity law
X ⊗X ⊗X X ⊗X
X ⊗X X
(5.3)
Notice here that the outer operation ⊗ appears in the formulation of the inner op-
eration μ. Moreover, to be precise, in the inner “equations” the outer isomorphisms
should be present in suitable places. Hence this monoid example demonstrates that,
in such nested algebraic structures, the inner structure depends on the outer. What
is a mathematically precise formalization of such nested models? Answering this
question is a main goal of this chapter.
Such a formalization has been done in [9] when algebraic theories are speciﬁed
in the form of opetopes. Here instead we shall formalize the microcosm principle for
Lawvere theories [90], whose role as categorical representation of algebraic theories
has been recognized in theoretical computer science.
L
1
C
⇓X CAT
As it turns out, our formalization looks like the situation on
the right. Here L is a category (a Lawvere theory) representing an
algebraic theory; an outer model C is a product-preserving functor
L → CAT; and an inner model X is a lax natural transformation.
The whole setting is 2-categorical: 2-categories (categories in categories) serve as an
appropriate basis for the microcosm principle (algebras in algebras).
1At this stage the presentation remains sloppy for the sake of simplicity. Later in technical sections
the ﬁrst composition operator will be denoted by ⊗; and the second composition operator will have
the type Z ⊗ Z → Z instead of Z × Z → Z.
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5.1.4 Applications to coalgebras: parallel composition via sync
The categorical account we have sketched above shall be applied to our original ques-
tion about parallel composition of coalgebras. As a main application we prove a
generic compositionality theorem. For an arbitrary algebraic theory L, composition-
ality like (5.2) is formulated as follows: the “behavior” functor beh : CoalgF → C/Z
(via coinduction) preserves an L-structure. This general form of compositionality
holds under the following assumptions: C has an L-structure and F : C → C lax-
preserves the L-structure.
Turning back to the original setting (5.2) of “coalgebraic compositionality,” these
general assumptions read roughly as follows: the base category C has a binary op-
eration ‖; and the endofunctor F comes with a natural transformation sync : FX ‖
FY → F (X ‖ Y ). Essentially, this sync is what lifts ‖ on C to ‖ on CoalgF , hence
“parallel composition via sync.” It is called a synchronization because it speciﬁes the
way two systems synchronize with each other. In fact, for a ﬁxed functor F there
can be diﬀerent choices of sync (such as CSP-style vs. CCS-style), which in turn yield
diﬀerent “parallel composition” operators on the category CoalgF .
5.1.5 Organization of the chapter
We shall not dive into our 2-categorical exploration from the beginning. In Sec-
tion 5.2, we instead focus on one speciﬁc algebraic theory, namely the one for parallel
composition of systems. Our emphasis there is on the fact that the sync natural trans-
formation essentially gives rise to parallel composition ‖, and the fact that equational
properties of ‖ (such as associativity) can be reduced to the corresponding equational
properties of sync.
These concrete observations will provide us with intuition for abstract categorical
constructs in Section 5.3, where we formalize the microcosm principle for an arbitrary
Lawvere theory L. In Section 5.4 this formalization is applied to our original question
on concurrency; here results on coalgebras such as compositionality are proved in their
full generality and abstraction. Additionally in Section 5.5 we address some speciﬁc
issues which arise in a Kleisli category, where coinduction captures trace semantics.
In the current work we shall focus on strict algebraic structures on categories
in order to avoid complicated coherence issues. This means for example that we
only consider strictly monoidal categories for which the isomorphisms in (5.3) are in
fact equalities. Investigation of “pseudo” or “strong” algebraic structures (such as
not necessarily strictly monoidal categories) is left as future work: some preliminary
observations are presented in Section 5.3.3.
5.1.6 Related work
Our interest is similar to that of studies of bialgebraic structures in computer science
(such as [12, 67, 75, 78, 79, 116, 134]), in the sense that we are also concerned with
algebraic structures on coalgebras as systems. Our current framework is distinguished
in the following aspects.
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First, we handle equations in an algebraic theory as an integral part of our ap-
proach. Equations such as associativity and commutativity appear explicitly as com-
mutative diagrams in a Lawvere theory L. We beneﬁt from this explicitness in e.g.
spelling out a condition for the generic associativity result (Theorem 5.2.4). In con-
trast, in the bialgebraic studies an algebraic theory is presented either by an endo-
functor X → ∐σ∈Σ X |σ| or by a monad T . In the former case equations are simply
not present; in the latter case equations are there but not as explicitly as in a Lawvere
theory.
Secondly and more importantly, by considering higher-dimensional, nested alge-
braic structures, we can now compose diﬀerent coalgebras as well as diﬀerent states of
the same coalgebra. In this way the current work can be seen as a higher-dimensional
extension of the existing bialgebraic studies (the existing studies focus on “inner”
algebraic structures).
5.2 Parallel composition of coalgebras
5.2.1 Parallel composition via sync natural transformation
Let us start with the equation (5.2), a coalgebraic representation of compositionality.
The operator ‖ on the left is of type CoalgF ×CoalgF → CoalgF . It is natural to
require functoriality of this operation, making it a bifunctor. A bifunctor—especially
an associative one which we investigate later in Section 5.2.3—plays an important role
in various applications of category theory. Usually such an (associative) bifunctor is
called a tensor and denoted by ⊗, a convention that we also follow.2 Therefore the
“compositionality” statement now looks as follows.
beh
(
FX
X
c ⊗
FY
Y
d
)
= beh
(
FX
X
c
) ∥∥∥∥ beh
(
FY
Y
d
)
(5.4)
The ﬁrst question is: when do we have such a tensor ⊗ on CoalgF ? In many appli-
cations of coalgebras, it is obtained by lifting a tensor ⊗ on the base category C to
CoalgF .3 Such a lifting is possible in presence of a natural transformation
syncX,Y : FX ⊗ FY −→ F (X ⊗ Y ) ,
used in
FX
X
c ⊗
FY
Y
d :=
F (X ⊗ Y )
FX ⊗ FY
syncX,Y
X ⊗ Y
c⊗ d
. (5.5)
2Hence what is called a tensor here in Section 5.2.1 is just a bifunctor, possibly satisfying equa-
tional axioms such as associativity. Later in Section 5.2.3 we investigate its equational properties.
3We use boldface ⊗ for a tensor on CoalgF to distinguish it from ⊗ on C.
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We shall call this sync a synchronization because its computational meaning is indeed
a speciﬁcation of the way two systems synchronize. This will be illustrated in the
coming examples.
Once we have an outer parallel composition ⊗ in the form of a tensor, an inner
operator ‖ which composes behaviors (i.e. states of the ﬁnal coalgebra) is also obtained
immediately by the following coinduction.
F (Z ⊗ Z) FZ
Z ⊗ Z
ζ⊗ζ
‖ Z
ζﬁnal (5.6)
Compositionality (5.4) is straightforward by ﬁnality: both sides of the equation are
the unique coalgebra morphism from c ⊗ d to the ﬁnal ζ. The following theorem
summarizes the observations so far.
5.2.1 Theorem (Coalgebraic compositionality). Assume that a category C has a
tensor ⊗ : C × C → C and an endofunctor F : C → C has a natural transformation
syncX,Y : FX ⊗ FY → F (X ⊗ Y ). If moreover there exists a ﬁnal F -coalgebra
ζ : Z ∼=→ FZ, then:
1. The tensor ⊗ on C lifts to an “outer” tensor
⊗ : CoalgF ×CoalgF −→ CoalgF ,
which we understand as an “outer” composition operator.
2. We obtain an “inner” composition operator ‖: Z⊗Z → Z by coinduction (5.6).
3. Between the two composition operators the compositionality property (5.4) holds.
We can put the compositionality property (5.4) in more abstract terms as “the functor
beh : CoalgF → C/Z preserves the tensor,” meaning that the following diagram
commutes.
CoalgF ×CoalgF beh× beh
⊗
C/Z × C/Z
⊗
CoalgF
beh
C/Z
Here the tensor ⊗ on the slice category C/Z is given as follows, using the inner
composition ‖.
( X
f
Z
,
Y
g
Z
) ⊗−→
X ⊗ Y
f ⊗ g
Z ⊗ Z
‖
Z
(5.7)
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The point of Theorem 5.2.1 is as follows. Those parallel composition operators
which are induced by sync are well-behaved ones: good properties like composition-
ality come for free. We shall present some examples in Section 5.2.2.
5.2.2 Remark. The view of parallel composition of systems as a tensor structure
on CoalgF has been previously presented in [70]. The interest there is in categorical
structures on CoalgF and not so much in properties of parallel composition such as
compositionality. In [70] and other references an endofunctor F with sync (equipped
with some additional compatibility) is called a monoidal endofunctor.4
5.2.2 Examples
In Sets: bisimilarity is a congruence
We shall focus on (ﬁnitely branching) LTSs, and bisimilarity as their process seman-
tics. For this purpose it is appropriate to take Sets as our base category C and
Pﬁn(Σ × ) as the functor F (see Section 1.3.2). We use Cartesian products as a
tensor on Sets. This means that a composition of two coalgebras has the product of
the two state spaces as its state space, which matches our intuition. The functor Pﬁn
in F is the ﬁnite powerset functor; the ﬁniteness assumption is needed for existence
of a ﬁnal F -coalgebra. In Section 1.3.2 we sketched that a ﬁnal F -coalgebra captures
bisimilarity via coinduction.
In considering parallel composition of LTSs, the following three examples are well-
known ones.5
– CSP-style [55]: a.P ‖ a.Q a→ P ‖ Q. For the whole system to make an a-action,
each component has to make an a-action.
– CCS-style [99]: a.P ‖ a.Q τ→ P ‖ Q, assuming Σ = {a, b, . . . }∪{a, b, . . . }∪{τ}.
When one component outputs on a channel a and the other inputs from a, then
the whole system makes an internal τ move.
– ACP-style [13]: a.P ‖ b.Q a|b→ P ‖ Q. The way processes interact with each
other is parametrized by a partial binary operation | on Σ. In fact, suitable
choices of | realize CSP- and CCS-style synchronization.
In fact, each of these diﬀerent ways of synchronization can be represented by a suitable
4Later in Section 5.3 we will observe that a functor F with sync is a special case of a lax L-
functor. Such a functor F with sync is usually called a monoidal functor (as opposed to a lax
monoidal functor), probably because it preserves (inner) monoid objects; see Proposition 5.3.13.1.
5Here we focus on synchronous interaction. All the process algebras mentioned here have an
additional kind of interaction, namely an “interleaving” one; see Remark 5.2.3.
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sync natural transformation.
Pﬁn(Σ×X)× Pﬁn(Σ× Y ) −→ Pﬁn
(
Σ× (X × Y ))
(u, v)
syncCSPX,Y−→ { (a, (x, y)) | (a, x) ∈ u ∧ (a, y) ∈ v }
(u, v)
syncCCSX,Y−→ { (τ, (x, y)) | (a, x) ∈ u ∧ (a, y) ∈ v }
(u, v)
syncACPX,Y−→ { (a|b, (x, y)) |
(a, x) ∈ u ∧ (b, y) ∈ v ∧ a|b is deﬁned}
By Theorem 5.2.1, each of these gives (diﬀerent) ⊗ on CoalgF , and ‖ on Z; moreover
the behavior functor beh satisﬁes compositionality (5.4). In other words: bisimilarity
is a congruence with respect to CSP-, CCS- and ACP-style parallel composition.
5.2.3 Remark. As mentioned in Section 5.1, in some ways the current work can be
seen as an extension of the bialgebraic studies started in [134]. However there is also
a drawback, namely the limited expressive power of sync : FX ⊗ FY → F (X ⊗ Y ).
Our sync speciﬁes the way an algebraic structure interacts with a coalgebraic one.
In this sense it is a counterpart of a distributive law ΣF ⇒ FΣ in [134] representing
operational rules, where Σ is a functor induced by an algebraic signature. However
there are many common operational rules which do not allow representation of the
form ΣF ⇒ FΣ; therefore in [134] the type of such a distributive law is eventually
extended to Σ(F × id) ⇒ FΣ∗ for enhanced expressive power. The class of rules
representable in this extended form coincides with the class of so-called GSOS-rules.
At present it is not clear how we can make a similar extension for our sync;
consequently there are some operational rules which we cannot model by sync. One
important example is an interleaving kind of interaction—such as a.P ‖ Q a→ P ‖ Q
which leaves the second component unchanged. This is taken care of in [134] by the
identity functor (id) appearing on the left-hand side of Σ(F × id) ⇒ FΣ∗. For our
sync to be able to model such interleaving, we can replace F by the cofree comonad
on it, as is done in [70, Example 3.11]. This extension should not be hard but detailed
treatment is left as future work.
In K(T ): trace equivalence is a congruence
In Chapter 2 we have shown that trace semantics—including trace set semantics for
non-deterministic systems and trace distribution semantics for probabilistic systems—
is also captured by coinduction employed in a Kleisli category K(T ).
Our compositionality result (Theorem 5.2.1) applies to this Kleisli setting all the
same: in presence of a suitable tensor ⊗ in K(T ) and a synchronization natural
transformation, we can compose coalgebras and trace semantics (via coinduction in
K(T )) is automatically compositional.
Recall that, in this setting, systems are modeled as F -coalgebras in K(T ) where
the functor F : K(T ) → K(T ) is a lifting of some F : Sets → Sets. Following the
same spirit, it is possible to reduce the relevant ingredients (namely a tensor ⊗ and
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a synchronization, both in K(T )) to certain constructs in Sets. This procedure will
be described later in Section 5.5.
5.2.3 Equational properties of parallel composition operators
Now we shall investigate equational properties—associativity, commutativity, and so
on—of an outer parallel composition operator ⊗ and an inner one ‖, which we have
ignored deliberately for simplicity of arguments. We present our results in terms
of associativity; it is straightforward to transfer the results to other properties like
commutativity.
First we present a result on an outer composition ⊗ (which arises from ⊗ and
sync; see Section 5.2.1). The main point is as follows: if ⊗ is associative and sync is
“associative,” then the lifting ⊗ is associative. The proof is straightforward.
5.2.4 Theorem. Let C be a category with a strictly associative tensor ⊗,6 and F :
C → C be a functor with sync : FX ⊗ FY → F (X ⊗ Y ). If the diagram
FX ⊗ (FY ⊗ FZ) FX ⊗ sync
id
FX ⊗ F (Y ⊗ Z) sync F (X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Z))
id
(FX ⊗ FY )⊗ FZ
sync⊗FZ F (X ⊗ Y )⊗ FZ sync F ((X ⊗ Y )⊗ Z)
(5.8)
commutes, then the lifted tensor ⊗ on CoalgF is strictly associative. 
The two (vertical) identity arrows in (5.8) are available due to strict associativity of
⊗. Later in Section 5.4 we shall reveal the generic principle behind the commutativity
condition of (5.8), namely a coherence condition of a lax natural transformation.
Once we have an associative outer composition ⊗, associativity of an inner com-
position ‖: Z ⊗ Z → Z is straightforward by coinduction.
5.2.5 Theorem. Assume that Theorem 5.2.4 holds and hence we have a strictly
associative tensor ⊗ on CoalgF . Then the inner composition operator ‖: Z⊗Z → Z
induced by coinduction (5.6) is associative in the following sense.
Z ⊗ (Z ⊗ Z) id
Z⊗ ‖
(Z ⊗ Z)⊗ Z ‖ ⊗Z Z ⊗ Z
‖
Z ⊗ Z ‖ Z
The identity arrow in the diagram is due to the strict associativity of ⊗. 
As an example, syncCSP and syncCCS in Section 5.2.2 are easily seen to be “as-
sociative” in the sense of the diagram (5.8). Therefore the resulting tensors ⊗ are
strictly associative; so are the corresponding inner composition operators ‖.
6As mentioned already, in the current work we stick to strict algebraic structures.
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5.3 Formalizing the microcosm principle
In this section we shall formalize the microcosm principle for an arbitrary algebraic
theory presented as a Lawvere theory L. The formalization will be used later in
Section 5.4 where we give a general account of algebraic structures on coalgebras.
L
1
C
⇓X CAT
In our formalization (which we sketched in Section 5.1) an
outer model will be a product-preserving functor C : L → CAT;
an inner model inside will be a lax natural transformation X :
1 ⇒ C. Here 1 : L → CAT is the constant functor which maps
everything to the category 1 with one object and one arrow.7 Mediating 2-cells for the
lax natural transformation X play a crucial role as inner interpretations of algebraic
operations. In this section we heavily rely on 2-categorical notions, of which detailed
accounts can be found in [19].
5.3.1 Lawvere theories
Lawvere theories are categorical presentations of algebraic theories. The notion is
introduced in [90] (not under this name, though) aiming at a categorical formulation
of “theories” and “semantics.” An accessible introduction to the notion can be found
in [82]. Lawvere theories are known to be equivalent to ﬁnitary monads. These two
ways of presenting algebraic theories have been widely used in theoretical computer
science, e.g. for modeling computation with eﬀect [59, 100]. Recent developments
(such as [104]) utilize the increased expressive power of enriched Lawvere theories.
In the sequel, by an FP-category we refer to a category with (a choice of) ﬁnite
products. An FP-functor is a functor between FP-categories which preserves ﬁnite
products “on-the-nose,” that is, up-to-equality instead of up-to-isomorphism.
5.3.1 Deﬁnition (The category Nat). By Nat we denote the category of natural
numbers (as sets) and functions between them. Therefore every arrow in Nat is a (co-
tuple of) coprojection: an arrow f : k → n can be written as a cotuple [κf(1), . . . , κf(k)]
where κi : 1 → n is the coprojection into the i-th summand of n = 1 + · · · + 1 (n
times). Dually, every arrow in Natop is a (tuple of) projection.
5.3.2 Deﬁnition (Lawvere theory). A Lawvere theory is a small FP-category L
equipped with an FP-functor H : Natop→L which is bijective on objects. We shall
denote an object of L by a natural number k, identifying k ∈ Natop and Hk ∈ L.
The category Natop—which is a free FP-category on the trivial category 1—is
there in order to specify the choice of ﬁnite products in L. For illustration, we make
some remarks on L’s objects and arrows.
– An object k ∈ L is a k-fold product 1× · · · × 1 of 1 ∈ L. Note that 1 ∈ L is not
a terminal object; instead 0 ∈ L is terminal since 0 is terminal in Natop.
7The functor 1 : L→ CAT is a special case of an outer model of L.
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– An algebraic operation appears in L in the form of an arrow. That is, a k-ary
operation as an arrow k → 1 in L; an arrow k → n is then understood as an
n-tuple 〈f1, . . . , fn〉 of k-ary operations. To be precise, arrows in L also include
projections (such as 2 π1→ 1) and terms made up of operations and projections
(such as 3
m◦〈π1,π2〉−→ 1).
Conventionally in universal algebra, an algebraic theory is presented by an algebraic
speciﬁcation (Σ, E)—a pair of a set Σ of operations and a set E of equations. A
Lawvere theory L arises from such (Σ, E) as its so-called classifying category (see
e.g. [61, 90]). An arrow k → n in the resulting Lawvere theory L is an n-tuple
([t1(−→x )], . . . , [tn(−→x )]) of Σ-terms with k variables −→x , where [ ] denotes taking an
equivalence class modulo equations in E. An equivalent way to describe this con-
struction is via sketches: (Σ, E) is identiﬁed with an FP-sketch, which in turn induces
L as a free FP-category. See [11] for details.
5.3.3 Example. Our leading example is the Lawvere theory Mon for monoids.8 It
arises as a classifying category from the well-known algebraic speciﬁcation of monoids.
This speciﬁcation has a nullary operation e and a binary one m; subject to the equa-
tions
m(x, e) = x , m(e, x) = x and m(x,m(y, z)) = m(m(x, y), z) .
Equivalently, Mon is the freely generated FP-category by arrows 0 e→ 1 and 2 m→ 1
subject to the following commutativity.
1
〈id, e〉
id
2
m
1
〈e, id〉
id
3
m× id
id×m
2
m
1 2 m 1
(5.9)
These data (arrows and commutative diagrams) form an FP-sketch (see [11]).
5.3.2 Outer models: L-categories
We start by formalizing an outer model. It is a category with an L-structure, hence
we call it an L-category.
By the way, it is standard that a (set-theoretic) model of L—a set with an L-
structure—is identiﬁed with an FP-functor L X→ Sets. Concretely, let X = X1 be
the image of 1 ∈ L; this is the carrier set. Then k ∈ L must be sent to Xk = X×· · ·×X
(k times) due to preservation of ﬁnite products. Now the functor’s action on arrows
8The Lawvere theory Mon for the theory of monoids should not be confused with the category
of (set-theoretic) monoids and monoid homomorphisms (which is often denoted by Mon as well).
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is what interprets L’s operations in X.
L
X−→ Sets
2
m
1
−→
X2
m
X
Equations (expressed as commutative diagrams in L) are satisﬁed because a functor
preserves commutative diagrams.
Turning back to L-categories, what we have to do now is to just replace Sets by
the category CAT of (possibly large but locally small) categories.
5.3.4 Deﬁnition (L-categories). A (strict) L-category is an FP-functor L C→ CAT.
In the sequel we denote the image C1 of 1 ∈ L by C; and the image Ca of an arrow a
by a.
A morphism of L-categories—formalized as follows—is understood as a functor
which preserves an L-structure.
5.3.5 Deﬁnition (L-functors). Let C and D be L-categories. An L-functor F : C →
D is a natural transformation L
C
D
⇓F CAT .
Indeed, the 1-component of such a natural transformation is a functor F1 : C → D;
this is the “underlying” functor.
Another way to look at the previous deﬁnitions is to view an L-structure as “factor-
ization through Natop → L.” Speciﬁcally, we can identify a category C ∈ CAT with
a functor 1→ CAT, which is in turn identiﬁed with an FP-functor Natop → CAT,
because Natop is the free FP-category on 1.
C, a category
C : 1 −→ CAT, a functor
C : Natop −→ CAT, an FP-functor
We say that C has an L-structure, if the last FP-functor C : Natop → CAT factors
through H : Natop → L.
Natop
H
C
L
CAT
Note that the factorization is not necessarily unique, because there can be diﬀerent
ways of interpreting the algebraic theory L in C.
This factorization view applies also to L-functors. A functor C F→ D is identiﬁed
with a natural transformation 1 ⇓F CAT ; and then with Natop ⇓F CAT
due to the 2-universality of Natop as a free object. We say that this F preserves
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an L-structure, if the natural transformation Natop ⇓F CAT factors through
H : Natop → L.
Natop
H
⇓
F
L
⇐
CAT
5.3.6 Example. The usual notion of strictly monoidal categories coincides with L-
categories for L = Mon. A tensor ⊗ and a unit I on a category arise as interpretation
of the operations 2 m→ 1 and 0 e→ 1; commuting diagrams in Mon such as m ◦ 〈id, e〉 =
id yield equational properties of ⊗ and I.
5.3.3 Remarks on “pseudo” algebraic structures
As we mentioned already, in the current work we focus on strict algebraic struc-
tures. This means that monoidal categories (in which associativity holds only up-
to-isomorphism, for example) fall out of our consideration. Extending our current
framework to such “pseudo” algebraic structures is one important direction of our fu-
ture work. Such an extension is not entirely obvious; we shall sketch some preliminary
observations in this direction.
The starting point is to relax the deﬁnition of L-categories from (strict) functors
L → CAT to pseudo functors, meaning that composition and identities are preserved
only up-to-isomorphism. Then it is not hard to see that a pseudo functor Mon C→
CAT (which preserves ﬁnite products in a suitable sense) gives rise to a monoidal
category.
Let us take a detailed look. A pseudo functor Mon C→ CAT preserves composition
up-to-isomorphism; let us denote the mediating natural isomorphism by Cb,a as below.
jin Mon
a
k
b
n
in CAT Cja
b ◦ aCk
b
=⇒Cb,a∼=
Cn
(5.10)
Then a commuting diagram in Mon (below left) gives rise to the two iso-2-cells on
the right.
3
in Mon
id×m m×id
2
m
2
m
1
in CAT
C3id×m m×id
m◦(m×id)
=m◦(id×m)C
2
m
⇒
Cm,id×m
C2
m
⇐
Cm,m×id
C
(5.11)
The composite m ◦ id×m on the left edge is a functor such that
(X1,X2,X3) −→ X1 ⊗ (X2 ⊗X3) ;
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the one m ◦ m× id on the right edge is such that
(X1,X2,X3) −→ (X1 ⊗X2)⊗X3 .
Now the composite C−1m,m×id • Cm,id×m of the iso-2-cells is what gives us a natural
isomorphism α : X1 ⊗ (X2 ⊗X3) ∼=→ (X1 ⊗X2)⊗X3.
Moreover, the coherence condition on such isomorphisms in a monoidal category
(see [14, 96]) requires that “any two compositions of such natural isomorphisms are
identical.” A well-known instance is commutativity of the following “pentagon dia-
gram.”
X1 ⊗ (X2 ⊗ (X3 ⊗X4)) α
X1 ⊗ α
(X1 ⊗X2)⊗ (X3 ⊗X4)
αX1 ⊗ ((X2 ⊗X3)⊗X4)
α
(X1 ⊗ (X2 ⊗X3))⊗X4
α⊗X4
((X1 ⊗X2)⊗X3)⊗X4
Indeed, commutativity of this pentagon is derived from the fact that the following
two composed iso-2-cells are identical.
C4
1·2,3,4
1,2·3,4
1,2,3·4
C3
1·2,3
C3
1·2,3
1,2·3
⇓α×C
C2
1·2C3
1,2·3
⇓C×α
C2
1·2
⇓
α
C
C4
1·2,3,4
1,2,3·4
C3
1·2,3
1,2·3 C2
1·2C3
1·2,3
1,2·3
⇓id
C2
1·2
⇓α
C2
1·2
⇓α
C
These two composites are identical due to the coherence condition on the mediating 2-
cells Cb,a of a pseudo functor (see [19]). Here the notation 1 ·2, 3, 4—with its intention
being x1, x2, x3, x4 # x1 · x2, x3, x4 following the categorical logic tradition—denotes
the arrow 〈m ◦ 〈π1, π2〉, π3, π4〉 : 4→ 3 in Mon.
So far so good. However, at this moment it is not clear what is a canonical
construction the other way round, i.e. from a monoidal category to a pseudo functor.9
In the present paper we side-step these 2-categorical subtleties by restricting ourselves
to strict, non-pseudo algebraic structures.
5.3.4 Inner models: L-objects
We proceed to formalize an inner model. It is an object in an L-category which itself
carries an (inner) L-structure, hence is called an L-object. A monoid object in a
9 For example, given a monoidal category C, we need to deﬁne a functor m ◦ (m × id) = m ◦
(id×m) in (5.11). It’s not clear whether it should carry (X,Y, Z) to X⊗(Y ⊗Z), or to (X⊗Y )⊗Z.
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monoidal category is a prototypical example. We ﬁrst present an abstract deﬁnition;
some illustration follows afterwards.
5.3.7 Deﬁnition (L-objects). An L-object X in an L-category C is a lax natural
transformation X : 1⇒ C (below left) which is “product-preserving”: this means that
the composition X ◦ H (below right) is strictly, non-lax natural. Here 1 : L → CAT
denotes the constant functor to the trivial one-object category 1.
L
1
C
⇓ X
CAT Natop H L
1
C
⇓ X
CAT
Such a nested algebraic structure—formalized as an L-object in an L-category—shall
be called a microcosm model for L.
Let us now illustrate the deﬁnition. First, X’s component at 1 ∈ L is a functor
1 X1→ C, which is identiﬁed with an objectX ∈ C. This is the carrier object of this inner
algebra. Moreover, any component 1 Xk→ Ck must be the k-tuple (X, . . . ,X) ∈ Ck
of X’s. This is because X is “product-preserving”: for any i ∈ [1, k] we have the
following naturality diagram of X ◦ H which requires the composite πi ◦ Xk to be
X1 = X.
k
in Natop
πi
1
1in CAT
Xk
= C
k
Hπi=πi
1
X1=X
C
The (inner) algebraic structure on the object X arises in the form of mediating 2-cells
of the lax natural transformation X. For each arrow k a→ n in L, lax naturality of X
requires existence of a mediating 2-cell Xa : a ◦ Xk ⇒ Xn. The following diagram
shows the situation when we set a = m, a binary operation.
2in L
m
1
1in CAT
X2=(X,X)
⇓
Xm
C2
m=⊗
1
X
C
(5.12)
The natural transformation Xm can be identiﬁed with an arrow X ⊗ X μ→ X in C,
which gives an inner binary operation on the carrier X.
How do such inner operations on X satisfy equations as speciﬁed in L? The key
is the coherence condition10 on mediating 2-cells: it requires Xid = id concerning
identities; and Xb◦a = Xb • (b ◦ Xa) concerning composition (as in the following
10This is part of the notion of lax natural transformations; see [19].
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diagram).
1
⇓
Xb◦a
Cl
b◦a
1 Cn
=
1 ⇓
Xa
Cl
a
1 ⇓
Xb
Ck
b
1 Cn
(5.13)
The following example illustrates how such coherence induces equational properties.
5.3.8 Example. A monoid object in a strictly monoidal category is an example of
an L-object in an L-category. Here we take L = Mon, the theory of monoids.
For illustration, let us here derive associativity of (inner) multiplication X⊗X μ→
X. In the current setting a tensor ⊗ is identiﬁed with m = Cm : C2 → C; the inner
multiplication μ is identiﬁed with a mediating 2-cell Xm as in (5.12) above. Now the
coherence condition (5.13) yields the two equalities (∗) below.
3
in Mon
id×m m×id
2
m
2
m
1
1
in CAT
⇓
Xid×m
C3
id×m
1 ⇓
Xm
C2
m
1 C
(∗)
=
1
⇓
Xm◦(id×m)
=Xm◦(m×id)
C3
1 C1
(∗)
=
1 ⇓
Xm×id
C3
m×id
1 ⇓
Xm
C2
m
1 C
(5.14)
Now it is not hard to see that: the composed 2-cell on the left
1 ⇓
Xid×m
C3
id×m
1 ⇓
Xm
C2
m
1 C
corresponds to X ⊗X ⊗X X⊗μ−→ X ⊗X μ−→ X ; (5.15)
and the one on the right
1 ⇓
Xm×id
C3
m×id
1 ⇓
Xm
C2
m
1 C
corresponds to X ⊗X ⊗X μ⊗X−→ X ⊗X μ−→ X .
Therefore the equalities in (5.14) prove associativity of the inner multiplication μ :
X ⊗X → X.
X ⊗X ⊗X μ⊗X
X ⊗ μ
X ⊗X
μ
X ⊗X μ X
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For further illustration, let us elaborate the correspondence (5.15). The only non-
trivial step in the correspondence is showing
Xid×m = 〈idX ,Xm〉 , (5.16)
that is, the (upper) 2-cell Xid×m in (5.15) is identical to the tuple 〈idX ,Xm〉 (depicted
below) which obviously corresponds to the arrow X ⊗X ⊗X X×μ−→ X ⊗X in C.
C3
id×m=idC×⊗
1
(X,X,X)
⇓〈idX ,Xm〉
(X,X)
C2 that is,
〈
1
X
X
⇓idX C , 1
X⊗X
X
⇓Xm C
〉
The equality Xid×m = 〈idX ,Xm〉 (5.16) holds essentially because the lax natural
transformation X is “product-preserving” (Deﬁnition 5.3.7). Product-preservation
in this context means that a mediating 2-cell Xπi for a projection πi is an identity.
Indeed, the following calculation shows that π2 ◦ Xid×m = Xm.
1 ⇓
Xid×m
C3
id×m
1 C2
π2=π2
C
=
1
(X,X,X)
⇓
Xid×m
C3
id×m
1 (X,X)⇓
id
C2
π2=π2
1
X
C
(∗)
=
1
(X,X,X)
⇓
Xid×m
C3
id×m
1 (X,X)⇓
Xπ2
C2
π2=π2
1
X
C
(†)
=
1
⇓
Xπ2◦(id×m)
=Xm◦π2
C3
1 C
(†)
=
1
(X,X,X)
⇓
Xπ2
C3
π2=π2
1 (X,X)⇓
Xm
C2
m
1
X
C
(∗)
=
1
(X,X,X)
⇓
id
C3
π2=π2
1 (X,X)⇓
Xm
C2
m
1
X
C
= Xm
Here (∗) holds since Xπi = id; (†) refers to the coherence condition (5.13) on mediating
2-cells on X. Similar calculation shows π1 ◦ (Xid×m) = idX ; this proves the equality
Xid×m = 〈idX ,Xm〉 in (5.16).
5.3.5 Basic observations on microcosm models
We shall establish some basic facts about microcosm models. Some of them will be
used later in our main result of general compositionality (but many others will not).
Lifting outer L-structures
Let C be an L-category, and F : C → C be a functor. Later in Section 5.4 we want
to lift the L-structure on C to the one on the category CoalgF of F -coalgebras. We
can imagine that, for us to be able to do so, the functor F needs to be somehow
compatible with L. It turns out that F ’s being a lax L-functor is suﬃcient. It is
weaker than F ’s being an L-functor (Deﬁnition 5.3.5).
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5.3.9 Deﬁnition (Lax L-functors). A functor F : C → D between L-categories is
said to be a lax L-functor if it is identiﬁed with11 some lax natural transformation
L
C
D
⇓F CAT which is product-preserving (meaning F ◦ H is strictly natural; see
Deﬁnition 5.3.7).
Lax naturality means that, for each arrow a : k → n in L, we have the following
mediating 2-cell. We shall denote it by Fa.
k
in L
a
n
Ck
in CAT Fk = F k
a ⇓ Fa
Dk
a
Cn
Fn = Fn
Dn
(5.17)
Here the k-component Fk of the lax natural transformation F is identical to
F k : Ck −→ Ck , (X1, . . . , Xk) −→ (FX1, . . . , FXk) , (5.18)
because F is “product-preserving”: for each i ∈ [1, k] we have the following (non-lax)
naturality diagram.
k
in Natop
πi
1
Ck
in CAT Fk
πi = πi
= D
k
πi = πi
C
F1 = F
D
Dually, an oplax L-functor is a functor F : C → D which can be identiﬁed with
an oplax natural transformation L
C
D
⇓F CAT which is “product-preserving.” Its
mediating 2-cells—as in (5.17), but in the opposite direction—shall be denoted by Fa
as well.
5.3.10 Proposition. 1. Let C be an L-category and F : C → C be a lax L-functor.
Then CoalgF is an L-category; moreover the forgetful functor CoalgF
U→ C is
a (strict, non-lax) L-functor.
2. Dually, if F : C → C is an oplax L-functor, then the category AlgF of F -
algebras is an L-category. Moreover the forgetful functor AlgF → C is an
L-functor.
3. Given a microcosm model X ∈ C for L, the slice category C/X is an L-category;
moreover the functor C/X dom−→ C is an L-functor. 
These results can be derived from a more general result (Lemma 5.3.12) concerning
inserters. The notion of inserters can be deﬁned in any 2-category; here for simplicity
we focus on inserters in the speciﬁc 2-category CAT.
11Meaning: F : C→ D is the 1-component of such a lax natural transformation C⇒ D.
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5.3.11 Deﬁnition (Inserters). Let F,G : C ⇒ D be two functors with the same
domain and codomain. An inserter Ins(F,G) for F and G consists of
– a category Ins(F,G);
– a functor Ins(F,G) R→ C; and
– a natural transformation ρ : FR ⇒ GR (below left) which is universal: each
triple (B, B, β) such as below right
C
F
Ins(F,G)
R
R
⇓ ρ D
C
G
C
F
B
B
B
⇓ β D
C G
induces a unique mediating functor B : B → Ins(F,G) such that B = R ◦ B
and β = ρ ◦ B.
B
B
B
⇓ β
B
C F
D
Ins(F,G)
R
R
⇓ ρ
C
G
By the universality it is obvious that an inserter, if it exists, is unique up-to-isomorphism.
This 2-categorical notion of inserters comes from [74, 131]; see also [54]. Examples
include slice categories, categories of algebras and of coalgebras:
C/X = Ins(C id→ C , C !→ 1 X→ C ) ,
AlgF = Ins(C
F→ C , C id→ C ) , CoalgF = Ins(C id→ C , C F→ C ) .
These description of the three categories as inserters allows us to instantiate the
following lemma to Proposition 5.3.10.
5.3.12 Lemma. Let C and D be L-categories, and F,G : C⇒ D be two functors. If
F is an oplax L-functor and G is a lax L-functor, then the inserter Ins(F,G) is an
L-category. Moreover the functor Ins(F,G) R→ C is an L-functor; in this sense the
L-structure on Ins(F,G) is a lifting of the one on C.
Proof. We have to deﬁne, for each arrow k a→ n in L, its interpretation Ins(F,G)k a→
Ins(F,G)n. Note here that the codomain itself is an inserter:
Ins(F,G)n ∼= Ins( Cn F
n
→ Cn, Cn G
n
→ Cn ) .
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We obtain such an interpretation Ins(F,G)k
a→ Ins(Fn, Gn) by the following 2-cell,
via universality of the inserter Ins(Fn, Gn).
Ck
aC
F k ⇓ Fa
Cn Fn
Ins(F,G)k
Rk
Rk
⇓ ρk Dk aD Dn
Ck
aC
Gk ⇓Ga
Cn
Gn
Here the 2-cell ρ is the one accompanying Ins(F,G); Fa comes from oplax naturality
of F ; and Ga comes from lax naturality of G.
Functoriality of the operation Ins(F,G) : L → CAT thus induced follows from
universality of inserters. Moreover, L-functoriality of Ins(F,G) R→ C (i.e. naturality
of Ins(F,G) R⇒ C : L → CAT) holds because a arises as a “mediating” functor. 
Facts on L-objects
5.3.13 Proposition. 1. A lax L-functor preserves L-objects. Hence so does an
L-functor.
2. A ﬁnal object of an L-category C, if it exists, is an L-object. The inner L-
structure is induced by ﬁnality.
Proof. 1. A vertical composition of lax natural transformations is again a lax natural
transformation. Hence the following vertical composition gives rise to an L-object
FX in an L-category D.
L
1
C
⇓ X
⇓ F
D
CAT
2. Straightforward. 
When we ﬁx an L-category C, the notion of morphisms between L-objects in C is
formalized as suitable modiﬁcations (see [19]).
5.3.14 Deﬁnition (Morphisms of L-objects). Let C be an L-category, and X,Y be
L-objects in C. A morphism f from X to Y is a modiﬁcation of the following type.
L
1
f
C
X ⇓ ⇓ Y
CAT
L-objects in C and morphisms between them form a category; we shall denote it by
L-objC.
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Let us spell out the deﬁnition. Such a modiﬁcation f consists of 2-cells fk : Xk ⇒ Yk
in CAT, for each k ∈ L, from X’s k-component to Y ’s.
1
Xk = (X, . . . ,X)
Yk = (Y, . . . , Y )
⇓ fk Ck
Additionally, these components fk of f are required to be compatible with lax natu-
rality of X and Y , in the following sense.
k
in L
a
n
1
Xk
⇓
Xa
in CAT
Ck
a
1
Xn
Yn
⇓ fn Cn
=
1
Xk
Yk
⇓ fk Ck
a
1
Yn
⇓ Ya
Cn
(5.19)
A special case is when an arrow a is a projection πi : k → 1; in this case the mediating
2-cells Xπi and Yπi are in fact identities because X and Y are product-preserving
(Deﬁnition 5.3.7). The equality (5.19) in this special case proves that each component
fk of f is identiﬁed with a tuple
(X, . . . ,X)
fk = (f, . . . , f)
(Y, . . . , Y ) in Ck,
where we identify f ’s 1-component with an arrow f : X → Y in C.
When the arrow a in (5.19) is thought of as an algebraic operation, the equality
requires that the arrow f : X → Y in C should be compatible with the inner interpre-
tations Xa and Ya of a. For illustration let us take a = m : 2→ 1, a binary operation.
The 2-cell on the left in (5.19) corresponds to the arrow X ⊗X μ
X
→ X f→ Y ; the one
on the right corresponds to X ⊗X f⊗f→ Y ⊗ Y μ
Y
→ Y . Therefore the equality in (5.19)
instantiates to the following oft-seen diagram for a “morphism of algebras.”
X ⊗X f ⊗ f
μX
Y ⊗ Y
μY
X
f
Y
This diagram as an instance of (5.19) justiﬁes Deﬁnition 5.3.14 of morphisms of L-
objects, that is, morphisms of (inner) L-algebras.
It is standard that a limit lim(J → Sets) in Sets is presented as the set of
“coherent elements” [96, Theorem V.1.1]; this is essentially due to the isomorphism
S ∼= Sets(1, S). Similar arguments, but using C ∼= CAT(1,C) instead, lead to the
following result. Its proof is straightforward.
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5.3.15 Proposition. The category L-objC is a lax FP-limit of the diagram C : L →
CAT. That is, the canonical cone from L-objC over C : L → CAT is universal
among the lax cones over C : L → CAT
L
ΔB
C
⇓β
CAT
which are product-preserving (meaning β ◦ H is strictly natural; see Deﬁnition 5.3.7).
5.4 Microcosm structures in coalgebras
In this section we return to our original question and apply the framework we just
introduced to coalgebraic settings. We present our main result in this chapter (The-
orem 5.4.2), which generalizes the previous compositionality result (Theorem 5.2.1).
Here the constructs in Section 5.2 (such as sync) will appear again, now in their
generalized form.
Lax L-functors generalize sync
In Section 5.2 we observed that an endofunctor F with sync : FX⊗FY → F (X⊗Y )
allows a lifting of an ⊗-structure on C to an ⊗-structure on CoalgF . In the current
generalized setting where we consider an arbitrary algebraic theory L, what corre-
sponds to this endofunctor F with sync is a lax L-endofunctor F (Deﬁnition 5.3.9).
To illustrate this, look at the following lax naturality diagram for a binary operation
m in L = Mon.
2in Mon
m
1
C2in CAT
F2 = F × F
m = ⊗ ⇓ Fm
C2
m = ⊗
C
F
C
(5.20)
The 2-component is F2 = F ×F because the lax natural transformation F is product-
preserving; see (5.18). The mediating 2-cell Fm in (5.20) is identiﬁed with a natural
transformation
FX ⊗ FY −→ F (X ⊗ Y ) ;
this is what we previously called sync.
5.4.1 Remark. Moreover, Fm (identiﬁed with sync) becomes automatically compat-
ible with equational properties such as associativity, in the sense of (5.8). This is
because of the coherence condition (just like (5.13)) on F ’s mediating 2-cells. For
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example, using coherence we have the following equalities much like in (5.14).
3
in Mon
id×m m×id
2
m
2
m
1
C3
in CAT
F×F×F
⇓
Fid×m
C3
id×m
C2 ⇓
Fm
C2
m
C
F
C
=
C3
⇓
Fm◦(id×m)
=Fm◦(m×id)
C3
C1 C1
=
C3
F×F×F
⇓
Fm×id
C3
m×id
C2 ⇓
Fm
C2
m
C
F
C
(5.21)
The composed 2-cell on the left corresponds to a natural transformation
FX ⊗ (FY ⊗ FZ) FX⊗sync−→ FX ⊗ F (Y ⊗ Z) sync−→ F (X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Z)) ;
the one on the right corresponds to
(FX ⊗ FY )⊗ FZ sync⊗FZ−→ F (X ⊗ Y )⊗ FZ sync−→ F ((X ⊗ Y )⊗ Z) .
Hence the equalities above in (5.21) prove: if F is a lax Mon-functor, then its sync
(identiﬁed with the 2-cell Fm) is automatically “associative” in the sense of (5.8).
General compositionality
Among the ingredients for the previous compositionality result (Theorem 5.2.1), an
endofunctor F with sync has now been generalized to a lax L-functor F . The other
ingredient—the base category C with a tensor ⊗—has an immediate generalization
as an L-category C. These generalized notions constitute an appropriate setting for
the following main result of this chapter.
5.4.2 Theorem (General compositionality). Let C be an L-category and F : C → C
be a lax L-functor. Assume further that ζ : Z ∼=→ FZ is the ﬁnal coalgebra. Then:
1. The category CoalgF of F -coalgebras is an L-category.
2. So is the slice category C/Z.
3. The functor beh : CoalgF → C/Z is a (non-lax) L-functor. It makes the
following diagram of L-functors commute.
CoalgF
beh
U
C/Z
domC
Proof. 1. This is the same as Proposition 5.3.10.1.
2. ζ ∈ CoalgF is an L-object (Proposition 5.3.13.2); so is Z = Uζ (Proposi-
tions 5.3.13.1 and 5.3.10.1); hence C/Z is an L-category (Proposition 5.3.10.2).
3. Straightforward by ﬁnality. 
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In fact, the theorem also generalizes our previous result (Theorem 5.2.4) stating:
if sync is “associative,” then ⊗ on CoalgF is associative. Indeed, the statement
of the above Theorem 5.4.2.1—CoalgF being an L-category—means, not only that
operations are interpreted in CoalgF , but also that all the equational properties spec-
iﬁed in L are satisﬁed in CoalgF . The assumption in the previous Theorem 5.2.4—
associativity of sync—is present in the generalized Theorem 5.4.2, in the form of F ’s
being a lax L-functor (see Remark 5.4.1).
We describe concretely what are the lifted algebraic structures on CoalgF and
on C/X in Proposition 5.3.10; such a concrete description is helpful in seeing that
Theorem 5.4.2.3 indeed implies coalgebraic compositionality expressed as the equa-
tion (5.4). An operation a : k → 1 in L is interpreted in CoalgF and C/X as follows,
respectively, using Fa from lax naturality of F and the inner algebraic structure Xa
on X.
aCoalgF :
( FX1
X1
c1 , . . . ,
FXk
Xk
ck
)
−→
F a(
−→
X )
a(
−−→
FX)
(Fa)−→X
a(
−→
X )
a(−→c )
,
aC/X :
( Y1
y1
X
, . . . ,
Yk
yk
X
)
−→
a(
−→
Y )
a(−→y )
a(
−→
X )
Xa
X
.
These generalize the lifted binary operations ⊗ on CoalgF (5.5) and ⊗ on C/Z (5.7).
Note the use of Fa (in place of sync) and Xa (in place of ‖).
5.5 Parallel composition of coalgebras in K(T )
Our main results—Theorem 5.2.1 and generalized Theorem 5.4.2—apply to our coal-
gebraic framework for trace semantics (Chapter 2) as well. In this case we take
a suitable Kleisli category as the base category C; coinduction now captures trace
semantics (as opposed to bisimilarity captured in C = Sets).
In this section we shall describe some speciﬁc issues regarding this Kleisli setting.
In Section 5.5.1 the ingredients for our parallel composition framework, namely:
– an algebraic structure ⊗ on the base category C = K(T ), and
– a synchronization natural transformation which lifts ⊗ on the base category to
⊗ on coalgebras,
are reduced to certain constructs in Sets. In Section 5.5.2 we further investigate the
relationship between parallel composition and forward/backward simulations (Chap-
ter 3).
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5.5.1 Trace equivalence is a congruence
The following is the relevant setting from Chapter 2. The functor F on Sets is lifted to
F on K(T ) with the help of a distributive law λ : FT ⇒ TF . Systems are presented
as F -coalgebras (in K(T )) and coinduction there yields trace semantics.
CoalgF K(T ) F
Sets FT
We shall show that, when we apply the parallel composition framework (Theorem 5.2.1)
to this Kleisli setting, we can reduce the ingredients in K(T )—namely F , ⊗ and
sync—to the following constructs in Sets.
F : K(T )→ K(T )
to F : Sets→ Sets and λ : FT ⇒ TF ;
⊗ on K(T )
to (× on Sets, and) ξ : TX × TY → T (X × Y );
sync : FX ⊗ FY → F (X ⊗ Y ) in K(T )
to sync : FX × FY → F (X × Y ) in Sets, compatible with λ and ξ.
The ﬁrst item (reduction of F to F and λ) is already described in Section 2.2.
We obtain a tensor ⊗ on K(T ) as a lifting of Cartesian products × on Sets. Such
a lifting is available when the monad T comes with a natural transformation
ξX,Y : TX × TY → T (X × Y )
which is compatible with the monad structure in the obvious way:
X × Y η×η
η
TX × TY
ξ
T (X × Y )
T 2X × T 2Y ξ
μ×μ
T (TX × TY ) Tξ T 2(X × Y )
μ
TX × TY
ξ
T (X × Y ) .
(5.22)
The lifted tensor
⊗ : K(T )×K(T ) −→ K(T )
acts as products on objects: X ⊗ Y = X × Y . Its action on arrows is deﬁned as
follows, using the natural transformation ξ.
X ⊗ Y f⊗g−→ V ⊗W in K(T )
X × Y f×g−→ TV × TW ξV,W−→ T (V ×W ) in Sets
(5.23)
The natural transformation ξ’s compatibility with η and μ (5.22) is needed to ensure
that the lifted ⊗ is a bifunctor.
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The monads L, P and D of our interest—which specify types of branching, see
Chapter 2—are equipped with such ξ. Indeed, those monads are commutative and
their double strength dst (2.13) serves as ξ. Consequently the Kleisli category K(T )
for T ∈ {L,P,D} has a tensor ⊗ which arises in the way described above.
In order to further lift this tensor ⊗ on K(T ) to parallel composition operator ⊗
on CoalgF (Theorem 5.2.1), we need a synchronization
sync : FX ⊗ FY −→ F (X ⊗ Y ) in K(T ).
This sync in K(T ) can be obtained as a lifting of sync in Sets, in case the latter is
suitably compatible with λ and ξ.
5.5.1 Proposition. Assume the following.
– F is an endofunctor on Sets equipped with a natural transformation
syncX,Y : FX × FY −→ F (X × Y ) ;
– T is a monad on Sets with a natural transformation
ξX,Y : TX × TY −→ T (X × Y )
satisfying the compatibility condition (5.22); and
– we have a distributive law λ : FT ⇒ TF relating them.
Assume further that the natural transformations sync, ξ and λ make the following
diagram commute.
FTX ⊗ FTY sync
λ⊗ λ
F (TX ⊗ TY ) Fξ FT (X ⊗ Y )
λ
TFX ⊗ TFY
ξ
T (FX ⊗ FY )
T sync
TF (X ⊗ Y )
(5.24)
If this is the case, then
syncX,Y := η ◦ syncX,Y : FX ⊗ FY −→ F (X ⊗ Y ) in K(T )
is indeed a natural transformation.
Consequently, the category K(T ) with the tensor ⊗ (induced by ξ) and the end-
ofunctor F with sync thus obtained satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 5.2.1. This
ensures that behavior by coinduction (giving trace semantics) satisﬁes compositional-
ity (5.4).
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Proof. We shall show the naturality of sync = η ◦ syncX,Y . Let f : X → V and
g : Y → W be arrows in K(T ).
F (f ⊗K(T ) g) ◦K(T ) syncX,Y
= μ ◦ T (F (f ⊗K(T ) g)) ◦ sync
= μ ◦ Tλ ◦ TF (f ⊗K(T ) g) ◦ η ◦ sync
= μ ◦ Tλ ◦ TFξ ◦ TF (f × g) ◦ η ◦ sync by def. of ⊗K(T )
= μ ◦ η ◦ λ ◦ Fξ ◦ F (f × g) ◦ sync naturality of η
= λ ◦ Fξ ◦ sync ◦ (Ff × Fg) unit law, naturality of sync
= T sync ◦ ξ ◦ (λ× λ) ◦ (Ff × Fg) assumption
= μ ◦ Tη ◦ T sync ◦ ξ ◦ (λ× λ) ◦ (Ff × Fg) unit law
= sync ◦K(T ) (Ff ⊗K(T ) Fg) . 
5.5.2 Example. To look at more concrete examples, let us take the powerset monad
T = P modeling non-deterministic branching, and F = {} + Σ × modeling the
transition-type “terminate, or output and continue.” This is the leading example in
Chapter 2. An F -coalgebra X → FX in K(P) is an LTS with explicit termination;
by coinduction it is assigned a map X → P(Σ∗) in Sets which gives the terminating
sequences of actions. For this choice of F , one possible choice of sync : FX × FY →
F (X × Y ) is as follows.
sync : ({}+Σ×X)× ({}+Σ× Y ) −→ {}+Σ× (X × Y )(
(a, x) , (a, y)
) −→ (a, (x, y)),
(u, v) −→  otherwise.
(5.25)
We can easily check that this sync is compatible with the canonical ξ and λ in the
sense of (5.24). Therefore this sync on Sets lifts to sync on K(P) and Theorem 5.2.1
applies. We conclude that trace equivalence (captured by coinduction) is a congruence
with respect to the parallel composition obtained from this sync.
5.5.3 Example. When we replace T = P in the previous Example 5.5.2 by the
subdistribution monad D, the systems have probabilistic branching and coinduction
captures trace distribution semantics. The sync in (5.25) is well-behaved in this case
too; it is lifted to sync on K(D) and by Theorem 5.2.1 we conclude that the equiva-
lence modulo trace distribution semantics is a congruence.
Generalization to an arbitrary L
We have described how we can obtain a parallel composition framework in K(T )
from suitable constructs in Sets. We have focused on a simple setting where we only
consider one binary operation (for parallel composition) and no equational proper-
ties. Let us generalize our observation to an arbitrary algebraic theory L. A general
principle which yields the compatibility condition (5.24) will be revealed in its course.
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5.5.4 Proposition. 1. Let C be an L-category, and T : C → C be a monad such
that:
– its functor part is a lax L-functor; and
– the mediating 2-cells Ta (of T as a lax L-functor) are compatible with the
monad structure in an obvious way. Namely, for each arrow a : k → n in
L,
·
a
⇓ηk
id
Tk⇓
Ta
·
a
·
Tn
·
=
·
a
id
= ·
a
·
id
⇓ηn
Tn
·
· Tk
·
a
Tk
⇓μk
Tk
⇓
Ta
·
a
·
Tn
·
=
· Tk
a ⇓Ta·
a
Tk
⇓Ta ·
a·
Tn
·
Tn
⇓μnT
n
·
Then the Kleisli category K(T ) is an L-category; moreover the canonical Kleisli
inclusion C → K(T ) is an L-functor.
2. Assume further that we have a lax L-functor F : C → C and a distributive law
λ : FT ⇒ TF , which are altogether compatible in the following sense. For each
arrow a : k → n in L,
· Fk
·
Tk
Fka
⇓λk ·
a· Tk⇓
Fa
⇓Ta·
Fn
·
·
Tn
=
· Fk
·
Tk
a
·
a· Fn
⇓ Ta ⇓Fa
· T
n
Fn
⇓λn ·
·
Tn
(5.26)
Then the lifted functor F : K(T )→ K(T ) is a lax L-functor. If moreover there
is a ﬁnal F -coalgebra (which is the case in the setting of Chapter 2), the general
compositionality result (Theorem 5.4.2) applies to F -coalgebras. 
This proposition (whose proof is straightforward) generalizes the previous observa-
tions. Speciﬁcally, a monad T which satisﬁes the assumption of Proposition 5.5.4.1
replaces a monad T with a natural transformation ξ : TX ⊗TY → T (X ⊗Y ); the re-
sulting L-structure on K(T ) replaces the previous ⊗ on K(T ). The condition (5.26)
can be thought of as a “coherence condition on a modiﬁcation λ : FT  TF between
lax natural transformations” (see e.g. [19]); it instantiates to the previous condi-
tion (5.24).
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5.5.2 Simulations are compositional
Let us continue our investigation and look at the relationship between parallel compo-
sition and forward/backward simulations. Our principal result here is: forward/backward
similarity relations F and B (Deﬁnitions 3.2.8 and 3.2.9) are compositional, that
is,
FX
X
c F
FY
Y
d =⇒
⎛
⎝ FX
X
c ⊗ FV
V
e
⎞
⎠ F
⎛
⎝ FY
Y
d ⊗
FV
V
e
⎞
⎠ . (5.27)
A suﬃcient condition for this compositionality is described as a simple order-theoretic
property of the tensor⊗ onK(T ). This condition can be further reduced to a property
of ξ, a natural transformation which lifts × on Sets to ⊗ on K(T ) (Section 5.5.1).
The above compositionality (5.27) is concerned with the forward similarity F;
similar results hold also for the backward similarity relation B and the backward-
forward one BF. The compositionality (5.27) also focuses on the ﬁrst argument of
the operator ⊗; compositionality with respect to the second argument is proved in
the same way as well.
Throughout this section we ignore explicit start state maps which, together with
F -coalgebras, formed (T, F )-systems in Chapter 3. We do so for simplicity of presen-
tation; incorporating start state maps again can be done in a straightforward way.
5.5.5 Proposition. Let (F, T, λ) be a trace situation (Theorem 2.3.3). Assume fur-
ther that
– the Kleisli category K(T ) has a tensor ⊗; and
– the lifted functor F : K(T ) → K(T ) comes with a natural transformation
sync : FX ⊗ FY → F (X ⊗ Y ),
so that we have a parallel composition operator ⊗ for F -coalgebras (Theorem 5.2.1).
If the tensor
⊗ : K(T )×K(T ) −→ K(T )
is locally monotone, then the similarity relations F, B and BF are compositional
as in (5.27).
Proof. Local monotonicity of ⊗ on K(T ) means:
Xin K(T )
f f ′
V
,
Y
g g′
W
=⇒
X ⊗ Y
f ⊗ g f ′ ⊗ g′
V ⊗W
.
Let us focus on the compositionality (5.27), that is, compositionality of F with
respect to the ﬁrst argument. By assumption we have a forward simulation f from c
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to d.
FY
Ffin K(T ) FX
Y
d
f

X
c
By local monotonicity of ⊗, this yields the lower inequality in the following diagram.
The upper square commutes by naturality of sync; the whole diagram stipulates that
f ⊗ V is a forward simulation from c⊗ e to d⊗ e.
F (Y ⊗ V ) F (f ⊗ V ) F (X ⊗ V )
FY ⊗ FV
syncY,V
Ff ⊗ V FX ⊗ FV
syncX,V
Y ⊗ V
d⊗ e
f ⊗ V
d⊗ e

X ⊗ V
c⊗ e
c⊗ e
Hence we have shown that c⊗ e F d⊗ e.
Compositionality of B is proved by similar arguments. That of BF follows from
the characterization (3.10) of BF. 
Can we further interpret the condition in the previous result (namely local mono-
tonicity of ⊗) in terms of more elementary constructs? We have shown that ⊗ on
K(T ) is obtained from a natural transformation
ξX,Y : TX × TY → T (X × Y ) in Sets
compatible with the monad structure of T . In fact, a monotone ξ induces a locally
monotone ⊗.
5.5.6 Proposition. Let us take the setting of Proposition 5.5.5, except for local
monotonicity of ⊗ : K(T )×K(T )→ K(T ). Assume further that
– the tensor ⊗ : K(T ) × K(T ) → K(T ) arises from × on Sets via a natural
transformation ξ, as in (5.23);
– the Cppo-enriched structure of K(T ) arises from the Cppo-structures of sets
TY , in a pointwise manner. That is,
X
g
f
 Y in K(T ) if and only if ∀x ∈ X. f(x) TY g(x) .
This is indeed the case for T ∈ {L,P,D}; see Lemma 2.2.6.
If the function ξX,Y : TX × TY → T (X × Y ) is monotone for each X and Y , then
the tensor ⊗ on K(T ) is locally monotone. Therefore by Proposition 5.5.5 similarity
relations F, B and BF are compositional. 
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Each monad T ∈ {L,P,D} of our interest (specifying branching type) comes with a
natural transformation ξ which is given by T ’s double strength dst; see (2.14). It is
easy to see that a component of such ξ is monotone. Hence, in order for Proposi-
tion 5.5.6 to apply, what we still need is only a proper sync natural transformation.
5.6 Summary and future work
In this chapter we have observed that the microcosm principle (as called by Baez and
Dolan) brings new mathematical insights into computer science. Speciﬁcally, we have
looked into parallel composition of coalgebras, which would serve as a mathematical
basis for the study of concurrency. As a purely mathematical expedition, we have
presented a 2-categorical formalization of the microcosm principle, where an algebraic
theory is presented by a Lawvere theory. Turning back to our original motivation,
the formalization was applied to coalgebras and produced some general results which
ensure compositionality and equational properties such as associativity.
There are many questions yet to be answered. Some of them have been already
mentioned, namely: extending the expressive power of sync (Remark 5.2.3), and a
proper treatment of “pseudo” algebraic structures (Section 5.3.3).
On the application side, one direction of future work is to establish a relationship
between sync and (syntactic) formats for process algebras. Our sync represents a
certain class of operational rules; formats are a more syntactic way to do the same.
Formats which guarantee certain good properties (such as commutativity, see [102])
have been actively studied. Such a format should be obtained by translating e.g. a
“commutative” sync into a format.
Another applicational direction is an abstract, categorical account of testing equiv-
alences as introduced in [30].12 In the testing framework parallel composition plays
a crucial role: a system C to be tested is composed with another system T which
represents a test; the behavior of C ‖ T (typically outputting “OK”) tells us if the
system C passes the test T or not. Therefore the current work (studying parallel
composition of coalgebras) is a ﬁrst step towards “coalgebraic testing.”
On the mathematical side, one direction is to identify more instances of the mi-
crocosm principle. Mathematics abounds with the (often implicit) idea of nested
algebraic structures. To name a few: a topological space in a topos which is itself a
“generalized topological space”; a category of domains which itself carries a “structure
as a domain.” We wish to turn such an informal statement into a mathematically
rigorous one, by generalizing the current formalization of the microcosm principle.
As a possible ﬁrst step towards this direction, we are working on formalizing the mi-
crocosm principle for ﬁnitary monads which are known to be roughly the same thing
as Lawvere theories.
Another direction is a search for n-folded nested algebraic structures. In the
current work we have concentrated on two levels of interpretation. We are not (yet)
12The word “testing” here means something diﬀerent from the one in testing situations (Sec-
tion 2.5).
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aware of examples with three or more levels; an example might be an internal category
in an internal category.
The simplicial category Δ [96, Section VII.5] can be thought of as a “univer-
sal” microcosm model for the theory Mon of monoids, in the sense of [96, Proposi-
tion VII.5.1]. Further investigation is needed to make clear in which exact sense it is
universal; and to generalize the construction of such a universal model to an arbitrary
algebraic theory L. The construction of Δ seems much related to the construction
called categoriﬁcation [8].
Appendix A
Preliminaries
A.1 Initial/final sequences
Here we recall the standard construction [5] of an initial algebra (or a ﬁnal coalgebra)
via the initial (or ﬁnal) sequence. Notice that the base category need not be Sets.
Let C be a category with an initial object 0, and F : C → C be an endofunctor.
The initial sequence1 of F is a diagram
0
¡
F0
F ¡ · · · F
n−1 ¡
Fn0
Fn ¡ · · ·
where ¡ : 0→ X is the unique arrow.
Now assume that:
– the initial sequence has an ω-colimit2 (Fn0 αn−→ A)n<ω;
– the functor F preserves that ω-colimit.
Then we have two cocones (αn)n<ω and (Fαn−1)n<ω over the initial sequence. More-
over, the latter is again a colimit: hence we have mediating isomorphisms between
these cones.
A
α−1∼=
(colimit)
· · · Fn0
αn
Fαn−1
Fn ¡
Fn+10
αn+1
Fαn
· · ·
FA
α
(colimit)
A.1.1 Proposition. The F -algebra α : FA ∼=→ A is initial.
1In this thesis we consider only initial/ﬁnal sequences of length ω.
2An ω-colimit is a colimit of a diagram whose shape is the ordinal ω.
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Proof. For future reference we prove the dual result: see Proposition A.1.2. 
The dual of this construction yields a ﬁnal F -coalgebra. Assume that the base
category C has a terminal object 1. The ﬁnal sequence of F is
1 ! F1 F ! · · · F
n−1 !
Fn1 F
n ! · · · ,
where ! : X → 1 is the unique arrow. Assume that it has an ωop-limit (Z ζn−→
Fn1)n<ω, and also that F preserves that ωop-limit. We have the following situation.
Z
ζ−1 ∼=
(limit)
· · · Fn1
ζn
Fζn−1
Fn !
Fn+11
ζn+1
Fζn
· · ·
FZ
ζ
(limit)
A.1.2 Proposition. The coalgebra ζ : Z ∼=→ FZ is ﬁnal.
Proof. Any F -coalgebra c : X → FX induces a cone (X γn−→ Fn1)n<ω over the ﬁnal
sequence in the following way.
γ0 = ! : X −→ 1 , γn+1 = Fγn ◦ c .
Now we can prove the following: for an arrow f : X → Z, f is a morphism of
coalgebras from c to ζ if and only if f is a mediating arrow from the cone (γn)n<ω to
the limit (ζn)n<ω. Hence such a morphism of coalgebras uniquely exists. 
It is easy to see that every shapely functor in Sets preserves ω-colimits and ωop-
limits. Hence we have the following.
A.1.3 Lemma. A shapely functor F has both an initial algebra and a ﬁnal coalgebra
in Sets. 
A.2 Limit-colimit coincidence
We recall some relevant notions and results from [127]. The idea is that in a suit-
able order-enriched setting, (co)limits are equivalently described as an order-theoretic
notion of O-(co)limits. Due to the inherent coincidence between O-limits and O-
colimits, we also obtain the so-called limit-colimit coincidence.
limit colimit
O-limit
obvious coincidence
O-colimit
The notions ofO-(co)limits are stated in terms of embedding-projection pairs which
we can deﬁne in an order-enriched category. In the sequel we assume the Cppo-
enriched structure.
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A.2.1 Deﬁnition (Embedding-projection pairs). Let C be a Cppo-enriched cate-
gory. A pair of arrows
X
e
p
Y
in C is said to be an embedding-projection pair if we have p ◦ e = id and e ◦ p  id.
Diagrammatically presented,
X
e
id
Y
p id

X e Y.
By p ◦ e = id we automatically have that e is a mono and p is an epi. Both split.
A.2.2 Proposition. Let (e, p), (e′, p′) : X 	 Y be two embedding-projection pairs
with the same domain and codomain. Then e  e′ holds if and only if p′  p. As a
consequence, one component of an embedding-projection pair determines the other. 
This proposition justiﬁes the notation eP for the projection corresponding to a given
embedding e, and pE for the embedding corresponding to a given projection p. It is
easy to check that
(e ◦ f)P = fP ◦ eP and (p ◦ q)E = qE ◦ pE .
A.2.3 Deﬁnition (O-(co)limits). Let X0
f0→ X1 f1→ · · · be an ω-chain in a Cppo-
enriched C. A cocone (Xn
σn→ C)n<ω over this chain is said to be an O-colimit if:
– each σn is an embedding;
– the sequence of arrows ( C
σPn
Xn
σn
C )n<ω is increasing. Moreover its
join taken in the cpo C(C,C) is idC .
C
σ0
σP0
σ1 σP1 · · ·
X0
f0
X1
f1
· · ·
Dually, a cone (C
γn→ Yn)n<ω over an ωop-chain Y0 g0← Y1 g1← · · · is an O-limit if:
each γn is a projection, and the sequence (γEn ◦ γn : C → C)n<ω is increasing and its
join is idC .
The following proposition establishes the equivalence between (co)limits and O-
(co)limits. For its full proof the reader is referred to [127].
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A.2.4 Proposition (Propositions A–D in [127]). Let X0
e0→ X1 e1→ · · · be an ω-chain
where each en is an embedding.
1. Let (Xn
σn→ C)n<ω be the colimit over the chain. Then each σn is also an
embedding. Moreover, (σn)n<ω is an O-colimit.
2. Conversely, an O-colimit (Xn
σn→ C)n<ω over the chain is a colimit.
Dually, let X0
p0← X1 p1← · · · be an ωop-chain where each pn is a projection.
3. Let (D τn→ Xn)n<ω be a limit over the chain. Then each τn is also a projection.
Moreover (τn)n<ω is an O-limit.
4. Conversely, an O-limit (D τn→ Xn)n<ω over the chain is a limit.
Proof. For later reference we present the proof of (4). Let (B
βn→ Xn)n<ω be an
arbitrary cone over the chain X0
p0← X1 p1← · · · . First we prove the uniqueness of a
mediating map f : B → D.
f = idD ◦ f =
(⊔
n<ω(τ
E
n ◦ τn)
) ◦ f (τn)n<ω is an O-limit
=
⊔
n<ω(τ
E
n ◦ τn ◦ f) composition is continuous
=
⊔
n<ω(τ
E
n ◦ βn) f is mediating .
We conclude the proof by showing that the sequence (τEn ◦ βn)n<ω is increasing,
hence such f indeed exists.
τEn ◦ βn = τEn ◦ pn ◦ βn+1 = τEn+1 ◦ pEn ◦ pn ◦ βn+1  τEn+1 ◦ βn+1
The last inequality holds because pEn ◦ pn  id from the deﬁnition of embedding-
projection pairs. 
A.2.5 Theorem (Limit-colimit coincidence). Let X0
e0→ X1 e1→ · · · be an ω-chain
where each en is an embedding, and (Xn
σn→ C)n<ω be the colimit over the chain.
Then each σn is an embedding, and the cone (C
σPn→ Xn)n<ω is a limit over the ωop-
chain X0
eP0← X1 e
P
1← · · · .
C
X0
σ0
e0
X1
σ1
e1
· · ·
: colimit =⇒
C
X0
σP0
eP0
X1
σP1
eP1
· · ·
: limit
Dually, the limit of an ωop-chain of projections consists of projections. By taking
the corresponding embeddings we obtain a colimit of an ω-chain of embeddings.
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Proof. We prove the ﬁrst statement. By Proposition A.2.4 each σn is an embedding,
and moreover (σn)n<ω is an O-colimit. Now obviously (σPn )n<ω is a cone over X0
eP0←
X1
eP1← · · · . Here we use the inherent coincidence ofO-(co)limits: namely, the condition
that (σn)n<ω is an O-colimit is exactly the same as that (σPn )n<ω is an O-limit. We
use Proposition A.2.4 to conclude the proof. 
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Summary
The aim of this thesis is to obtain better understanding of the nature of computer
systems, that is, to develop a mathematical theory of computer systems. By computer
systems we mean information-processing systems consisting of computers. We cannot
overemphasize their important roles in the modern world. Unfortunately, however,
computer systems are very much error-prone at the same time. This thesis ultimately
aims at proper understanding of computer systems which will help us getting them
right; we do so through extending the theory of coalgebras.
The use of coalgebras as a mathematical model of state-based systems has been
increasingly recognized in the last couple of decades. We follow this view since, we
believe, the theory of coalgebras has a right balance of (potential) applicability and
mathematical simplicity. The very core of the existing theory of coalgebras that we
start with can be summarized as follows.
– A system is modeled mathematically as a coalgebra;
– a behavior-preserving map between systems as a morphism of coalgebras; and
– the behavior of a system is given by the principle of coinduction.
These points have been established by many authors in a large body of existing work.
In each chapter of this thesis, however, we try to shed new light on them.
Our most emphasis is on, among the three points listed above, the principle of
coinduction which assigns to a system (i.e. a coalgebra) its behavior in the form of the
unique map to a ﬁnal coalgebra. In the standard setting where the base category is
Sets, the behavior thus captured respects bisimilarity—which is one possible choice
in the spectrum of many diﬀerent notions of behavioral equivalences. In Chapter 2
we establish an appropriate mathematical framework to capture a diﬀerent notion of
behavior—namely trace semantics—also by coinduction. To put it brieﬂy, when we
move the base category from Sets to a suitable Kleisli category, then the notion of
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behaviors captured by coinduction shifts from bisimilarity to trace semantics. This
works equally for both (non-deterministic) trace set semantics and (probabilistic)
trace distribution semantics.
Then a natural question arises: what is a morphism of coalgebras in a Kleisli
category? In Chapter 3 it is given an interpretation as a forward/backward simulation.
Use of simulations is an important technique in formal veriﬁcation of systems, in
which the soundness theorem plays a crucial role. Our categorical formulation of
simulations allows us to prove a generic soundness theorem which works for a wide
variety of systems (e.g. non-deterministic or probabilistic) and whose proof is once-
for-all by simple categorical arguments. This—together with Chapter 2—establishes
a generic, coalgebraic theory of traces and simulations.
It is this generic theory which is exploited in Chapter 4 to verify anonymity of
network protocols. More speciﬁcally, we start with an existing simulation-based proof
method for non-deterministic anonymity; we make it probabilistic to obtain a proof
method for probabilistic anonymity. This technical jump from non-determinism to
probability is minor for us since, in the generic theory of traces and simulations
established earlier in Chapter 2–3, diﬀerent types of branching (non-determinism vs.
probability) are modeled exactly in the same manner, only by diﬀerent parameters.
In other words, what one can do in a non-deterministic setting can be also done in a
probabilistic setting.
Finally, in Chapter 5 we deal with the issue of concurrency which is a major chal-
lenge in the study of computer systems. In our coalgebraic study of systems, compo-
sitionality—compatibility of behavior and concurrency—is one of our ﬁrst concerns.
An attempt to formulate compositionality in coalgebraic terms reveals signiﬁcance of
higher-dimensional algebraic structures, the so-called microcosm principle. This is
how we come to a highly abstract mathematical expedition of formalizing the micro-
cosm principle in 2-categories. It is more than just an abstract nonsense: we apply the
obtained formalization to the original coalgebraic setting and derive a generic com-
positionality theorem. It automatically ensures compositionality for a certain class of
concurrency situations.
Samenvatting (Dutch summary)
Het doel van dit proefschrift is om een beter inzicht in de aard van computersystemen
te bereiken, dat wil zeggen, om een wiskundige theorie van computersystemen te
ontwikkelen. Met computersystemen bedoelen we informatieverwerkende systemen
die bestaan uit computers. Hun belangrijke rol in de moderne wereld is nauwelijks te
overdrijven. Tegelijkertijd zijn computersystemen helaas echter zeer bevattelijk voor
fouten. Door hun karakter goed te doorzien, draagt dit proefschrift uiteindelijk bij
aan een foutloze constructie van computersystemen; we doen dit door de theorie van
coalgebras uit te breiden.
Het gebruik van coalgebras is de afgelopen decennia opgee¨ist als een wiskundig
model van toestandsystemen. Wij hangen deze visie aan omdat, volgens ons, de
theorie van coalgebras de juiste balans vindt tussen (mogelijke) toepasbaarheid en
wiskundige eenvoud. Het hart van de bestaande theorie van coalgebras waar we mee
beginnen kan als volgt worden samengevat.
– Een systeem wordt wiskundig gemodelleerd als een coalgebra;
– een gedragsrespecterende afbeelding tussen systemen als een morﬁsme van coal-
gebras; en
– het gedrag van een systeem wordt vastgelegd door het principe van coinductie.
Deze visie is bewerkstelligd door vele auteurs, in een groot aantal bestaande werken.
Desondanks probeert ieder hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift om er nieuw licht op te
werpen.
Van de drie bovengenoemde punten leggen we de meeste nadruk op het principe
van coinductie, dat van ieder systeem (coalgebra) haar gedrag vastlegt in de vorm
van een unieke afbeelding naar een ﬁnale coalgebra. In de gebruikelijke situatie, waar
de basiscategorie Sets is, respecteert het aldus vastgelegde gedrag bisimilariteit—
wat trouwens slechts een van de mogelijke keuzes is uit een spectrum van gedragse-
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quivalenties. Hoofdstuk 2 bewerkstelligt een passend wiskundig raamwerk om ook
een andere notie van gedrag—namelijk trace semantiek—door coinductie te vangen.
Kort gezegd: als we de basiscategorie van Sets naar een geschikte Kleisli categorie
verplaatsen, dan verandert de notie van gedrag zoals vastgelegd door coinductie van
bisimilariteit naar trace semantiek. Dit werkt net zo goed voor (non-deterministische)
trace verzamelingssemantiek als voor (probabilistische) trace distributiesemantiek.
Een natuurlijke vraag werpt zich dan op: wat is een morﬁsme van coalgebras in een
Kleisli categorie? In hoofdstuk 3 wordt dit ingevuld als een interpretatie van een voor-
waarts/achterwaarts simulatie. Het gebruik van simulaties is een belangrijke techniek
in formele veriﬁcatie van systemen, waar soundnessstellingen een cruciale rol spe-
len. Onze categorische formulering van simulaties stelt ons in staat om een generieke
soundnessstelling te bewijzen, die opgaat voor een breed scala aan systemen (zoals
non-deterministische en probabilistische), en het bewijs waarvan eens-en-voor-al is
door eenvoudige categorische argumenten. Dit—gecombineerd met Hoofdstuk 2—
geeft een generieke, coalgebra¨ısche theorie van traces en simulaties.
Het is deze generieke theorie die we inzetten in Hoofdstuk 4 om anonimiteit van
netwerkprotocollen te veriﬁe¨ren. Preciezer gezegd beginnen we met een bestaande
bewijsmethode voor non-deterministische anonimiteit gebaseerd op simulaties, en
maken haar probabilistisch om een bewijsmethode te krijgen voor probabilistische
anonimiteit. Deze technische sprong van non-determinisme naar probabilisme is voor
ons een kleine, omdat in de generieke theorie van traces en simulaties van Hoofd-
stuk 2–3, verschillende soorten vertakking (non-determinisme en probabilisme) op
precies dezelfde manier gemodelleerd worden, op verschillende parameters na. An-
ders gezegd, wat met non-determinisme bereikt kan worden, kan ook probabilistisch
gedaan worden.
Hoofdstuk 5 behandelt tenslotte de kwestie van concurrency, een grote uitdaging
binnen de studie van computer systemen. In onze coalgebra¨ısche studie van syste-
men is compositionaliteit—compatibiliteit van gedrag en concurrency—een van de
eerste aandachtspunten. Een poging om compositionaliteit in coalgebra¨ısche termen
te formuleren onthult het belang van hoger-dimensionale algebra¨ısche structuren, het
zogenaamde microcosmos principe. Zo komen we tot een zeer abstracte wiskundige
expeditie om het microcosmos principe te formalizeren met 2-categorieen. Dit is meer
dan enkel abstracte onzin: we passen de verkregen formalizatie toe op de originele
coalgebra¨ısche situatie en leiden zo een generieke compostionaliteitsstelling af. Deze
verzekert compositionaliteit voor een bepaalde klasse van situaties met concurrency.
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